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Summary

The interaction of an object with its surroundings depends firstly on the object’s
surface, which determines its surface properties due to its chemical properties and
macro- and microscopic structures on the surface. Earth’s flora and fauna offers
a vast collection of different specialized surface properties due to (hierarchical)
micro- and nanostructures. These natural examples serve as a catalog for scien-
tists and product designers who aim for replicating those properties. A one-step
method to produce highly regular (hierarchical) nanostructures is to create Laser-
induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS). Although extensively studied in the
last half century, LIPSS manufacturing did not emerge from an experimental sta-
tus into industrial applications due to scientific and technical challenges. In this
thesis, a picosecond pulsed laser source is evaluated for the potential of processing
a large portfolio of LIPSS on different types of materials. Therefore, six research
topics are addressed.

First, the feasibility of processing LIPSS on polymers using a picosecond pulsed
laser source was studied. It was found, that LIPSS can be indeed be processed on
two most prominent polymers (polycarbonate and polystyrene) using picosecond
pulsed laser sources. The wavelength range, at which LIPSS production was
possible was found to be wider than for nanosecond pulsed laser sources, but
not as wide as for femtosecond pulsed laser sources. However, the range of peak
fluence levels and number of pulses impinging one spot needed to produce LIPSS
are found to be similar for all laser pulse durations.

Second, the influence of the bulk temperature of a thermoplastic polymer
(polycarbonate) on the formation of LIPSS using a picosecond pulsed laser source
was investigated. It was found that the peak fluence levels at which LIPSS form
decrease with increasing bulk temperature. However, the bulk temperature did
not influence the number of pulses impinging one spot necessary for LIPSS de-
velopment. From this, it can be concluded, that the development of so-called
Low Spatial Frequency LIPSS of type II (LSFL-II) is an accumulative process,
depending on the number of pulses and that LIPSS formation is strongly affected
by the local sample temperatures reached and by the involved strong variations
of the polymer viscosity.

Third, the formation of LIPSS on a pre-structured polymer (polycarbonate)
was examined in order to achieve hierarchical micro-/nano-surface structures.
It was found that LIPSS can be formed on top of various forms and sizes of
micrometer-sized Direct Laser Interference Patterning (DLIP) structures (ridges)
by selecting the laser beam polarization perpendicular to the pre-structured mi-
croscopic ridges. Since LIPSS only form in a narrow window of laser fluence levels,
the growth of LIPSS only on top of the pre-structured microscopic ridges was lim-
ited by the non-normal angle of incidence of the laser radiation at the side walls
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of the microscopic ridges.
Fourth, the feasibility of producing all types of LIPSS known to form on metals

due to femtosecond laser pulses, by using a picosecond laser source, with different
types of laser polarizations on a medical-grade cobalt-chrome-molybdenum alloy
was explored. It was found that indeed all of LIPSS types which form due to
femtosecond laser pulses on metals can be produced using picosecond laser pulses.

Fifth, a mathematical model was developed to predict the homogeneity of
large areas — i.e. larger than the area of a laser spot — of LIPSS depending on
laser processing parameters and material constants. The model was validated by
experiments on silicon. This model can also be used to optimize laser process-
ing parameters to decrease the production time for large areas of LIPSS. It was
concluded, that the model is a convenient tool, which can be exploited for deter-
mining the process parameters necessary for the production of large homogeneous
areas of LIPSS at the shortest possible production time.

Last, it was shown that the LIPSS production time for Low Spatial Frequency
LIPSS of type I (LSFL-I) can be further decreased by defocused laser processing.
That is, it was shown experimentally that LIPSS produced on silicon do not differ
in periodicity and height when processing in focus, or below or above the focus of
the laser beam. Hence, to further increase production rates of LIPSS, defocused
laser processing is a viable approach.



Samenvatting
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Functional Surfaces & Surface Functionalization

Any solid matter interacts with its surrounding environment through its surface.
Light absorption and reflectance, adhesion, heat transfer or tribological behavior
are examples of surface properties determined by chemical surface properties, as
well as by macro- and microscopic structures on the surface of an object. In the
course of evolution, earth’s flora and fauna have adapted distinct surface struc-
tures for specific functionalities and therefore ensured survival and procreation. A
frequently quoted example of a functional surface found in nature is the leaf of the
lotus plant, see Figure 1.1a. The surface of the Lotus leaf shows hydrophobic, self-
cleaning and anti-fouling properties [1]. Examples of nano- and/or microstructures
determining the optical properties of a surface can be found on butterfly wings
[2], see Figure 1.1b, cicada wings [3–5] and beetle wings [6], as well as peacock
feathers [7], which reflect bright structural colors to entice mating partners. An-
other example is the Alpine flower Leontopodium nivale, also known as Edelweiss,
which is felted with white “hairs”, absorbing UV radiation and hence protecting
the plant from the large UV flux at high altitude [8].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1.1: Functional surfaces in nature and on metals: (a) Superhydrophobic surface of a Lotus leaf
with water droplets (Photograph by GJ Bulte, distributed under a CC BY-SA 3.0 license); (b) Blue
structural colors on the wings of a Morpho menelaus butterfly (Photograph by Gregory Phillips, dis-
tributed under a CC BY-SA 3.0 license);
Surface functionalization of metals: (c) Superhydrophobic surface on CoCrMo alloy showing a water con-
tact angle of 151±2◦ (see Chapter 6); (d) Miniaturized painting of Vincent van Gogh showing structural
colors due to Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures (Reprinted with permission from Dusser et al [9]
©OSA Publishing).

1



2 1.2. Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures

The multi-layer shell of diatom algeas increases light harvesting for photo-
synthesis [10]. Nocturnal moths have better vision than humans due to their
antireflective eyes [11]. The skins of geckos [12], as well as the wings of cicada
[4, 12] and dragonflies [5, 12] have antibacterial properties. These surface func-
tions are the result of well-ordered (hierarchical) micro- and nanostructures on
the surface and which are inspiring material scientists and product designers to
develop new materials, devices and products with similar surface properties. How-
ever, the reproduction (biomimicry) of these micro- and nanostructures are tech-
nically challenging and cost-intensive. A one-step way to produce highly regular
nanostructures, which show some of the abovementioned properties, is to create
Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures, see Figures 1.1c and d.

1.2 Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures

Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) are nanometer sized regular
ripples, which can be produced on different solids, such as metals [9, 15, 16],
semiconductors [16–19], polymers [20–23], glasses [24–27] and ceramics [28, 29],
by exposing the surface to (ultra-) short laser pulses within a narrow range of
laser fluence levels, below or close to, the ablation threshold [30]. Various types
of LIPSS are distinguished and categorized based on their geometrical periodicity
and shape, see Figure 1.2. The most common type of LIPSS are referred to as
“Low Spatial Frequency LIPSS” (LSFL), which are periodic ripples characterized
by a geometric periodicity equal or close to the laser wavelength used to create
them, see Figures 1.2a-c. LSFL are oriented either perpendicular or parallel to
the laser polarization, depending on the material [30, 31]. Other types of LIPSS
are “High Spatial Frequency LIPSS” (HSFL), which are ripples showing a geo-
metrical periodicity much smaller than the laser wavelength [14, 30, 32] and only
occur when applying ultra-short laser pulses with pulse durations in the femto-
or picosecond range on a surface [29, 33], see Figure 1.2d. “Grooves” are peri-
odic structures showing a geometrical periodicity larger than the laser wavelength
[14, 34, 35], see Figure 1.2b. “Triangular nanopillars” (TNP) are periodic struc-
tures characterized by a periodicity close to the laser wavelength, see Figure 1.2d.
Unlike LSFL and HSFL, which show periodicities in one direction, TNP are peri-
odic in three directions [14, 36, 37]. “Spikes” or “Cones” are periodic structures
showing a periodicity much larger than the laser wavelength [34, 35, 37], see Figure
1.2c. The variety in forms and sizes of LIPSS opens the possibility to manufacture
tailored surface textures to obtain surface-specific functionalization.

The occurrence and type of LIPSS depends strongly on the material and the
laser processing conditions. The optical absorptivity of the material at a given
laser wavelength is crucial for the development of LIPSS. E.g. on high absorbing
materials, such as metals and semiconductors, LSFL-I form typically perpendicu-
lar to the laser polarization, whereas on low absorbing materials such as dielectrics
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LSFL-I

LSFL-II

E

(a)

LSFL-I

Grooves

E

(b)

E

LSFL-I

Spike

(c)

E

HSFL

TNP

(d)

Figure 1.2: SEM Micrographs of typical examples of LIPSS processed by a picosecond laser source. (a)
LIPSS on Polycarbonate, LSFL types -I and -II obtained with a laser wavelength of 343nm [13], see
Chapter 4 for details. (b-d) LIPSS on CoCrMo alloy obtained with a laser wavelength of 1030nm [14],
see Chapter 6 for details: (b) type LSFL-I and Grooves, (c) type LSFL-I and spikes, (d) TNP and type
HSFL. The double-headed arrows in the lower left corners of the micrographs indicate the direction of

the laser polarization
−→
E , being either linear or circular.

(e.g. polymers), LSFL-II typically form parallel to the laser polarization [30].

Moreover, hierarchical structures, which consist of a micrometric “base struc-
ture” and nanometric LIPSS on top, can be achieved in one processing step on
high absorbing materials, such as metals (see e.g. Figure 1.2b, 1.2c and 1.2d).
Such hierarchical structures were not reported on low absorbing materials, such
as polymers.

From the laser processing point of view, LIPSS types, morphologies and sizes
can be controlled by several laser parameters, such as the laser pulse duration (τ),
the laser wavelength (λ); the laser polarization type (e.g. linear or circular) and
the polarization direction with respect to the angle of incidence of the laser beam
(α); the laser peak fluence (F0); the number of pulses effectively processing one
spot on the surface (Neff) and the number of overscans of the laser spot over the
surface (NOS) [38, 39].
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Since LIPSS were first found by Birnbaum in 1965 [40], an exponentially grow-
ing amount of studies have been conducted targeting explaining the physical origin
of LIPSS [17, 25, 30, 31, 41, 42], the optimization of process parameters [43–45],
the LIPSS regularity [41, 46] and possible applications of LIPSS, such as e.g.
changing the wetting properties of surfaces [22, 27, 35, 47], adding structural col-
ors to surfaces [9, 48], bio-tissue engineering [20, 37, 49–51], changing the tribolog-
ical behavior of surfaces [29, 47, 52, 53] or exploiting LIPSS as Surface Enhanced
Raman Scattering sensors [21, 23, 54].

In Chapter 2, the physical origins and process parameters to obtain LIPSS are
presented and discussed in more detail.

1.3 Problem Definition

Although LIPSS have been studied extensively over the last half century, there
are still both scientific and technical challenges, which need to be overcome before
the (industrial) application of LIPSS can be fully exploited.

For example, in order to produce a large portfolio of various types of LIPSS
(see Section1.2) on different types of materials, (only) ultra-short pulsed lasers
in the femto- and picosecond regime are suitable, since HSFL are not found on
materials processed with nanosecond or longer pulsed laser sources [30]. Compared
to femtosecond pulsed laser sources, picosecond pulsed laser sources are more
economical. In addition, in most cases the use of picosecond pulsed laser sources
offer similar qualitative processing results as femtosecond pulsed laser sources, but
do offer higher average peak powers, which enhances productivity at comparable
or lower costs [55, 56]. Therefore, in this thesis, the use of a picosecond laser
source will be evaluated for the possibility of producing (hierarchical) structures
on a range of materials. That is, analysis of LIPSS development on a selected
polymer, metal and semi-conductor using picosecond laser pulses will be studied.

The development of LIPSS on low absorbing materials such as polymers differs
from high absorbing materials such as metals and semiconductors. For example,
LSFL-I perpendicular to the laser polarization are commonly observed on metals
and semiconductors and are related to surface plasmon polaritons (see Section
2.3.1) [30]. Conversely, on polymers, LSFL-II parallel to the laser polarization
are observed [21]. Therefore, this thesis encompasses some selected studies into
the processing parameters and mechanisms on picosecond LIPSS formation and
processing strategies for low (polymers) and high (metals and semiconductors)
absorbing materials.

Unfortunately, in contrast to using femtosecond pulsed laser sources, LIPSS
have not been reported on any polymer — a low absorbing material - when using
picosecond pulsed laser sources. That is, LIPSS are found on polymers either
when exposing the material to nanosecond pulses at an UV wavelength [21], or
exposing the material to femtosecond laser pulses at wavelengths ranging from
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265 nm to 1045 nm [21]. Moreover, in contrast to metals, on which LIPSS can be
induced by a single laser pulse [57], several tens to thousands of pulses are required
for LIPSS to manifest on polymers. It is still unclear which physical mechanism
impedes or promotes the formation of LIPSS on polymers. Therefore, Part I of
this thesis encompasses a study into the processing parameters and mechanisms
inducing homogeneous areas of (hierarchical) surface structures on low absorbing
materials, such as polymers, using a picosecond pulsed laser source.

Thus, the first research question addressed in Part I reads:

1. Can LIPSS be processed on common types of polymers using picosecond
laser pulses? And if so, which types of LIPSS do form at which laser process-
ing conditions? That is, how many pulses are necessary at which wavelength
to produce LIPSS on polymers using a picosecond laser source?

Rebollar et al. [21] studied LIPSS formation on polymer films using femtosec-
ond laser pulses. These authors hypothesized, that LIPSS form on a amorphous
polymer only after reaching the glass transition temperature or alternatively after
reaching the melt temperature for a semicrystalline polymer, because at those
temperatures the mobility of the polymer chain is sufficient to allow LIPSS to
form. If this is indeed the case, (pre-)heating of the (bulk of the) polymer sub-
strate might promote the occurrence and development of LIPSS on thermoplastic
polymers using picosecond laser pulses. That is, less laser pulses and/or less
laser pulse energy is necessary for LIPSS to occur. Therefore the second research
question reads:

2. At what laser processing conditions do LIPSS develop on a preheated poly-
mer surface using picosecond laser pulses? Is less (accumulated) laser energy
and/or less pulses required at increased temperatures than at room temper-
ature? That is, can the formation of LIPSS on polymers be “accelerated”
by preheating the polymer before and during laser processing?

As was mentioned in Section 1.1, many surface functions depend on hierarchi-
cal micro- and nanostructures. In contrast to polymers, the formation of LIPSS
on pre-structured metals — i.e. metal surfaces with a micrometer scale texture —
in order to achieve a hierarchical micro-nano surface structure, has been studied
and demonstrated [58]. So far, the formation of LIPSS on polymers is studied on
“smooth” substrates only. Therefore the third research question reads:

3. Can hierarchical micro-nano structures be formed on polymers by a two-
step laser structuring process in which a micro-structure is formed first and
LIPSS are formed in a subsequent step? If so, what are the characteristics
of these LIPSS?
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In contrast to polymers, the formation of LIPSS on high(er) absorbing mate-
rials — i.e. on semiconductors and metals — are studied extensively and a large
variety of (hierarchical) LIPSS has been demonstrated. For example, on metals,
LSFL, HSFL, grooves and spikes can be produced either with femtosecond [34, 59]
or with picosecond [60–62] laser pulses. However, recently a new type of LIPSS,
here referred to as “triangular nanopillars” (TNP), were observed only if either
single circularly polarized or bursts of linearly cross-polarized femtosecond laser
pulses were applied to stainless steel surfaces [36, 63, 64], but have not been re-
ported with picosecond laser pulses. Therefore, in Part II, the fourth research
question of this thesis reads:

4. How does the LIPSS formation differ for linear and circular polarized pi-
cosecond laser irradiation and what types of (hierarchical) LIPSS can be
processed?

Typically time-consuming iterative trial-and-error experiments are conducted
to obtain optimal laser processing parameters — in terms of production rate
(m2/h) — to produce large — i.e. larger than the laser spot — homogeneous areas
of LIPSS [43, 65]. In literature, first attempts to derive optimal laser processing
parameters, using an (empirical) mathematical model are found, but these models
rely on an iterative approach — i.e. these models do not encompass a closed math-
ematical expression for the optimal processing parameters [43, 44, 65]. Therefore,
in Part II, the fifth research question of this thesis reads:

5. Can the processing parameters to fabricate large homogeneous areas of
LIPSS be optimized in order to decrease the processing time for LIPSS
by means of an (empirical) mathematical model?

A relatively high geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap is required to produce
large areas of homogeneous LIPSS on a surface [43]. Hence, the production rate
of LIPSS depends on the laser spot diameter on the material surface, the laser
pulse repetition rate and the velocity of the laser spot relative to the surface of
the material. Defocusing the laser beam, resulting in a large(r) laser spot on the
surface of the substrate, could be a relatively simple means to achieve smaller
production times. However, the wavefront of a defocused laser beam is curved,
whereas the wavefront of a focused laser beam is “flat”. This difference might
affect the characteristics of LIPSS forming when a defocused beam is employed.
Therefore, the sixth and last research question of Part II, as well as of this thesis
reads:

6. Does the periodicity and amplitude of LIPSS differ when processed with a
defocused laser beam, compared to a focused laser beam?
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1.4 Outline

Except for Chapter 1, 2 and 9, this thesis is based on peer-reviewed scientific
articles, which, one by one address the research questions defined in the previous
section, see Figure 1.3. That is, the content of Chapters 3 through 8 are identical
to the content of papers, in which, besides some small typographical adjustments,
only the layout has adapted for consistency throughout this thesis. Therefore,
it is unavoidable that some redundancy is found these chapters, as an academic
paper needs its own introductory sections. However, this entails the advantage
that each chapter can be read separately.

Chapters based on scientific articles Aim of the chapter
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Chapter 6

Fabricating laser-induced periodic
surface structures on medical grade

Cobalt-Chrome-Molybdenum

Chapter 7

Model based optimization of process
parameters to produce large homogeneous

areas of laser-induced periodic surface
structures

Chapter 8

Laser-induced periodic surface
structures (LIPSS) created by defocused

laser processing

Discusses the conditions to form LIPSS
on two common polypolymers, styrene
and polycarbonate, using a picosecond
pulsed laser source at different
wavelengths.

Examines the effect of the bulk
temperature on the formation of
picosecond LIPSS on .polycarbonate

Studies the evolution of LIPSS on
m i c r o m e t r i c p r e s t r u c t u r e d
polycarbonate samples in order to
achieve hierarchical structures

Investigating the formation of different
types of (hierarchical) LIPSS on
CoCrMo alloy depending on the laser
polarization

Presents a model to optimize the laser
processing parameters in order to
decrease the laser processing time with
regard to laser parameters and materials
constants.

Studies the properties of LIPSS
produced by a defocused laser beam on
silicon and compares these properties to
LIPSS formed by a focused laser beam.

Figure 1.3: Overview of the chapters based on scientific articles divided in two parts. Part I: LIPSS on
low absorbing materials (Chapters 3, 4 & 5). Part II: LIPSS on high absorbing materials (Chapters 6, 7
& 8).
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First, however, Chapter 2 presents and discusses the current state-of-the-art
of LIPSS. That is, various LIPSS types, as well as the laser processing parameters
governing their formation and growth are presented and discussed. In addition,
theories and models, which have been proposed to explain the origin of LIPSS
are briefly discussed. This chapter forms the background and basis of subsequent
chapters.

Chapter 3 starts with a literature review of LIPSS formation on polymers using
nano- and femtosecond pulsed laser sources. Next, it presents and discusses the
conditions required to form LIPSS on two common polymers (polystyrene and
polycarbonate) using a picosecond pulsed laser source at different wavelengths.
The characteristics of these LIPSS are compared to the LIPSS found when nano-
and femtosecond pulsed laser sources are employed. As such this chapter ad-
dresses research question 1, as defined in Section 1.3 and Figure 1.3.

Chapter 4 examines the effect of the bulk temperature on the formation of LIPSS
on polycarbonate processed using picosecond laser pulses. The evolution of LIPSS
as function of pulse energy and bulk temperature, is studied from the early stages
of LIPSS at the surface, to different types of LIPSS at and below the surface. Ad-
ditionally, this chapter studies whether preheating the polymer before and during
the laser process can decrease the production time of LIPSS formation. As such
this chapter addresses research question 2, as defined in Section 1.3 and Figure
1.3.

Chapter 5 studies a novel, two-step, ultrashort pulsed laser process to achieve
hierarchical micro-nano structures on polycarbonate by combining two state-of-
the-art laser processes. In a first step, micrometer sized Direct Laser Interfer-
ence Patterns (DLIP) are formed on a polymer. In the subsequent, second step,
nanometer scaled LIPSS are formed on top of the DLIP structures. The evolution
of LIPSS on the DLIP structures as function of laser fluence levels are analyzed.
Additionally, the chemical and structural changes of the polymer are studied us-
ing spectroscopy techniques. As such this chapter addresses research question 3,
as defined in Section 1.3 and Figure 1.3.

Chapter 6 investigates the formation of different types of (hierarchical) LIPSS
obtained when exposing a metal (cobalt-chrome-molybdenum alloy) to linear and
circular polarized picosecond laser pulses. As such this chapter addresses research
question 4, as defined in Section 1.3 and Figure 1.3.
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Chapter 7 presents an (empirical) model, which allows the (in)homogeneity of
large areas covered with Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) to
be predcited, based on the laser processing parameters and experimentally deter-
mined material properties. The model allows optimal processing conditions to be
established, given the material properties of the substrate to be processed. The
chapter also presents the results of experimental validation of the model over a
large range of laser parameters on silicon. As such this chapter addresses research
question 5, as defined in Section 1.3 and Figure 1.3.

Chapter 8 studies the properties of LIPSS produced by a defocused laser beam
and compares these properties of these LIPSS to properties of LIPSS formed by a
focused laser beam. To obtain comparable results, laser parameters such as laser
peak fluence, geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap and line hatch are compensated
for. The periodicities and amplitudes of LIPSS on silicon from in- and de-focused
laser processing are compared. As such this chapter addresses research question
6, as defined in Section 1.3 and Figure 1.3.

Chapter 9 concludes findings of this thesis and relates these to the research ques-
tions defined in Section 1.3, as well as provides an outlook to future research.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF THE FORMATION OF LIPSS AND
HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURES

This chapter presents and discusses various types of LIPSS, as well as the laser
processing parameters governing their formation and growth. In addition, theories
which have been proposed to explain the origin and growth of LIPSS are briefly
discussed.

2.1 Phenomena and Parameters governing LIPSS formation

As was already briefly mentioned in section 1.2, the development of LIPSS strongly
depends on the laser irradiation parameters, as well as on material properties. An
incomplete overview of laser parameters resulting in various types of LIPSS on
high absorbing materials (metals and semiconductors) is listed in Table 2.1. Ta-
ble 3.2 and 3.3 in Chapter 3 provide an overview on LIPSS processing parameters
on low absorbing materials (polymers). As can be concluded from these tables,
similar surface structures, e.g. LSFL or HSFL, can be obtained on different mate-
rials such as metals, semiconductors and dielectrics using various laser processing
parameters. In the following, the effect of laser processing parameters on LIPSS
morphology and sizes will be discussed in more detail.

Figure 2.1 shows a scheme categorizing various types of laser-induced surface
structures based on their geometrical properties, such as their orientation relative
to the direction of laser polarization and geometrical periodicity (Λ) in relation
to the laser wavelength (λ). All LIPSS types develop after irradiation by (ultra)
short pulsed, linearly polarized laser radiation with the exception of triangular
nanopillars (TNP), which developed after either circular polarization or linear
cross-polarized bursts of laser pulses [1–3]. As can be observed in this Figure, the
geometrical surface structure period increases with increasing laser fluence levels
and/or the number of laser pulses impinging on a spot.

HSFL are categorized based on their aspect ratio A, which is defined as the
ratio between the depth of the structure d to the periodicity Λ. HSFL-I are also
referred to as deep sub-wavelength ripples because of their large depth. Typically
LSFL-I and HSFL-II can be found on metals, whereas LSFL-II and HSFL-I can
typically be found on dielectrics and semiconductors.

2.1.1 Laser Wavelength

Already in 1965, Birnbaum highlighted the correlation between the geometrical
periodicity of LIPSS and the laser wavelength [14]. As shown in Figure 2.1, the
laser wavelength plays a dominant role in the periodicity of all types of LIPSS.

15
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Table 2.1: Incomplete overview of LIPSS found on semiconductors and metals and their corresponding laser parameters.

Material Surface Structures Laser Parameters Source

Hierarchical LIPSS Type
Orientation of

LIPSS to
polarization

Periodicity of LIPSS
compared to Wavelength

(Λ/λ)

Pulse
duration

Wavelength
[nm]

Fluence
[J/cm2]

Frequency
[Hz]

Number
of Pulses

Silicon
Yes

(Grooves + LSFL)

LSFL ⊥ 0.81 - 0.94
130 fs 800

0.42
10

5
[4]Grooves ‖

n.A.
100

Spikes unoriented 1 - 4.1 100

Silicon
Yes

(Grooves + LSFL)
LSFL ⊥ < λ

430 fs 800 0.7 n.A. 10 - 200 [5]Grooves ‖ 3.1 - 4.4
No Spikes unoriented >4.4

Silicon No LSFL ⊥ 1 cw 10060 n.A. - - [6]

Steel
No HSFL ⊥ 0.37

130 fs 800 n.A. 1000 n.A [7]
Yes

(DLW + LSFL)
LSFL ⊥ 0.72

Steel
(100Cr6)

Yes
(LSFL + Grooves)

LSFL ⊥ 0.6 - 1.1

170 fs
1026

0.25

1000 5 - 100

[8]

Grooves ‖ 2.2 - 3.4 1000 150 - 400
LSFL ⊥ 0.56 - 1.1

513
60000 5 - 50

Grooves ‖ 2.1 - 3.7 60000 100 - 250
LSFL ⊥ 0.67 - 0.96

30 fs 800
1000 5 - 100

Grooves ‖ 2.5 - 7.2 1000 200 - 1000

Steel
(X6Cr17)

Yes
(DLIP + LIPSS)

LSFL ⊥ 0.66
10 ps 1064 1.45 1000 100 [9]

HSFL ‖ 0.19

single-crystalline
indium phosphide

No
HSFL ⊥ 0.41 - 0.45

130fs 800 0.58 10
5 - 30

[10]LSFL ⊥ 0.93 5 - 100

Grooves ‖ 1.52 - 5
20

- 100

monocrystalline
Chromium

Yes
(LSFL + HSFL)

LSFL ⊥ 0.78

50 fs 800 0.3 1000 30 [11]
HSFL ‖ 0.26

No
HSFL ⊥ 0.14
HSFL ‖ 0.06

Titanium
Yes

(DLIP + LIPSS)
LSFL ⊥ 0.75

70 ps 532 0.93 1000 5 [12]
HSFL ‖ 0.28

Cobalt -
Chromium -
Molybdenum

Alloy

Yes LSFL ⊥ 0.77 - 0.89

6.7 ps 1030

1.67 - 7.07

400000

7 - 35

[13]
(Grooves + LSFL) Grooves ‖ 3.4 ; 4 1.82 ; 2.84 35
(Spikes + LSFL) Spikes unoriented 7.6 7.07 35

(TNP + HSFL)
HSFL / 0.08 5.23 7
TNP / 0.84 5.23 7
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Figure 2.1: Classification of types of LIPSS. All LIPSS types develop after irradiation by (ultra) short
pulsed, linearly polarization laser radiation with the exception of triangular nanopillars (TNP), which
developed after either circular polarization or linear cross-polarized bursts of laser pulses [1–3]. The arrow
at the bottom of this image indicates, that with increasing laser fluence and/or number of laser pulses,
different types of LIPSS develop with increasing geometrical periodicity.

The most prominent classification of LIPSS are Low Spatial Frequency LIPSS
(LSFL) with a periodicity larger the half of the laser wavelength (Λ > λ/2) and
High Spatial Frequency LIPSS (HSFL) with a periodicity smaller then half the
laser wavelength (Λ < λ/2) [15]. The recently discovered Triangular Nano-Pillars
(TNP) see Figure 1.2d) show periodicities close to the laser wavelength (Λ ∼ λ)
[13]. Grooves show a periodicity larger than the laser wavelength (Λ > λ) and
spikes (or “cones”) show a periodicity much larger than the laser wavelength
(Λ� λ).
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LIPSS on low absorbing materials, such as polymers, only form after irradia-
tion by laser sources with wavelengths in the UV range when using nanosecond
laser pulses and wavelengths in the range from UV to IR when using femtosecond
laser sources [16]. The effect of the wavelength of picosecond laser radiation on
the development of LIPSS on polymers will be discussed in more detail in Chapter
3, which addresses research question 1 of this thesis (see Section 1.3).

2.1.2 Laser Polarization

As can be concluded from Table 2.1 and as summarized in Figure 2.1, the orienta-

tion of LIPSS depends on the direction of the polarization of the laser radiation
−→
E .

HSFL and LSFL can form either parallel or perpendicular to
−→
E , depending on the

absorptivity of the material with regard to the laser wavelength [17]. Typically,
for high absorbing materials, LSFL form perpendicular to the laser polarization,
see e.g. Table 2.1. For low absorbing materials, LSFL form usually parallel to the
laser polarization, see e.g. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 in Chapter 3.

TNP form on metals when the surface is exposed to either circular polarized
laser radiation [1] or when exposed to bursts of linear cross-polarized femtosecond
laser pulses [2, 3].

In Chapter 6, the formation of various types of (hierarchical) LSFL, grooves,
HSFL and TNP on a metal alloy is shown experimentally by using picosecond
laser pulses at different types of laser beam polarizations. As such, chapter 6
addresses research question 4 of this thesis (see Section 1.3).

2.1.3 Angle of Incidence

Depending on the absorptivity of the illuminated material, the angle of incidence
of the laser beam, relative to the surface of the sample, affects the period of LSFL,
see Fig. 2.1. For high absorbing materials the periodicity was found to equal
ΛLSFL−I ∼ λ/(1 ± sin θ) [6, 18–20] and for low absorbing materials ΛLSFL−II ∼
λ/(n± sin θ) [16, 21]. The effect of the angle of incidence on LIPSS periodicity is
well studied and therefore out of the scope of this thesis.

2.1.4 Laser Fluence and Number of Pulses

LIPSS appear only within a narrow range of fluence levels close to the ablation
threshold [15, 22]. Various types of LIPSS can occur (in some cases simultane-
ously) after several numbers of ultra-short laser pulses at a laser fluence below, but
close to the ablation threshold. Typically in the periphery of the processed area
HSFL and LSFL manifest at different annular radii depending on the Gaussian
fluence distribution of the laser pulse [11, 22], see Figure 2.2. Above the ablation
threshold, grooves [8] and at even higher laser fluence levels, spikes develop [23],
see Figure 2.2.
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HSFL
LSFL

Grooves

Spikes

Figure 2.2: Different types of LIPSS on metals forming in different areas with on a single processed spot
on the surface of the material, depending on the local laser fluence level F of the Gaussian fluence profile.
−→
E : direction of the laser polarization.

The periodicity of HSFL, LSFL and grooves increase with increasing laser flu-
ence levels [8, 13, 16, 24–28] for metals, semiconductors and dielectrics. However,
the periodicity of LSFL reaches a “plateau” at a certain fluence level. That is,
above a specific fluence level, the periodicity does not increase with increasing
laser fluence [16, 24–27].

The number of overscans - i.e. the number of laser pulses - has a strong effect
on the morphology of LIPSS. On high absorbing materials, a single laser pulse
can be sufficient to manifest LIPSS on the surface [29, 30]. However, on low
absorbing materials, several tens to hundreds of pulses are necessary for LIPSS to
form [26, 28, 31].

Like the laser fluence, the number of pulses processing one spot on the surface
of the sample affects the periodicity of LIPSS. The period of LSFL-I and Grooves
on high absorbing materials, such as metals and semiconductors, decreases with an
increasing amount of pulses processing the same spot on the surface [8, 27, 30, 32].
However, on low absorbing materials the periodicity of LSFL-II increases with an
increasing amount of processing laser pulses until the periodicity reaches a plateau
[16, 26, 33].

Additionally, the fluence threshold at which LIPSS occur, decreases with an
increasing number of pulses on the same spot on the surface. This phenomenon
is referred to as the incubation effect [34]. The relation between the fluence
threshold, due to one laser pulse Fth(1) and the fluence threshold Fth(NOS), due
to several laser pulses on the same location (NOS > 1), is usually expressed in the
form of a power-law [29, 34, 35]

Fth(NOS) = Fth(1)N ξ−1
OS , (2.1)
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where ξ is referred to as the incubation factor (0 < ξ < 1).

2.1.5 Geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap

To process an area of LIPSS larger than the area of the laser spot, the laser beam
is scanned over the surface of the sample, see e.g Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Example of a strategy in which the laser spot is scanned over the surface of a substrate
in order to produce large areas of LIPSS. OL: geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap, v: scan velocity, d:
laser spot diameter, f : pulse repetition frequency, ∆x: pulse-to-pulse distance in the x-direction, ∆y:
line-to-line distance (pitch) in the y-direction.

As can be observed in Figure 2.3, due to the scanning strategy, laser pulses
with a diameter d have an geometrical laser pulse-to-pulse overlap, which is defined
here as

OL = (1− v/(d · f)), (2.2)

where v is the laser scan velocity over the surface of the substrate, d is the laser
spot diameter and f is the laser pulse repetition rate. When attempting to process
large homogeneous areas of LIPSS, the geometrical laser pulse-to-pulse overlap
OL between the subsequent laser pulses (denoted by ∆x in Figure 2.3), as well
as between processed overlapping lines (pitch, denoted by ∆y in Figure 2.3, is
a critical parameter. Increasing the overlap effectively increases the number of
laser pulses at a specific location on the surface. As described in Section 2.1.4,
increasing the number of laser pulses decreases the fluence threshold at which
LIPSS occur. That is, when a laser spot is scanned over a surface, any point
on the processed surface is exposed to numerous laser pulses. Since the distance
between the point on the surface and the center of the laser pulses in close range
to that point varies. In other words, each pulse supplies a different amount of
laser energy to that point. The number of pulses effectively processing this point
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is defined by the overlap in both x- and y-direction. The amount of energy, the
point is exposed to, depends on the numbers of pulses effectively processing this
point and the laser peak fluence. Therefore, the total accumulated fluence on the
surface can be controlled by the setting of the overlap and the laser peak fluence.
If the overlap is too low (OL < 0), “islands” of LSFL are found floating in a “sea”
of unprocessed material surface, see e.g. Fig 7.6(a) on page 126. If the overlap is
(too) high, the accumulated fluence exceeds e.g. the LSFL fluence threshold and,
as a result, homogeneous areas of grooves or spikes are formed. Typically, iterative
trial-and -error experiments are carried out in order to establish the laser process-
ing parameters, which induce uniform homogeneous areas of LIPSS. Generally,
the process window of laser parameters inducing homogeneous areas of LIPSS is
small. Moreover, the experimentally obtained parameters might not imply the
highest production rates in terms of m2

s . Eichstädt [34, 35] made a first step to
mathematically derive optimal laser process parameters for homogeneous areas
of LIPSS by iteratively simulating the accumulated laser fluence due to geomet-
rically overlapping laser pulses over an area with material dependent thresholds.
Lehr and Kietzig [36] calculated accumulated intensities of overlapping Gaussian
laser beam profiles along a line to describe the role of accumulated intensities with
different types of LIPSS occurring at various pulse-to-pulse overlap values.

No closed–i.e. non-iterative, mathematical model has been reported to calcu-
late (optimal) processing parameters, which produce homogeneous areas of LIPSS.
Such a model is an objective of this thesis and discussed in more detail in Chapter
7, which addresses research question 5 of this thesis (see Section 1.3).

2.1.6 Laser Pulse Duration

From their discovery in 1965 by Birnbaum [14] until the late 1990’s, the laser pulse
durations used to study LIPSS formation ranged from the nanosecond regime up
to continuous wave laser sources [15]. In this period, LIPSS with periodicities close
to the laser wavelength were found on metals, semiconductors and dielectrics [37].
With the arrival of ultra short pulsed lasers in the 2000’s, new types of LIPSS were
discovered with a periodicity much smaller than the laser wavelength. Therefore,
LIPSS were divided into LSFL and HSFL. LSFL can be formed by continuous
wave [6] and pulsed laser sources with pulse durations as small as the femtosecond
regime [30]. HSFL on the other hand are only observed when using laser sources
in the picosecond and femtosecond regime [15], see table 2.1. Additionally, it
was found [27] that the periodicity of HSFL on titanium decreased by half when
the pulse duration was increased from 10 to 550 femtoseconds, whereas the pulse
duration showed no effect on the periodicity of LSFL.

On low absorbing materials such as polymers, the occurrence of LIPSS de-
pends on the laser pulse duration [16, 28]. For example LIPSS can occur on
polymers with nanosecond pulsed laser sources but only for a limited range of
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laser wavelengths in the UV spectrum. However, when using femtosecond laser
sources, the range of wavelengths at which LIPSS occur expands into the IR
regime, since multi-photon absorption plays a dominant role in the femtosecond
regime, allowing surface modifications with a wider range of wavelengths [16, 28].

The occurrence of LIPSS on polymers processed with laser sources in the
picosecond regime has not been reported in literature, see Tables 3.2 and 3.3, and
is therefore studied in Chapter 3 to address research question 1 of this thesis (see
Section 1.3).

2.2 Hierarchical Structures

Functional surfaces found in nature such as the lotus leaf (see Section 1.1) are often
the result of hierarchical structures composed of a micro-scale structure and a su-
perimposed nanoscale structure. The reproduction of such hierarchical structures
by surface processing is a challenging endeavor. Laser-based structuring methods
are promising due to the relatively simple and fast creation process compared to
other methods such as e.g. nanoimprint lithography [38]. The microstructure
(micro-grooves or micro-cells) can be processed either with Direct Laser Writing
(DLW) [7, 39–41], Direct Laser Interference Patterning (DLIP) [9, 42, 43] or by
creating LIPSS with a periodicity larger than the laser wavelength [32, 44]. Typi-
cal examples of hierarchical structures on metals and dielectrics are listed in Table
2.1.

The evolution of hierarchical structures on a metal using a picosecond laser
source is presented in Chapter 6. The replication of hierarchical structures onto
polymers such as Polypropylene and Polystyrene via injection molding was suc-
cessfully demonstrated [39, 40].

It was shown by Alamri et al., that hierarchical structures can be processed
directly on Polyimide using femtosecond direct laser interference patterning [43].
However, the created LIPSS structures are not well ordered but rather chaotic.
The production on highly ordered LSFL on top of various DLIP structures is
presented in Chapter 5 to address research question 4 of this thesis (see Section
1.3).

2.3 A brief Overview of Theories on the origin of LIPSS

The final section of this chapter provides a brief (literature) overview of theories
to explain the formation of the different types of LIPSS, including

� theories based on an electro-magnetic origin of LIPSS (section 2.3.1):

� the interaction of laser radiation with diffracted or scattered laser ra-
diation,
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� Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPP’s),

� a theory based on self-organization (section 2.3.2),

� theories describing the formation of Triangular Nanopillars (section 2.3.3),
and

� theories describing the formation of Grooves and Spikes (section 2.3.4).

2.3.1 Theories on an electromagnetic origin of LIPSS

Interference of incident laser beam and scattered light

LIPSS were first found by Birnbaum in 1965 [14] and the formation was attributed
to diffraction effects produced at the focus of a lens. It was claimed that the elec-
tric field intensity maxima of the diffracted light would exceed the damage thresh-
old of the material, resulting in material removal and hence parallel grooves on
the surface. Then, in 1973, Emmony et.al. [18] related the LIPSS phenomena to
the interference of the incident laser beam with scattering effects of the latter at
surface defects and scratches of the incident laser beam, resulting in an intensity
pattern of parallel intensity minima and maxima. Some years later, in 1983, Sipe
and his colleagues [19] presented the so-called “Efficacy factor theory”, which as-
sumes that LIPSS form due to the interaction of the laser radiation with a random
surface roughness instead of individual surface defects. The authors divided the
target solid into the bulk material and a thin layer of surface roughness, referred
to as the “selvedge region”. The incident laser light scatters at the selvedge region
and the scattered waves superimpose below the surface. The resulting periodic
intensity minima and maxima leading to an inhomogeneous energy absorption,
and therefore to periodic surface structures. The resulting intensity distribution
can be visualized in the frequency domain by so-called η-maps. This approach
predicted correctly the periodicity of LIPSS (in this case LSFL) with regards to
the laser polarization direction, angle of incidence and the refractive index of the
material.

However, the model did not predict the formation of HSFL and grooves [10].
In 2009, the Sipe theory was extended 2009 by Dufft et al.[45] by including the
dynamical change of the complex refractive index of the electromagnetic excited
material. This so called Sipe-Drude model was able to predict different LIPSS
types such as LSFL, HSFL and grooves given different laser fluence levels. How-
ever, LIPSS development also depends on the number of pulses impinging the
surface.

To address this effect, Skolski et al.[46, 47] studied the spatial distribution of
the electromagnetic field at different depths below the irradiated rough sample
surface by solving the Maxwell equations using a Finite Different Time Domain
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(FDTD) model. Interpulse-feedback was simulated by removing a thin layer of
the sample surface and the resulting surface roughness was given by the profile
of the absorbed energy. These simulations predicted correctly the growth and
pulse-to-pulse evolution of HSFL, LSFL and grooves. However, this approach
does not include the spatial distribution of light intensity of a laser beam, nor
the non-linear excitation process of the target. In 2017, Rudenko et al.[17] im-
proved Skolski’s model using a similar FDTD-feedback approach, but included
ionization mechanisms of the target material. The model showed that parallel
and perpendicular LSFL are created at the far field of the surface scattered waves
depending on the absorptivity of the target (metal or dielectric). Also, the model
showed that HSFL perpendicular to the laser polarization are a consequence of
the interference of the incident radiation with the near field of the surface scat-
tered waves. Additionally, the model predicted the absence of HSFL at greater
depths, at which far field LSFL are dominant due to efficient material removal.
Therefore, an electromagnetic approach accurately predicts the periodicity and
direction of LIPSS. So far, LSFL-I were not observed on polymer surfaces. Given
specific circumstances, at which a polymer would reach a metallic state, LSFL-I
should be theoretically possible also on polymer surfaces.

The evolution of HSFL over LSFL-II to LSFL-I on a ((pre-)heated) polymer is
experimentally demonstrated in Chapter 4, which is addressing research question
2 of this thesis (see Section 1.3).

Surface Plasmon Polaritons

In 1982, Keilmann and Bay [48] described that the central role of LIPSS forma-
tion is the excitation of electromagnetic waves at the material surface, which are
known as so-called Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPP’s). SPP’s are longitudinal
collective coherent oscillations of clouds of free electrons coupled to electromag-
netic waves at the interface of a metal and a dielectric [49]. The electromagnetic
wave of the laser beam transfers its energy to the free electrons located at the sur-
face. As a result, periodic electron clouds are distributed along the surface, which
alter the absorptivity of the irradiated material depending on the density of free
electrons. The interference of the incident laser radiation with the SPP’s leads
to absorptivity maxima and hence the formation of LIPSS. The excitation condi-
tions for SPP’s can also be fullfilled for semi-conductors and dielectrics, if, during
an ultra-short laser pulse, sufficient electrons “jump” from the valence band to
the conduction band [50–53]. The periodicities of the SPP’s depend on the laser
wavelength, polarization and angle of incidence, which supports this interference
model theory [48]. However, this theory can only predict the formation of LSFL-I
on metallic surfaces for a relatively low number of laser pulses impinging one spot.
Additionally, the multi-pulse feedback growth of LIPSS cannot be predicted with
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this theory [15]. However, the formation of Triangular Nanopillars is related to
SPP’s, see Section 2.3.3.

2.3.2 Self-organizing Structures

Reif and his colleagues [54, 55] presented a model which is used to explain similar
surface features like LIPSS observed upon ion sputtering. This approach consid-
ers a self-organization of a laser-induced surface instability in a thin liquid layer
on the material surface. Surface roughening, as a result of material removal and
surface smoothening, due to surface tensions and diffusion, are competing mech-
anisms in this theory. Whereas this model yields qualitative convincing results to
explain different structure types depending on the irradiating laser dose, it lacks
quantitative data predicting the periodicity of LIPSS.

2.3.3 Triangular Nanopillars (TNP)

The physical phenomena behind the formation of Triangular Nanopillars (TNP)
are still under debate [1–3]. Fraggelakis et al. [3] propose that convection flow of
the molten material layer as a cause for this type of LIPSS. Liu et al. [2] claim
that the 2D nanotriangle structures develop due to the interference of various
triggered surface plasmon polaritons (SPP’s) in three different directions trig-
gered by the incident laser beam. Since Liu et al. applied cross-polarized, time
delayed double-pulses, these authors argue that the first pulse induces SPP’s and
the interference with the laser radiation leads to transient, spatially periodic meta-
gratings of a modified refractive index on the surface with a wave vector parallel
to the laser polarization. Further it is claimed that a second cross-polarized pulse
also induces SPP’s at the surface due to surface roughness with a wave vector par-
allel to the laser polarization. The second SPP then interferes with the transient
refractive index meta-grating of the first pulse and could diffract into two SPP’s
with different wave vectors. The interference of the laser light with these three
SPP’s in different directions leads to ablation of a hexagonal pattern, resulting in
triangular shaped nanostructures.

The formation of TNP are, so far, only reported after laser processing using
femtosecond laser pulses. The TNP manifestation using a picosecond laser source
is studied in Chapter 6, which is addressing research question 4 of this thesis (see
Section 1.3).

2.3.4 Grooves and Spikes - A Hydrodynamical Effect

This section discusses the theory of the formation of grooves with a periodic-
ity larger than the laser wavelength and an orientation parallel to the electric
field of the laser radiation as well as spikes with a periodicity much larger than
the laser wavelength. These structures occur at fluence levels at which ablation,
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surface melting and hydrodynamic convection play a dominant role for the for-
mation process [5, 8, 33]. Tsibidis and co-workers [5, 8, 33] developed a model
which comprises of estimations of electron excitation, heat transfer from the elec-
trons to the lattice, relaxation processes and hydrodynamic mass transport. The
theoretical model explains the development from LSFL over grooves to spikes as
follows: (1) laser energy absorption at the surface, (2) excitation of the electrons
in the lattice, (3) heat coupling from the electrons to the lattice through particle
dynamics, carrier-phonon coupling and heat conduction, (4) phase transition to
the liquid phase and hydrodynamical fluid transport, (5) material removal and
re-solidification in regions where phase transition occurs. In this model, the de-
velopment of LSFL is explained by the excitation of SPP’s (see Section 2.3.1).
Grooves, on the other hand, develop through convection of the molten fluid mate-
rial along the side walls of LSFL. This leads to grooves perpendicular to LSFL with
a substantial larger periodicity than LSFL. This could also explain coexistence of
both LSFL and Grooves in the same region, which can be used to create hier-
archical structures. With increasing fluence and/or number of impinging pulses
small hills are created (microspikes).

The development from LSFL-I over grooves to spikes creating hierarchical
structures is described in Chapter 6, addressing research question 4 of this thesis
(see Section 1.3).
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Part I

Picosecond Laser-induced Periodic Surface

Structures on low absorbing materials



Part I of this thesis focuses on the formation of LIPSS on low absorbing mate-
rials using picosecond laser pulses. The feasibility and if so, the laser processing
window for processing picosecond LIPSS on polymers are investigated and thus,
addressing research question 1 (see Sec. 1.3). Moreover, the influence of the bulk
temperature on the LIPSS formation on polymers using picosecond laser pulses
will be analyzed. As such, it addresses research question 2 (see Sec. 1.3). Ad-
ditionally, LIPSS formation on prestructured — i.e. non-flat — polymers are
studied, aiming to answer research question 3 (see Sec. 1.3).



CHAPTER 3

LIPSS ON POLYMERS PROCESSED WITH (ULTRA-)SHORT
PULSED LASER SOURCES

M.Mezera, M. van Drongelen, G.R.B.E. Römer, Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS)

on Polymers Processed with Picosecond Laser Pulses, Journal of Laser Micro / Nanoengineering,

13(2), 105-116, 2018.

Abstract Based on a literature review, it was concluded that Laser-
induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) on polymers are produced
when applying laser sources operating either in the ultraviolet wavelength
and nanosecond pulse duration, or radiation of wavelengths ranging from
265 nm to 1045 nm and pulse durations in the femtosecond regime. LIPSS
were not reported when using picosecond laser sources. The purpose of
this paper is to study whether (and if so which) LIPSS form on polymers
when picosecond pulsed laser source is applied. Low Spatial Frequency
LIPSS (LSFL) and High Spatial Frequency LIPSS (HSFL) have been
obtained on polycarbonate and on polystyrene when applying picosecond
laser pulses at a wavelength of 343 nm on single spots and on processed
lines. When using a wavelength of 515 nm, LSFL and HSFL have been
produced only on polycarbonate, but also led to porosity of the structured
area.

The content of this chapter is identical to the content of the published paper quoted
above. Note that the layout is adapted for consistency throughout this dissertation and
only small typographical adjustments were made, when compared to the published paper.
Some redundancy with other chapters is unavoidable as an academic paper needs its own
introductory. However, this entails the advantage that the chapter can be read separately.

3.1 Introduction

Laser induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) are regular nanoscale structures which
develop on top of surfaces when processed with a linear or circular polarized laser beam
in a narrow range of fluence levels close to the ablation threshold [1]. LIPSS have been
observed on a wide range of materials, such as metals [2–5], semiconductors [2, 6–10],
dielectrics [2, 11–13], ceramics [14] and polymers [15–22] . LIPSS were found first on
semiconductors by Birnbaum [6] in 1965. His discovery led to an extensive research on this
universal phenomenon [23]. LIPSS come in a wide range of shapes, e.g. ripples [23], pillars
[24], grooves and cones [25]. Most researched LIPSS are low spatial frequency LIPSS
(LSFL) which are ripples with a distinct orientation, either parallel or perpendicular to
the laser polarization (depending on the material) and a spatial periodicity Λ close to
the laser wavelength λ [23]. In the early 2000s, when commercial ultra-short pulsed laser
sources entered the market, LIPSS with a periodicity Λ much smaller than the laser
wavelength λ have been observed (Λ << λ). These LIPSS are referred to as High spatial
frequency LIPSS (HSFL) [23]. The properties of these structures (the spatial period and
amplitude) are controlled by several laser parameters including the laser wavelength, the
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type of polarization of the laser light (e.g. linear or circular), the angle of incidence of
the laser beam on the surface, the laser fluence, the number of pulses and the geometrical
pulse-to-pulse overlap [26].

Applications for LIPSS on polymers include, e.g. increased cell adhesion and growth
on polymer surfaces processed with LIPSS [20, 27, 28]; LIPSS on polymers can be used as
Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) sensors [20, 29, 30]; and LIPSS on Poly(3-
hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) changes the conductivity on the surface [20, 31, 32].

Table 3.1 lists the five most studied polymers on which LIPSS have been reported
in literature. Tables 3.2, 3.3 and Fig. 3.1 summarize a literature study on these five
polymers. LIPSS on polymers have been reported after irradiating the surface with linear
or circular polarized laser beams [20].

Table 3.1: Abbreviations of five polymers, on which LIPSS formation has been mostly reported

Polymer Abbrevation

Polycarbonate PC
Polyethylene terephthalate PET

Polyimide PI
Polystyrene PS

Polytrimethylene terephthalate PTT
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Figure 3.1: LIPSS (categorized by laser parameters pulse duration and laser wavelength) on the five
polymers on which have been reported the most in literature, see also Table 3.1,3.2 and 3.3.
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Table 3.2: LIPSS processing parameters for the five most reported polymers on which LIPSS formation was shown in the fs regime.

Material Pulse duration [fs] Wavelength [nm]
Absorption Coefficient
α[cm−1]

Laser
Fluence [mJ/cm2]

Laser
Frequency [Hz]

Number of
Pulses

LIPSS type
Orientation of LIPSS to
polarization

References

PC 120 265 1.8e4 1.1-1.4 1000 500-20000 LSFL parallel [34]
PC 260 265 1.8e4 1-2.4 1000 5000 LSFL parallel [37, 38]
PC 120 795 365 35.4-36.2 1000 50000 LSFL parallel [37, 38]

PET 500 248 1e5 53-59; 79 N/A 5 LSFL parallel [18, 36]
PET 500 248 1e5 59; 79 N/A 5 HSFL parallel [18, 36]
PET 120 265 1.8e4 1.1-35 1000 500-50000 LSFL parallel [34]
PET 260 265 1.8e4 1-2.4 1000 5000 LSFL parallel [37, 38]
PET 120 795 835 35.4-36.2 1000 50000 LSFL parallel [37, 38]
PET film on Si wafer 400 1045 N/A 40-80 100000 100000 LSFL perpendicular [39]

PI 500 248 1e5 14 N/A 60 LSFL parallel [36]
PI 500 248 1e5 83 N/A >10 LSFL parallel and perpendicular [18]
PI
(Kapton; Cirlex)

150-500 800 18; 37 600-1400 1000 2-100 LSFL parallel [35]

PI 150 800 N/A 1000-2600 2 50-60 LSFL; Cones parallel [40]

PTT 120 265 2.6e4 1.3-1.6 1000 500-20000 LSFL parallel [34]
PTT 120 795 705 35-37 1000 50000 LSFL parallel [30, 34]
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Table 3.3: LIPSS processing parameters for the five most reported polymers on which LIPSS formation was shown in the ns regime.

Material Pulse duration [ns] Wavelength [nm] Absorption Coefficient α[cm−1] Laser Fluence [mJ/cm2] Laser Frequency [Hz]
Number of
Pulses

LIPSS type
Orientation of LIPSS to
polarization

Reference

PC 15 193 5.5e5 3-5 1-7 400-1000 LSFL parallel [41–43]
PC 25 193 5.5e5 3-5.2 1-7 400-2000 LSFL parallel [17]
PC 5-7 193 5.5e5 3-5 N/A 1200 LSFL parallel [44]
PC 25 248 1e4 1-7 1000 No structures - [17]

PET 15 157 2.3e5 3.8-4.7 5 5600 LSFL parallel [45]
PET 15 157 N/A 4.4 11 5600 LSFL parallel [46]
PET 15 193 3e5 3-5 3 1000 LSFL parallel [17]
PET 15 193 3e5 3-5 N/A 1000 LSFL parallel [19]
PET 5 193 N/A 3-5 N/A 1200 LSFL parallel [44]
PET 10 193 1.6e5 3 4 600 LSFL parallel [28]
PET 15 248 1.6e5 4-10.5 3 1000 LSFL parallel [17]
PET 15 248 N/A 5 N/A 1000 LSFL parallel [19]
PET 20 248 N/A 6.6 11 6000 LSFL parallel [46]
PET 20 248 N/A 10.5-12.5 10 6000 LSFL parallel [47]
PET 6 266 1.8e4 7 10 300 LSFL parallel [38]
PET 5 266 1.8e4 7 10 1200 LSFL; Cones parallel [28]

PS 25 193 8e5 3-5 1-7 1000 LSFL parallel [17]
PS 20 193 1.67e5 80 10 400 Cones - [48]
PS 25 248 6e3 1-7 1000 No structures - [17]
PS 30 248 N/A 7.1-8.9 10 6000 LSFL parallel [27]
PS 20 248 6.1e3 10 10 6000 LSFL parallel [22]
PS 20 248 N/A 10.5-12.5 10 6000 LSFL parallel [47]
PS 8 266 1.6e3 10 10 3600-6000 LSFL parallel [21]

PTT 8 193 N/A 3 4 600 LSFL parallel [30]
PTT 8 266 2.6e4 6 10 300-1200 LSFL parallel [49]
PTT 8 266 2.6e4 7 1-10 2000 LSFL parallel [50]
PTT 6 266 2.6e4 1-15 10 100-6000 LSFL parallel [49]
PTT 8 266 N/A 5-10 10 1200 LSFL parallel [20]
PTT 6 266 N/A 7 10 1200 LSFL; Cones parallel [30]
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In contrast to metals and semiconductors, where LSFL form perpendicular to the

laser polarization [2], formation of LSFL on polymers nearly always form parallel to the

laser polarization direction, see Table 3.2 and 3.3. The formation of “normal” LSFL

(perpendicular to the laser polarization) and “anomalous” LSFL (parallel to the laser

polarization) was investigated numerically and experimentally on a Ti film by Pavlov et.

al. [33]. These authors state, that normal LSFL form at a low number of pulses per

spot at a fluence level near or above the ablation threshold due to the interference of

the incident laser beam with surface plasmon polaritons (SPP’s), which are travelling at

the surface perpendicular to the laser polarization and are generated due to near field

scattering at surface defects. Anomalous LSFL, on the other hand, form at high number

of pulses at a fluence level significantly below the ablation threshold. The incident laser

beam scatters dipole-like in the farfield at all surface defects along the surface, which

are smaller than the laser wavelength. The interference of the incident laser beam with

the scattered light leads to peak intensities in a pattern parallel to the laser polarization.

Since the fluence level is much below the ablation threshold, oxidation occurs at the

location of peak intensities. The resulting structures can be extended coherently over a

large area (larger than the beam spot size) by scanning the laser beam over the surface.

Already created structures from previous pulses act as light scattering sources to create

homogeneous structures along the beam path. Therefore, parallel LIPSS on polymers

form due to the interference of the incident laser beam with farfield scattering of light.

Further, in contrast to metals, on which LIPSS are formed after single to dozens

of laser pulses, it has been found, that to produce LIPSS on polymers with a ns laser

source, several hundreds to thousand pulses need to be applied on the same spot on the

surface. As a possible explanation for this phenomenon, Rebollar et al. [34] suggested

that polymers need to reach the glass transition (Tg) or even the melting temperature

(Tm) in order to increase the mobility of the polymer chains for surface modifications. As

each subsequent pulse may lead to an increase of the sample (surface) temperature due

to heat accumulation, the glass transition or melting temperature may be reached. When

applying fs laser pulses to the surfaces of polymers, it is possible to process polarization

direction independent LSFL after only 2 pulses, which become more pronounced and

oriented parallel to the laser polarization direction after 5 pulses [35]. HSFL have been

observed after 100 pulses, also parallel to the laser polarization [18, 36].

From Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.3 it can be concluded that most studied report LIPSS

formation on polymers using nanosecond (ns) pulsed laser sources operating in the UV

wavelength regime. A vast variety of synthetic and natural polymers have high absorp-

tivity in the ultraviolet spectrum. The high amount of energy input of UV radiation (e.g.

150 to 350 nm: 800 – 340 kJ/mole) causes bond breaking of the molecular chains and

produces highly reactive radicals which results in a reduction of the molecular weight and

changes the mechanical and optical properties of the polymer [51].

Further, LSFL formations is not reported when using wavelengths in the visible or

infrared spectra and using ns pulsed laser sources, since the absorptivity of most polymers

is too low for these wavelengths. In this case, absorption can only occur at material
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defects in larger depths, which causes decomposition and gasification in deeper regions

whereby any possibility of an ordered structure will be disturbed [35]. Processing LIPSS

on polymers with laser sources emitting wavelengths in the visible or infrared spectra is

possible when femtosecond (fs) pulsed laser sources are applied, see Table 3.2 and Fig.

3.1. In this case the ultrashort pulse durations lead to high peak densities, resulting

in nonlinear two- and multiphoton absorption and ionization before material relaxation

occurs. This opens the possibility to process materials which are transparent at the

given laser wavelength without thermal processes, e.g. without an increase of the surface

temperature [20]. Rebollar et al. [20] showed, that to produce LIPSS on polymers, the

amount of pulses processing the same spot with femtosecond laser pulses need to increase

with decreasing fluence levels, as was also shown for ns pulses. This suggests, that some

kind of feedback mechanism is involved in the formation of LIPSS [23, 52]. The majority

of literature listed in Table 3.2 and 3.3 focus on the development of LSFL. HSFL have

been reported only when processing polymers in the fs regime [18, 36]. It is known

that, on metals, HSFL generally occur when processing the material with fluence levels

close to the ablation threshold in both the femtosecond and picosecond regime [23]. The

origin of HSFL formation is still under discussion and several theories are proposed, e.g.

self-organization of the excited surface [53], second- and third-harmonic generation [54],

oxidation [55] and twinning during the resolidification of a thin laser-induced melt layer

[56].

Summarizing it can be concluded from Fig. 3.1 and Tables 3.2 and 3.3, that LIPSS

occur on polymers when using laser sources of either ns pulse duration and UV wavelength,

or pulse durations in the fs regime at wavelength ranging from 265 nm to 1045 nm. In

contrast, LIPSS on polymers using pulse durations in the picosecond regime have not

been reported. The purpose of this paper is to study whether (and, if so, which) LIPSS

form on polymers when a picosecond pulsed laser source is applied.

3.1.1 Materials and Methods

In this work, two types of customary free standing polymers were used: a 1.2mm thick

white polystyrene (PS) plate consisting of 97% polystyrene (Polybatch 3% white pigment

from A. Schulman, USA) and a 5mm thick polycarbonate (Makrolon GP from Covestro

AG, Germany). The surface roughness of both samples was measured using a confocal

microscope (VK9710 of Keyence Corporation, Japan) and found to equal Rz = 5.4µm

(PC) and Rz = 68.6µm (PS). The absorption coefficients are listed below.

Table 3.4: Absorption Coefficients of PC and PS.

Material Wavelength [nm]
Absorption Coefficient
α[cm−1]

Reference

PC 343 45 [57]
PC 515 20 [57]
PS 343 60 [58]
PS 515 40 [58]
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A pulsed Yb:YAG disk laser source (TruMicro 5050 of Trumpf GmbH, Germany)

with a wavelength of 1030 nm, maximum pulse frequency of 400 kHz, pulse energies up

to 125 µJ and a pulse duration of 6.7 ps and a nearly Gaussian beam profile (M2 ≤ 1.3)

was used. The samples were irradiated with two wavelengths, which were generated by

a Second Harmonic Generator (SHG, 515nm) and a Third Harmonic Generator (THG,

343nm). The laser beam was focused on the surface of the samples using telecentric F-

theta objectives. One objective for 515nm (Ronar of Linos GmbH, Germany) having a

focal length of 100 mm and one objective for 343 nm (JENar of Jenoptic Laser GmbH,

Germany) having a focal length of 103 mm. The focal 1/e2 beam diameters were measured

using a laser beam characterization device MicroSpotMonitor of Primes GmbH (Germany)

and found to equal 13.2 µm and 9.8 µm, respectively. The laser beam was scanned over

the sample using a galvanoscanner (intelliSCAN14 from ScanLab GmbH, Germany) with

an accuracy of 2 µrad with mirrors coated for the wavelengths used. The laser power

was measured using a photodiode power sensor at a measurement uncertainty of ±8% for

UV (OP-2 UV from Coherent, Inc, USA) and of ±5% for VIS (OP-2 VIS from Coherent,

Inc, USA) connected to a readout unit (FieldMax TO from Coherent, Inc, USA). The

geometrical periodicities of LSFL were analyzed using a Scanning Electron Microscope

(SEM JSM-7200F of JEOL, Japan).

First, initial single spot experiments with various number of overscans (NOS) and

fluence levels (F) at a pulse repetition rate of f=1000 Hz at both wavelengths (343 nm

and 515 nm) were conducted to study whether LIPSS form with the given laser system

on the samples. The pulse frequency was chosen 1000 Hz as this is a typical value used

during fs processing of LIPSS on polymers (see Table 3.2). Table 3.5 lists an overview of

the processing conditions. Next, the effect of the spatial pulse-to-pulse overlap (OL) on

LIPSS formation, when processing a “line” was studied.

Table 3.5: Laser processing conditions at a laser pulse frequency of f=1000 Hz.

Material Single Spot Line (OL 0.9)
λ = 343 nm F [mJ/cm2] NOS F [mJ/cm2] NOS

PS 18 - 167 1 - 5000 7 - 83 500 - 10000
PC 330 - 6972 1 - 7500 7 - 23 500 - 10000
λ = 515 nm F [mJ/cm2] NOS

PS 11 - 190 1-5000
PC 390 - 1834 1- 5000

3.2 Results and Discussion

3.2.1 Results of Single Spot Processing

3.2.1.1 Polycarbonate (PC)

Similar to pulsed processing, LIPSS occurred after several hundreds to thousand ps laser

pulses processing the same spot on both polymer surfaces, when using the conditions
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listed in Table 3.5. Figure 3.2a shows a part of an ablated crater and its surroundings

after processing the PC surface with 1000 pulses at a wavelength of 343 nm.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.2: SEM micrograph of (a) concentric rings and (b) HSFL developing around the ablated crater
of PC when processing with 1000 pulses of UV laser irradiation at a fluence of 68 mJ/cm2. (c) SEM
micrograph of LSFL developing around the ablated crater on PC when processing with 5000 pulses of
UV laser irradiation at a fluence of 42 mJ/cm2. The double headed white arrow indicates the direction
of E-Field of the laser polarization.

One can observe circular concentric rings appear around the ablated crater. Similar

circular concentric rings have been reported on fused silica by Liu et. al. [59]. These

authors claimed that the rings origin from the interference of the incident laser beam with

the beam which reflects of the slope of the crater. However, the concentric rings found

in this study appear around the ablated crater and most probably do not origin from the

same physical phenomena. The latter falls out of the scope of this paper.

Additionally, high spatial frequency LIPSS (HSFL) with a periodicity of about 90nm

perpendicular to the laser polarization occurred after 1000 pulses at the same fluence

level. These HSFL also form around the ablated crater, see Fig. 3.2b.

With increasing number of overscans, the circular rings “transformed” to LSFL with

a periodicity of about 190nm parallel to the laser polarization, see Fig. 3.2c.
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When processing the PC samples with pulses of a wavelength of 515 nm, LSFL occur

in a ring around the ablated crater with a periodicity of about 370 nm after 250 pulses.

Similar LSFL can be observed in Fig. 3.3a and 3.3b. The orientation of the LSFL is

concentric with respect to the ablated crater. That is, in this case the orientation of

LSFL does not align with the laser polarization direction of the laser light. It is known

that for low number of overscans (e.g. NOS=2) LSFL can indeed form independently

to the polarization around surface defects, but the orientation shifts to parallel to the

laser polarization with only little amount of additional overscans (e.g. NOS=5) [35, 40,

41]. However, for PC processed with 515nm ps laser pulses, the LSFL orientation stays

concentric to the ablated crater even after 1000 pulses, see 3.3a and 3.3b. After 2000

pulses, the LSFL, which are oriented parallel to the laser polarization, become more

pronounced, which can be observed in Fig. 3.3c and 3.3d.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.3: (a,b) SEM micrographs of LSFL concentrically oriented around the ablated crater on PC
when processing with 1000 pulses of 515nm laser irradiation at a fluence of 100 mJ/cm2. (a) “left” of
the ablated crater; (b) “below” the ablated crater. (c,d) SEM micrograph of HSFL perpendicular to the
laser polarization developing around the ablated crater on PC when processing with 5000 pulses of 515nm
laser irradiation at a fluence of 184 mJ/cm2. (c) “above” the ablated crater; (d) “left” of the ablated
crater. The double headed white arrow indicates the direction of E-Field of the laser polarization.
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HSFL with a periodicity of about 70nm perpendicular to the laser polarization occur

also after 200 pulses in a ring around the ablated crater, as well as “on top” of the LSFL,

see Fig. 3.3c and 3.3d. Like the LSFL parallel to the laser polarization direction, also

the HSFL perpendicular to the laser polarization direction become more pronounced with

increasing number of overscans, see Fig. 3.3c and 3.3d. The edge of the ablated crater

becomes increasingly porous with higher NOS, when processing with 515 nm pulses, see

Fig. 3.3c and 3.3d. This can be explained by the lower absorptivity of PC at that wave-

length. Due to the lower absorptivity at that wavelength, the material absorbs the laser

light in deeper regions at material defects which leads to an increase of the temperature in

a larger volume when compared with laser pulses of 343 nm wavelength. When polymer

sheets are produced, typically material of unordered molecule chains will be pressed or

rolled in one direction, which aligns the molecule chains in a parallel order. When the

material temperature is increased, movement of the polymer chains is more likely in the

direction perpendicular to the molecule chain than in the direction along the chain for

entropic reasons. Gaseous reaction products due to absorbed laser light gas out through

the surface and push the molecule chains apart. This behavior is unfavorable when pro-

cessing LIPSS, hence, line processing experiments(see Section 3.2.2) were conducted when

applying UV wavelength only.

3.2.1.2 Polystyrene (PS)

When processing the PS samples with UV laser pulses, a low number of overscans

(NOS <1000) led to either no changes of the surface morphology at fluence levels be-

low the ablation threshold or to ablated craters above the fluence threshold, see Fig.

3.4a. For 1000 pulses, melting occurs around the ablated crater, which smoothens out

the rough surface and leads to the possibility of the formation of LIPSS. HSFL with

a periodicity of about 50 nm develop in the area where melting occurs. Additionally,

“lumps” appear in the ablated crater, covered with HSFL with a periodicity of around

70 nm, see Fig. 3.4b and 3.4c. Since the PS is a composition of polystyrene and white

pigment additives, these additives might show a higher absorptivity then the PS matrix

and HSFL form more readily on top of lumped additives. After 5000 pulses LSFL with a

periodicity of around 215nm parallel to the laser polarization can be observed in the area

of melting, see Fig. 3.4d.

Processing PS samples with a wavelength of 515nm led to ablation when the fluence

level was above the ablation threshold. No ordered structures, nor LIPSS were found.

3.2.2 Results of Line Processing

From the single spot experiments it can be concluded that several hundreds to thousand

pulses are necessary to develop LIPSS on PC and PS in UV. These LIPSS were found

around the ablated crater. That implies, a relative high geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap

and high number of over-scans are necessary to process a line consisting of homo-geneous

LIPSS. Here, the overlap is defined by OL = 1− v/(d ∗ f) where v is the relative velocity
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.4: (a)-(c) SEM micrograph of a modified surface area on PS with 1000 pulses of UV laser
irradiation at a fluence of 30 mJ/cm2. The boxes in micrograph (a) indicate the positions of the excerpts
(micrograph (b) and (c)). HSFL perpendicular to the laser polarization develop around the ablation in
the area of melting (c). Lumps occur in the ablated crater, covered with HSFL (c). (d) SEM micrograph
of LSFL around ablated crater on PS after 5000 pulses of UV laser irradiation at a fluence of 50 mJ/cm2.
The double headed white arrows indicate the direction of E-Field of the laser polarization.

of the focal spot to the surface of the sample, d the diameter of the focused laser spot

and f the pulse frequency of the laser source. To achieve similar LIPSS as for single spot

laser processing, the pulse frequency was set to f= 1000Hz. The scan velocity was set for

an pulse-to-pulse overlap of OL 0.9. The effective number of pulses processing one spot

on the surface follows from Nspot = NOS × d/∆x, where ∆x is the geometrical distance

between laser pulses and can be calculated by ∆x = v/f . The effective number of pulses

used for each material are listed in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Laser scanning conditions and effective number of pulses per spot for processing lines at v=2
mm/s, f=1000 Hz and d=19.5 µm.

NOS 500 1000 2500 5000 7500 10000
Nspot 4875 9705 24375 48750 73125 97500
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3.2.2.1 Polycarbonate (PC)

Figure 3.5 shows three SEM micrographs of PC samples processed with 500 overscans with

increasing fluence levels. A “low” fluence level of 34 mJ/cm2 led to increased roughness

of the surface, see Fig.3.5a. At 62 mJ/cm2 melting occurs in the center of the beam

path, as well as holes due to outgassing of gaseous reaction products from photo-thermal

processes, see Fig. 3.5b. Additionally, ablation is visible in the center of the beam path.

LSFL with a periodicity of ≈290 nm parallel to the laser polarization and HSFL with

a periodicity of ≈100 nm perpendicular to the laser polarization appear alongside the

melted/ablated area and become more pronounced for higher fluence levels, see Fig. 3.5c.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.5: SEM micrograph of beam path on PC after 500 overscans at a wavelength of 343 nm, at
fluence levels of (a) 35 mJ/cm2; (b) 62 mJ/cm2 and (c) 89 mJ/cm2. The double headed white arrow
indicates the direction of E-Field of the laser polarization.

Figure 3.6 shows SEM micrographs of PC samples processed with 1000 overscans and

a fluence level of 50 mJ/cm2. The center of the modified area along the beam path consists

of LSFL with an average width of around 3µm, spheres and holes in melted areas at the

highest fluence level of the Gaussian beam as well as HSFL. HSFL develop predominantly

at areas, where melting occurs.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: SEM micrograph of beam path on PC after 1000 overscans at a wavelength of 343 nm, at
fluence levels of 50 mJ/cm2. The box in micrograph (a) indicates the positions of the excerpt (micrograph
(b)).The double headed white arrow indicates the direction of E-Field of the laser polarization.

Figure 3.7 shows a SEM micrograph of a beam path with 5000 overscans at a fluence

of 37 mJ/cm2. The inhomogeneous modified area along the beam path consists only of

LSFL with HSFL “on top” in the center of the beam path. Signs of melting were be

observed, hence, the accumulated flu-ence is below the threshold where melting would

occur.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: SEM micrograph of beam path on PC after 5000 overscans at fluence levels of 37 mJ/cm2

taken from a 45◦ tilted sample. (a) micrograph taken at an angle of 45◦. The double headed white arrow
indicates the direction of E-Field of the laser polarization.

An increase of the laser fluence, when applying 5000 overscans leads to a broadening

of the effectively processed line along the beam path and therefore to a broadening of

structured areas. From the top micrograph in Fig. 3.8 one can observe two processing

regimes. An ablated regime in the center of the beam path and a “non”-ablated, but

structured, regime at lower fluence levels of the Gaussian beam profile along the side.

LSFL in the ablated regime are broader with a thickness of around 220 nm and have
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a larger periodicity of around 330nm than the LSFL at the non-ablated regime with a

thickness of around 60 nm and a periodicity of around 220 nm. Additionally, HSFL with

a periodicity of around 100 nm form on top of LSFL in the ablated areas. From those

areas, one can conclude, that the type of LIPSS formation depends on the number of

pulses impinging the surface at specific fluence levels, which is also known for metals and

semiconductors [60–63]. Hence, at appropriate laser processing conditions it should be

possible to process homogeneous areas (overlapping lines) of each type of LIPSS larger

than the laser spot. Similar results are achieved at 7500 and 10000 overscans at slightly

lower fluence levels.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.8: SEM micrograph of beam path on PC after 7500 overscans at a fluence level of 37 mJ/cm2.
(a) sample tilted at 45◦; (b) and c normal to the surface. The double headed white arrow indicates the
direction of E-Field of the laser polarization.

To investigate the dependency of LIPSS formation regarding the scanning direction,

a circle of a diameter of 1mm was processed with 1000 overscans at a fluence level of 34

mJ/cm2. LSFL developed always parallel and HSFL always perpendicular to the laser

polarization direction, see Fig. 3.9.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.9: LSFL and HSFL developing along a circle of 1 mm diameter at 1000 overscans and a fluence
of 34 mJ/cm2. The double headed white arrow indicates the direction of E-Field of the laser polarization.

3.2.2.2 Polystyrene (PS)

Processing lines consisting only of LIPSS could not be achieved within the experimental

laser processing conditions studied in this paper. That is, when processing within this

experimental window, either the sample surface remained unmodified or ablation with

modifications alongside of the ablated areas occurred. When ablation occurred, LIPSS

develop alongside the ablated line for all studied values of overscans. HSFL with a pe-

riodicity of around 100 nm appear close to the ablated areas. At lower laser fluence

levels, e.g. further away from the ablated regime, LSFL parallel to the laser polarization

direction with a periodicity of around 220 nm develop alongside the beam path, see Fig.

3.10. Interestingly, LSFL perpendicular to the laser polarization occur randomly at the

same fluence regime levels as HSFL, see Fig. 3.10a. These LSFL were observed at overlap

values of 500 to 5000 but not for an overlap value of 10000. This phenomena substantiates

the conclusions by Pavlov et. al. (see Section 1).
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.10: LIPSS alongside of ablated line on PS (a) at 500 overscans and a fluence of 82 mJ/cm2;
(b,c) LIPSS alongside of ablated line on PS at 1000 overscans and a fluence of 73 mJ/cm2. The box in
micrograph (b) indicates the positions of the excerpt (micrograph (c)). The double headed white arrow
indicates the direction of E-Field of the laser polarization.

3.2.2.3 LIPSS on PC and PS processed with ps laser sources com-
pared with fs and ns laser sources

The absorption coefficients of both polymers are negligible, see Table 3.4, at the stud-

ied wavelengths when compared to the absorption coefficients of these polymers when

applying the ns and fs laser sources listed in Table 3.3 and 3.2. As can be concluded

from Table 3.3, LIPSS were not found when processing polycarbonate using a ns laser

source at a wavelength of 248 nm, at which the absorptivity of PC is low, but still larger

than the absorptivity at the wavelengths studied in this paper (see Table 3.3). LIPSS

have been processed on PC with a fs laser source at a wavelength of 795 nm (see Ta-

ble 3.2). Rebollar et.al. [20] stated, that the absorption coefficient needs to be high to

process LIPSS on polymers with ns laser sources, but when applying fs laser pulses, the

absorption coefficient can be lower. In our study, LIPSS were processed on PS and PC

at a wavelength of 343 nm with a ps laser source. For the studied wavelength of 515 nm,

LIPSS could only be processed on PC, whereas no ordered structures could be observed
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on the PS samples. However, at the latter wavelength, ablation craters on PC showed

porosity, which indicates heating of the polymer in deeper regions. Thus, this wavelength

is not feasible for processing surface structures on polymers, which have a low absorp-

tivity, with ps laser sources. Hence, ps laser sources extend the wavelength spectrum for

which processing LIPSS on polymers is possible compared to ns laser sources. However,

fs laser sources have a much higher wavelength spectrum, reaching to near infrared, at

which LIPSS processing is possible due to two- and multiphoton absorption.

When comparing the number of laser pulses, which are necessary to process LIPSS on

PC and PS with ns, ps or fs laser sources, no significant difference can be observed. That

is, for all pulse durations several hundred to thousand pulses are necessary to develop

LIPSS on these polymers. Further, for all pulse durations, LSFL processed on PC are

parallel to the laser polarization direction. However, when applying ps laser pulses with

a wavelength of 343 nm led to two types of LSFL depending on the fluence level: below

the ablation/melting fluence threshold, normal LSFL were observed with a periodicity

of about 220 nm. At fluence levels above the melting ablation threshold, the LSFL

periodicity and thickness increased. This phenomenon needs further investigation. On

the other hand, when processing lines on PS applying ps laser pulses with a wavelength

of 343 nm, led to LSFL parallel and perpendicular to the polarization direction. LSFL

perpendicular to the laser polarization direction were found at higher fluence levels, than

LSFL oriented parallel to the laser polarization direction. No HSFL structures have been

reported yet on PS or PC, when ns or fs laser pulses were applied. Nonetheless, HSFL have

been reported on PET [18, 36] and on PLLA [63] when applying fs laser pulses. When

applying ps laser pulses on PS and PC samples, HSFL were observed, predominantly at

melted or ablated areas.

3.3 Summary

Based on a literature review it was concluded that, so far, the formation of Laser-induced

Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) on polymers was only studied when applying laser

sources operating either in the UV wavelength and nanosecond pulse duration, or radia-

tion of wavelengths ranging from 265 nm to 1045 nm and pulse durations in the femtosec-

ond regime. Also, High Spatial Frequency LIPSS (HSFL) have only been reported when

processing polymers with fs laser sources. In this study, two polymers were irradiated

with two wavelengths (343 nm and 515 nm), using a laser source with a pulse duration

in the picosecond regime. Single spot and line processing experiments were conducted to

study LIPSS formation on polystyrene (PS) and polycarbonate (PC). It was found that

Low Spatial Frequency LIPSS (LSFL) and HSFL do form on PC and PS at a wavelength

of 343 nm. Moreover, it can be concluded from the line processing experiments, that

processing homogenous areas of either LSFL or HSFL on PC can be achieved by using

appropriate laser processing conditions. That is, by applying a high number of pulses

impinging one spot at laser fluence levels below the melting threshold. LIPSS were also

achieved on PS during line processing experiments, however, only alongside of ablated
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areas. At a wavelength of 515 nm, LSFL and HSFL do form on PC, but the processed

surface does become porous when applying that wavelength. LIPSS were not found on PS

at the latter wavelength. Hence, ps laser sources have a broader wavelength spectra, at

which LIPSS processing is possible, than ns laser sources but do not reach the wavelength

spectra of fs laser pulses for allowed LIPSS development.
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CHAPTER 4

INFLUENCE OF BULK TEMPERATURE ON LASER-INDUCED
PERIODIC SURFACE STRUCTURES ON POLYCARBONATE

M.Mezera, J. Bonse, G.R.B.E. Römer, Influence of Bulk Temperature on Laser-Induced Periodic

Surface Structures on Polycarbonate, Polymers, 11(12), 1947, 2019.

Abstract In this paper, the influence of the bulk temperature (BT) of Poly-
carbonate (PC) on the occurrence and growth of Laser-induced Periodic Surface
Structures (LIPSS) is studied. Ultrashort UV laser pulses with various laser peak
fluence levels F0 and various numbers of overscans (NOS) were applied on the
surface of pre-heated Polycarbonate at different bulk temperatures. Increased
BT leads to a stronger absorption of laser energy by the Polycarbonate. For
NOS < 1000 High Spatial Frequency LIPSS (HSFL), Low Spatial Frequency
LIPSS perpendicular (LSFL-I) and parallel (LSFL-II) to the laser polarization
were only observed on the rim of the ablated tracks on the surface but not in
the center of the tracks. For NOS ≥ 1000, it was found that when pre-heating
the polymer to a BT close its glass transition temperature (Tg), the laser fluence
to achieve similar LIPSS as when processed at room temperature decreases by
a factor of two. LSFL types I and II were obtained on PC at a BT close to
Tg and their periods and amplitudes were similar to typical values found in the
literature. To the best of the author’s knowledge, it is the first time both LSFL
types developed simultaneously and consistently on the same sample under equal
laser processing parameters. The evolution of LIPSS from HSFL, over LSFL-II
to LSFL I, is described, depending on laser peak fluence levels, number of pulses
processing the spot and bulk temperature.

The content of this chapter is identical to the content of the published paper quoted
above. Note that the layout is adapted for consistency throughout this dissertation and
only small typographical adjustments were made, when compared to the published paper.
Some redundancy with other chapters is unavoidable as an academic paper needs its own
introductory. However, this entails the advantage that the chapter can be read separately.

4.1 Introduction

Irradiating a flat surface of a solid with high intensity polarized laser light can lead to the
manifestation of Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) (a list of abbrevia-
tions can be found at the end of the paper), which are nanometer-sized regular grooves [1].
LIPSS on polymers can be obtained with either nanosecond or picosecond pulsed laser
sources with wavelengths in the UV range or with femtosecond pulsed laser sources emit-
ting wavelengths ranging from UV to IR [2]. In contrast to metals, at which LIPSS can
be observed on the surface already after one pulse [3], several tens to a thousand pulses are
necessary for LIPSS to develop on polymers [2, 4, 5]. It was stated by Rebollar et al. [6]
that, in order for LIPSS to occur on the surface, the irradiated polymer has to reach the
glass transition temperature Tg or even the melt temperature Tm. That is, the mobility of
the polymer chains increases at Tg or Tm, which is required to allow surface modification.
The accumulation of heat induced by laser pulses may lead to increased temperature of
the surface, depending on the bulk temperature (BT), the laser pulse repetition rate (fP),
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the laser peak fluence F0, the geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap (OL) [7] and also the
number of overscans (NOS) [8].

It is known that the UV-absorptivity of polycarbonate (PC) increases due to photo-
degradation [9–13]. The extinction coefficient of polycarbonate is relatively high for wave-
lengths between 330 nm and 350 nm, which corresponds to a relatively high absorptivity
of light at these wavelengths [14]. For the irradiation of PC with wavelengths longer than
340 nm, side-chain oxidation plays a dominant role and leads to an autocatalytic oxida-
tion process and yellowing of the polymer [10, 13]. Therefore, the number of overscans
does not only influence the surface temperature, but also the laser absorptivity of the
polymer itself. Hence, with an increasing number of pulses processing a location on the
surface, the laser absorptivity at this location increases.

Low Spatial Frequency LIPSS (LSFL) on weak absorbing materials (such as poly-
mers), which are denoted as LSFL-II, develop parallel to the laser polarization and have
a geometrical period of about Λ ∼ λ/n with n being the refractive index of the material
and λ being the laser wavelength [15]. In contrast to weak absorbing materials, on strong
absorbing materials (such as metals or semiconductors) LSFL-I form perpendicular to the
laser polarization and have a period of about Λ ∼ λ [2, 15, 16]. Various electromagnetic
origins have been proposed to explain these phenomena. For strong absorbing materials,
it is commonly accepted, that LSFL-I originate from the incident laser beam interference
with excited Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs), generated at the interface of a metal-
lic surface with a dielectric [15, 17–21]. For weak absorbing materials like dielectrics,
so-called roughness dependent Radiation Remnants may be the origin of LSFL-II [22].
The latter arises from the laser beam interference with the diffracted waves, generated
by the laser beam and the rough surface of the dielectric [15, 16]. The different orienta-
tions of LSFL-I and-II are influenced by the the different radiation characteristics of the
scattered waves and depend on the dielectric permittivity of the material [16].

LIPSS on polymers can be used for various applications, for example, for bio-tissue
engineering [23–26] or as Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering sensors [25, 26]. However,
the production of LIPSS on polymers is usually inefficient since several tens to a thousand
pulses need to be applied to the polymer surface to develop a well defined topographic
pattern. In our earlier work [2] we produced LIPSS homogeneously in the center of
a processed track on Polycarbonate using a ps UV laser source for a relatively large
number of overscans. Heating the polymer prior to the laser process could reduce the
amount of pulses and/or could reduce the laser energy necessary to develop LIPSS on
polymers and/or may more easily form due to the increased polymer chain mobility when
reaching Tg. As a result, LIPSS could be produced at higher production rates on polymers
by preheating the polymer prior/during to laser processing. The aim of this study is to
investigate the LIPSS development on Polycarbonate depending on its bulk temperature.

4.2 Materials and Methods

Commercially available polycarbonate (PC) plates (Makrolon of Covestro AG, Leverkusen,
Germany) with a thickness of 5 mm were used as samples. The refractive index of
n = 1.662 at a wavelength of λ = 343 nm of these samples was measured using an
ellipsometer (M-2000 of J.A. Woolam Co., Lincoln, NE, USA). The glass transition tem-
perature of the samples was determined by a Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC822e
of Mettler-Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA) using a standard constant heating and cooling
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rate experiment, heating the sample up from 50 to 200 ◦C at a rate of 10 ◦C per minute
with a 3 mg sample and was found to be equal Tg = 154 ◦C. Prior to laser irradiation,
the PC samples were wiped with industrial ethanol and dried in ambient air. The PC
samples were heated before as well as during the laser irradiation with a temperature self-
regulating hot plate (Fisherbrand Isotemp of Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) with a measurement uncertainty of ±1 ◦C. The surface temperature of the samples
was measured with a non-contact thermometer (MiniTemp MT of Raytek GmbH, Berlin,
Germany) with a measurement uncertainty of ±2%.

The third harmonic (343 nm) of a pulsed Yb:YAG disk laser source (TruMicro 5050
of Trumpf GmbH, Ditzingen, Germany) emitting a laser beam with a wavelength of 1030
nm, maximum pulse frequency of 400 kHz, pulse energies up to 125 µJ and a fixed pulse
duration of 6.7 ps was used to carry out experiments, see Figure 4.1a. The fluence profile
of the focal laser spot (TEM00) is nearly Gaussian (M2 < 1.3). The polarization of the
laser beam exiting the laser head is linear. The beam was focused on the surface of the
samples, using a telecentric Fθ lens (Ronar of Linos GmbH, Göttingen, Germany) with a
focal length of 103 mm, resulting in a focal spot with an e−2-diameter of d = 19.5±1.6µm.
The beam was scanned over the substrate using a galvoscanner (intelliSCAN14 of ScanLab
GmbH, Puchheim, Germany).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Schematic representations of the laser setup (left) and the scanning trajectory of the laser
spot (right). (a) Schematic representation of the laser setup; λ/2: half-wave plate; BSC: polarizing beam
splitter cube; BD: beam dump; THG: third harmonic generator; (b) Scanning trajectory of the laser spot;

the double-headed arrow indicates the direction of the laser polarization
−→
E ; fP: laser pulse frequency;

v: scan velocity; d: beam diameter; OL: geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap; NOS: number of overscans;
∆x: geometrical pitch between subsequent laser pulses in x-direction.
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Experiments were carried out at different bulk temperatures (BT) of the PC plates
at various laser peak fluence levels (F0) with steps of 3 mJ/cm2 and various number of
overscans of the laser spot over the surface (NOS), see Figure 4.1b and Table 4.1. The scan
velocity of the laser spot (v), the laser pulse frequency (fP) and the spatial pitch between
laser pulses on the surface (∆x) were kept constant in this study at v = 0.002 m/s, fP =
1000 Hz and ∆x = 2 µm, respectively, see Figure 4.1b. This yields a geometrical pulse-
to-pulse overlap (OL) in the x-direction of OL = 1− v/(d · fP) ≈ 0.9. The experimental
parameters are listed in Table 4.1.

The laser power at the sample surface was measured using an photodiode power sensor
(S130VC of ThorLabs GmbH, Dachau, Germany) with a measurement uncertainty of
±5%, connected to a readout unit (PM100A of ThorLabs GmbH, Dachau, Germany).
The Gaussian (TEM00) focal spot diameter d = 19.5± 1.6µm (e−2) was measured in the
sample processing plane using a laser beam characterization device (MicroSpotMonitor
of Primes GmbH, Pfungstadt, Germany).

The morphology and dimensions of the processed surface structures were analyzed by
a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM JSM-7200F of JEOL, Tokio, Japan) and an Atomic
Force Microscope (NX10, Park Systems Corp., Suwon, South Korea) in true non-contact�
mode using a non-contact cantilever (PPP-NCHR, 125 × 30 × 4 µm, tip radius ¡ 10 nm,
Park Systems Corp., Suwon, South Korea). Prior to SEM analyzing, the samples were
coated for 120 s with gold by a sputter coater (JFC-1300 from JEOL, Tokio, Japan)
resulting in a 1.8± 0.1 nm thick, electrically conductive layer.

From SEM micrographs, the spatial frequencies of LIPSS were analyzed with the help
of a 2D fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm using a MATLAB [27] script. Details of
this script are reported in our earlier work [28]. From cross-sections of AFM micrographs,
the amplitude of LIPSS were evaluated using another MATLAB script, reported in [29].

Table 4.1: Studied experimental parameters at v = 0.002 m/s, fP = 1000 Hz.

Parameter Values Unit

Surface Temperature 20, 50, 100, 150 [◦C]
Number of Overscans 250, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000 [−]
Laser Peak Fluence 10, 13, 16, 19. . . 68 [mJ/cm2]

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Surface Modifications for 250 and 500 Overscans

Figure 4.2 shows SEM micrographs of laser processed tracks on PC with NOS = 250
overscans at a laser fluence level of F0 = 63 mJ/cm2 and at different initial sample
temperatures. When comparing the processed tracks at 20 ◦C, 100 ◦C and at 150 ◦C, one
can observe that the ablated track becomes broader, deeper and smoother with increasing
fluence levels. A comparison of the ablated volume per 1 mm processed track length
for NOS = 5000 overscans at various laser fluence levels ranging between 10 and 25
mJ/cm2 and different BT is shown in Figure 4.3a. It was decided to choose the number
of NOS = 5000 overscans for quantifying the ablation because the depth of the ablation
craters were measurable with the AFM for equal and comparable peak fluence levels
for all BT. From this figure, it can be concluded that, with increasing BT, the rate of
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ablation rises. The ablation rate at 150 ◦C is over a magnitude larger than the rate at
room temperature. Heat treatment of PC leads to a change of the refractive index [30]
and increasing absorptivity [31], which is a likely explanation for this phenomenon.

Figure 4.2: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs and superimposed atomic force microscope
(AFM) cross-sections (white curves) of processed tracks processed on polycarbonate (PC) with NOS =
250 overscans at a laser fluence level of F0 = 63 mJ/cm2 and at different initial sample temperatures.
The AFM cross-sections shown are a typical examples of depth profiles of the ablated tracks, and not
the depth profile of the locations shown in the SEM micrographs. The horizontal axis of the AFM cross-
section was scaled to fit the horizontal axis of the SEM micrograph. The vertical axis shows the depth
of the AFM measurement. The dotted curve represents the height of the unprocessed surface. For 100
◦C and 150 ◦C, the track is too deep for the AFM tip to reach the bottom. For these latter two cases,
the cross-section is cut at the depth at which the AFM measurement lost its signal. The double-headed

arrow in the lower left corner of the left micrograph indicates the direction of the laser polarization
−→
E

for all conducted experiments.

At 20 ◦C (Figure 4.2 left) and at 50 ◦C BT (data not shown here), holes (porosities) are
observed in the ablated track. These holes are an indication of a release of gaseous photo-
thermal reaction products, which form due to locally stronger absorptivity at material
defects [2, 32]. LSFL parallel and perpendicular to the laser polarization are present
between the ablated track and the debris next to the track for an BT of 20 ◦C and also at
50 ◦C (data not shown here). These LSFL have already been reported in Reference [2].
The formation of LSFL parallel and perpendicular to the laser polarization is discussed
in more detail in Section 5.3.2.

At a higher BT of 100 ◦C and 150 ◦C (Figure 4.2 center and right), holes occur less
and no LSFL are observed. This suggests that the accumulated temperature due to laser
processing [7] exceeds the glass transition temperature or even the melting temperature of
PC. Melting on the surface can lead to the destruction of any existing surface structures,
including LIPSS [28]. Also, while the debris shown in the micrographs for 20 ◦C (and
50 ◦C) BT is composed of fine and coarse particles, debris at higher temperatures is
“smoothed”, implying that the debris is (re-) molten on the surface of the PC sample.
Similar results have been found for NOS = 500.

At the side wall of the processed track at 150 ◦C, periodic structures can be observed
perpendicular to the laser polarization. These are referred to as Laser-Induced Periodic
Annular Surface Structures (LIPASS) [33]. These structures have a geometrical period
of about 170±12 nm and were found for all NOS and BT on the slope of the ablated
tracks. In Liu et al. [33] as well as in our earlier work [2] it was stated that the latter
structures originate from the interference of the incident laser beam with the laser beam
reflected/diffracted at the slope of the crater.

For NOS ≤ 500 overscans, LIPSS have only been observed on PC inhomogeneously
and close to ablated tracks within the studied parameters (F0 = 27. . . 63 mJ/cm2 and
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BT = 20. . . 150 ◦C). Therefore, the number of required overscans NOS could not be
decreased via preheating the polymer up to the glass transition temperature to obtain
homogeneous areas of LIPSS.

4.3.2 Surface Modifications for 1000 to 5000 Overscans

Figure 4.3: (a) Ablated volume per 1 mm processed track for NOS = 5000 overscans at various laser
fluence levels and different bulk temperature (BT); (b–i) SEM micrographs and superimposed AFM
cross-sections of tracks processed on PC with NOS = 5000 and at various laser fluence levels and at
different BT. The AFM cross-sections shown are a typical examples of depth profiles of the ablated
tracks, and not the depth profile of the locations shown in the SEM micrographs. The double-headed

arrow in the lower left corner of micrograph (b) indicates the direction of the laser polarization
−→
E for

all conducted experiments. The horizontal axis of the AFM cross-section was scaled to fit the horizontal
axis of the SEM micrograph. The vertical axis shows the depth of the AFM measurement. The dotted
curve represents the height of the unprocessed surface.

Figure 4.3a shows the ablated volume per mm of the processed track for NOS = 5000
overscans at various laser fluence levels and different BT. Figure 4.3b–i shows SEM micro-
graphs and superimposed AFM cross-sections of tracks processed on PC with NOS = 5000
at various laser fluence levels and at different BT. The horizontal axis of the AFM cross-
section was scaled to fit the horizontal axis of the SEM micrographs. The vertical axis
represents the depth of the AFM measurement. The dotted curve serves as the height of
the unprocessed surface.

For a peak fluence level of F0 = 20 mJ/cm2 at room temperature, little ablation /
evaporation occurs, resulting in a smoothening of surface defects (Figure 4.3b). At a
slightly higher laser fluence of F0 = 23 mJ/cm2 (Figure 4.3c), LSFL-II manifest in the
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center of the ablation track. It can be observed in the SEM micrograph and the AFM
cross-section in Figure 4.3c, that the LSFL-II become broader towards the center, but also
elevation occurs in the center of the ablation crater. This phenomena indicates laser-
induced swelling [34–36] of the polymer in the center of the beam path, which can also be
observed for BT = 100 ◦C at F0 = 10 mJ/cm2 and for BT = 150 ◦C at F0 = 10 mJ/cm2

and F0 = 20mJ/cm2 (see Figure 4.3g,h). Laser-induced swelling occurs when a polymer is
irradiated with a (ultra-)short pulsed laser beam at a fluence level below the evaporation
threshold and is linked to the rise in temperature above the glass transition temperature
and subsequent structural or chemical modifications of the polymer material [35, 36].
Since the LSFL-II structures occur close to where laser-swelling occurs, this implies that
LSFL-II develop indeed around the glass transition temperature Tg, as was stated in
the literature [6, 37–40]. The elevation in the center of the beam path is larger for an
BT = 150 ◦C (Figure 4.3h) than for BT = 100 ◦C (Figure 4.3d). This illustrates a
larger volume expansion, which can be related to a higher increase of the specific volume
of the amorphous PC above the glass transition temperature [41]. The latter leads to
an increased laser-induced swelling. As in other dielectrics, the LSFL-II are seeded and
formed in a sub-surface layer [16]. Higher BT and higher laser-induced temperatures
(due to accumulation) above Tg soften the overlayer and facilitate its removal. The latter
results from an expansion of the associated LSFL-II-sub-surface region via an increased
pressure from gaseous decomposition products.

In Figure 4.3 it can also be observed that LSFL-II parallel to the laser polarization
appear at lower fluence levels for higher BT, since less energy is necessary to heat the
polymer surface to Tg. For example, a peak fluence level of F0 = 23mJ/cm2 is necessary at
NOS = 5000 to achieve LSFL-II on the sample surface at room temperature (Figure 4.3c),
whereas only F0 = 10mJ/cm2 at 100 ◦C is required to produce similar LSFL-II structures
(Figure 4.3d). Similar results were observed forNOS = 1000 andNOS = 2500. In Table 4.2
and Figure 4.4, the minimum fluence levels [mJ/cm2] are listed and shown, respectively,
for which LSFL-II were observed homogeneously in the center of the ablation track at the
lowest fluence levels regarding to the BT and NOS. It can be concluded from this table
and Figure 4.4 that, for an increased BT close to Tg, the laser fluence to process LSFL-II
compared to BT at room temperature is reduced by a factor of two for all NOS. This
results from the smaller temperature difference to reach Tg and the increased absorptivity
of the laser radiation for samples with increased BT.

Table 4.2: Minimum peak fluence levels [±1 mJ/cm2] required to produce LSFL-II in the center of the
beam path on PC regarding to the bulk temperature BT [◦C] and the number of overscans NOS[−] for
the studied laser processing parameters.

XXXXXXXXXXBT [◦C]
NOS[−]

1000 2500 5000

20 31 23 20
50 27 19 17
100 19 12 10
150 16 12 10
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Figure 4.4: Contour plot visualizing minimum peak fluence levels [±1mJ/cm2] required to process LSFL-
II on PC as a function of the bulk temperature BT [◦C] and the number of overscans NOS[−].

HSFL with a period of Λ = 125 ± 14 nm perpendicular to the laser polarization
(shown, e.g., in Figure 4.3e for BT=100 ◦C at F0 = 20 mJ/cm2) are present at the
rim of the ablation tracks just a few nanometers below the unprocessed surface for all
studied BT and for all NOS. The HSFL arise from the interference of the electromagnetic
near-fields scattered at surface defects with the incident laser beam [16]. As for LSFL-
II, the necessary laser peak fluence level to achieve HSFL decreases with increasing BT.
Additionally, HSFL occur on a wider range of peak fluence levels and NOS than LSFL-
II but a sufficiently high surface temperature is required for the development of HSFL.
Residuals of HSFL can be observed on top of LSFL-II (Figure 4.3c) and also at the rim of
ablated tracks (Figure 4.3e) or even at the rim of ablated areas and simultaneously on the
bottom of the ablation tracks (Figure 4.3f). This illustrates that HSFL can be processed
on the surface over a wider range of fluence levels than LSFL-II. Additionally, it can be
observed from Figures 4.3 and 4.5 that the LSFL-II structures manifest themselves only
within a small region of depth just below the surface (see Figures 4.3e and 4.5b–f) until
about 700 nm below the surface (see Figure 4.3c,d,g).

In Figure 4.3e, “lumps” can be observed in the ablation crater which appear at various
BT, NOS and F0. In Figure 4.3g for an BT of 150 ◦C, instead of “lumps”, “worm”-like
structures appear in the very center of the ablation crater. Both types of structures
start to develop at F0 = 12 mJ/cm2 and vanish at F0 = 23 mJ/cm2. Both features
are surrounded by a smoothened, re-solidified surface. The study of the physical origin
of both the “lumps” and the “worms” exceed the scope of this paper. However, what
is in common for both is that they start to appear and disappear due to melting at
the same fluence levels, respectively. This may indicate that “lumps” and “worm”-like
structures are localized crystallites or coalesced nodules of polycarbonate chains with a
higher melting point than the glass transition temperature [42].

At a laser peak fluence of F0 = 23 mJ/cm2, HSFL for BT of 100 ◦C, as mentioned
above, and LSFL-I features for BT of 150 ◦C start to develop at the bottom of the
ablation track. The evolution of LSFL-I and -II on PC dependent on the laser peak
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fluence is discussed in Section 4.3.3. It has to be noted that both HSFL and LSFL-I
structures disappear at high(er) fluence levels. For example, HSFL at the bottom of
the ablation crater for an BT of 100 ◦C and NOS = 5000 disappear at a peak fluence
of F0 = 34 mJ/cm2 and LSFL-I for an BT of 150 ◦C and NOS = 5000 disappear at a
peak fluence of F0 = 27 mJ/cm2. This indicates that significant ablation can dominate
the surface patterning process and additionally, the viscosity of the polymer at those
accumulated fluence levels and temperatures is transiently low enough to smooth the
LIPSS signatures imprinted from the electromagnetic scattering processes at an earlier
time instance of the process.

4.3.3 Evolution of Different LIPSS on Polycarbonate

LSFL-I perpendicular to the laser polarization have been observed on the PC sample for
the case that the BT was preheated to 150 ◦C close Tg and for all NOS ≥ 1000 in a small
range of fluence levels between 22 to 30 mJ/cm2 forNOS = 1000 andNOS = 2500 and from
22 to 24 mJ/cm2 for NOS = 5000. The evolution of LSFL-I processed with NOS = 1000
and at BT = 150 ◦C from the laser peak fluence level F0 = 22 mJ/cm2 at which LIPSS-I
start to develop until the the laser peak fluence level F0 = 34 mJ/cm2 at which they
disappear again is shown in Figure 4.5. As was mentioned in Section 4.3.2, LSFL-I
start to appear at a fluence level for which other surface artifacts in the ablation track
are “destroyed”. While LSFL-II are processed until a certain depth below the surface,
LSFL-I are a surface phenomena, which manifest on the surface of the ablation track.

So far, LSFL-I have typically been observed at surfaces of strong absorbing mate-
rials as metals or semiconductors and LSFL-II at surfaces of weak absorbing materials
like dielectrics [15]. It was stated by Rudenko et al. [16] that the interference of the
incident laser beam with the scattered waves or with excited Surface-Plasmon-Polaritons
at surfaces of strong absorbing materials and the interference of the incident laser beam
with the scattered waves at surfaces of weak absorbing materials (so called Radiation
Remnants) are the origins of LSFL-I and LSFL-II, respectively [16]. Therefore, to obtain
LSFL-I on a weak absorbing material, an artificial, short-term metallic behavior has to
be induced in the electronic system of the polymer surface. This may occur due to the
generation of free electrons in the conduction band of the polymer during (ultra-)short
pulsed laser processing, giving the polymer a metal-like behavior, which has already been
observed on semiconductor and dielectric materials like silicon [21] and zinc-oxide [43].

For the case of NOS = 1000 at a fluence level of 24 mJ/cm2, well developed LSFL
type I and II co-exist on the sample processed under the same processing conditions,
see Figure 4.5. To the best knowledge of the authors, it is the first time both LIPSS
types developed simultaneously and consistently on the same sample under equal laser
processing parameters. Therefore, this is a unique opportunity to study the morphology
and amplitude of LSFL-I and -II on the same sample.
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Figure 4.5: (a–f) SEM micrographs and superimposed AFM cross-sections of processed tracks on PC
with NOS = 1000, BT = 150 ◦C and at various laser fluence levels. The AFM cross-sections shown are a
typical examples of depth profiles of the ablated tracks, and not the depth profile of the locations shown
in the SEM micrographs. The double-headed arrow in the lower left corner of micrograph (a) indicates

the direction of the laser polarization
−→
E for all conducted experiments. The horizontal axis of the AFM

cross-section was scaled to fit the horizontal axis of the SEM micrograph. The vertical axis shows the
depth of the AFM measurement. The dotted curve represents the height of the unprocessed surface; (g)
2D-FFT map of (c); (h,i) Exemplary AFM cross-sections of LSFL-I and LSFL-II features of micrograph
(c). The red triangles indicate the peaks and the blue triangles indicate the valleys of LSFL. The AFM
cross-sections of the LSFL structures were not Zero-plane corrected.

From the 2D-FFT map of the SEM micrograph of Figure 4.5c the spatial frequencies
of the LSFL structures in Figure 4.5g can be derived. Exemplary cross-sections of LSFL-
I and LSFL-II of the same micrograph are shown in Figure 4.5h,i. The periods and
amplitudes obtained from the 2D-FFT map and AFM cross-sections are listed in Table 4.3.
The amplitudes were obtained by calculating the mean and standard variation of ten
individual measurements per LSFL type.

Table 4.3: Spatial periods and amplitudes of LSFL-I and -II types for processing conditions of
BT = 150 ◦C, NOS = 1000 and F0 = 24 mJ/cm2; λ is the laser wavelength.

LIPSS Type Spatial Frequency Amplitude

LSFL-I 280 ± 8 nm (Λ ≈ 0.8λ) 53 ± 23 nm
LSFL-II 208 ± 5 nm (Λ ≈ 0.6λ) 21 ± 7 nm
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As can be concluded from Table 4.3, the periods of the LSFL types are in accordance
with those reported in the literature [15]. No difference between the LSFL-I and LSFL-II
amplitudes can be concluded, since the the range of the standard deviation for LSFL-I is
too large here.

Figure 4.6 shows schemata of the iterative changes of the polymer properties and the
evolution of LIPSS types on PC. Based on these schemata, LIPSS evolution on PC can be
described as follows. Each individual laser pulse leads to defects in the electronic system
of the polymer as well as generation of heat, which results in a change of the complex
refractive index of the polymer and increased energy absorption of the subsequent laser
pulse (see Figure 4.6a). Due to near-field scattering at the surface and the interference
with the laser beam, HSFL develop at the surface of the polymer as a precursor of LSFL-
II. With increased laser fluence F0, number of pulses N or overscans NOS and therefore
increased transient surface temperature and higher rate of evaporation/ablation, LSFL-II
develop in a narrow range of depth below the surface due to far-field scattering of the laser
beam at surface defects and the interference of the laser beam with the scattered waves.
For a large number of laser pulses per spot within a specific range of fluence levels and
surface temperatures, which induces a transient metallic behavior of the polymer at the
surface, excitation of SPPs at the surface can occur. The interference of the SPPs with
the laser beam leads to the manifestation of LSFL-I at the surface (see Figure 4.6b). If the
laser fluence is further increased, evaporation/ablation becomes a dominant factor and
the transiently low polymer viscosity prevents LIPSS imprinting on the polymer surface.

Absorption of
laser radiation

Electron. Defect
accumulation

Heat
effects

C anges of opticalh
properties ( , )n  k

(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: Schematic representations of intra-pulse polymer properties changes and LIPSS evolution on
Polycarbonate. (a) Iterative changes of the polymer properties; (b) Evolution of different types of LIPSS
on polycarbonate.

4.4 Conclusions

It was demonstrated that the LIPSS formation on polymers, such as PC upon ultrashort
laser pulse irradiation, follows the same physical principles as on inorganic dielectrics.
That is, HSFL are formed via the interference of the incident laser beam with the near-
fields scattered at the microscopic roughness of the surface. The far-field propagation
of these electromagnetic fields into the bulk of the polymer along with interference and
polymer-specific absorption and incubation effects are the seed of the LSFL-II in a sub-
surface layer. If the laser-induced material excitation is sufficient to transiently generate a
metallic behavior of the irradiated material, LSFL-I are formed via the known mechanism
of SPP excitation and interference with the incident laser radiation. The viability of all
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these different LIPSS types on polymers is strongly affected by the local sample tempera-
tures reached and by the involved strong variations of the polymer viscosity. Transiently
exceeding the glass transition temperature of the PC appears to be a prerequisite for the
formation of LIPSS, as it supports inter-pulse feedback phenomena driven by structural,
chemical and optical material alterations.

LIPSS development is an accumulative process, depending on the number of pulses
processing the same spot at fluence levels well below the ablation threshold. LSFL-II
can be produced on polymers at increased production rates, by preheating the polymer
close to the glass transition temperature since, compared to room temperature, less laser
energy is necessary to develop LSFL-II. Therefore, to cover larger areas of LSFL-II in a
reduced period of time, for example, the laser spot could be increased or the beam can
be divided into several (parallel) beams to process several areas simultaneously.
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CHAPTER 5

HIERARCHICAL MICRO-/NANO-STRUCTURES ON
POLYCARBONATE VIA UV PULSED LASER PROCESSING

M. Mezera, S. Alamri, W.A.P.M. Hendriks, A. Hertwig, A.M. Elert, J. Bonse, T. Kunze, A.F.

Lasagni, G.R.B.E. Römer., Hierarchical micro-/nano-structures on polycarbonate via UV pulsed

laser processing, Nanomaterials, 10(06), 1184, 2020.

Abstract Hierarchical micro/-nanostructures were produced on polycarbon-
ate polymer surfaces by employing a two-step UV-laser processing strategy based
on the combination of Direct Laser Interference Patterning (DLIP) of gratings
and pillars on the microscale (3 ns, 266 nm, 2 kHz) and subsequently superim-
posing Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS; 7-10 ps, 350 nm, 100
kHz) which adds nanoscale surface features. Particular emphasis was laid on the
influence of the direction of the laser beam polarization on the morphology of
resulting hierarchical surfaces. Scanning electron and atomic force microscopy
methods were used for the characterization of the hybrid surface structures.
Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations of the laser intensity distri-
bution on the DLIP structures allowed to address the specific polarization depen-
dence of the LIPSS formation observed in the second processing step. Comple-
mentary chemical analyzes by micro-Raman spectroscopy and attenuated total
reflection Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy provided in-depth information
on the chemical and structural material modifications and material degradation
imposed by the laser processing. It was found that when the linear laser po-
larization was set perpendicular to the DLIP ridges, LIPSS could be formed on
top of various DLIP structures. FDTD calculations showed enhanced optical
intensity at the topographic maxima, which can explain the dependency of the
morphology of LIPSS on the polarization with respect to the orientation of the
DLIP structures. It was also found that the degradation of the polymer was
enhanced for increasing accumulated fluence levels.

The content of this chapter is identical to the content of the published paper quoted
above. Note that the layout is adapted for consistency throughout this dissertation and
only small typographical adjustments were made, when compared to the published paper.
Some redundancy with other chapters is unavoidable as an academic paper needs its own
introductory. However, this entails the advantage that the chapter can be read separately.

5.1 Introduction

In the course of evolution, flora and fauna adapted distinct surface structures, which
induced specific functionalities and therefore ensured survival and procreation. A well-
known example of a functional surface found in nature is the lotus leaf, which is water re-
pellent and self-cleaning [1]. Other examples are the wings of butterflies and cicada, which
are bactericidal [2–4], or the skin of sharks, which present self-cleaning, anti-biofouling,
hydrodynamic and drag reduction properties [5]. Other examples, like the tenebrionid
beetle Stenocara collects drinking water on its integument from morning fog and trans-
ports the collected water on its skin towards its mouthparts [6]. In this way, the insect can
survive to the Namibian desert climate. Similar functionalities can be also found on mois-
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ture harvesting lizards [7]. All of these different specific surface properties are the result
of so-called functionalized surfaces, which often consist of regular (hierarchical) micro-
and nanometer sized surface structures. Functionalized surfaces have received increased
scientific attention in recent years, aiming to reproduce them (biomimetics) due to their
potential for new applications, such as anti-bacterial hip implants [8, 9], increased [10]
or decreased [11] cell-tissue growth onto implantable materials, liquid motion flow in
microfluidics [12], fluid transport in tribological systems [13], friction control [14, 15],
wettability control [9, 16, 17] or colorization of surfaces [18–21].

Two well established laser-based methods have been shown in the past to be ca-
pable of creating micro- and nanostructured surfaces directly on the materials surface
and thus functionalizing them, namely Direct Laser Interference Patterning (DLIP) and
Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS). DLIP is a method that produces mi-
crometer and sub-micrometer sized, regular (hierarchical) structures on various materials,
such as metals [17], polymers [16, 22] or ceramics [23]. The periodic structures are cre-
ated due to the interference pattern, which is produced when two or more laser beams
are overlapped, leading to material removal (ablation) at the interference maxima of the
spatially modulated intensity distribution. In the case of two-beam interference, the spa-
tial period of the interference pattern can be controlled by the laser wavelength (λ) and
the angle of incidence of the interfering laser beams (θ) [17]. Employing modern laser
and beam scanning technology, the DLIP technique can fulfill industrial demands by ad-
dressing individual patterns of several square micrometer areas only, at processing rates
of 0.9 m2/min and 0.3 m2/min for polymers and metals, respectively [24].

The second approach is based on LIPSS. LIPSS are regular (hierarchical) micro- to
nanometer sized surface ripples, which appear due to the interference of (1) the impinging
laser radiation with its scattered light at the surface or (2) laser triggered surface plasmon
polaritons [25–27] and can be processed on solids due to polarized, (ultra-) short pulsed
laser irradiation at laser peak fluence levels close to the ablation threshold [25, 28]. The di-
rection of the LIPSS depends on the material and the (linear) laser beam polarization.
Their periodicity depends on several process parameters, such as the laser wavelength
(λ), the angle of incidence (α), the number of pulses processing effectively impinging one
spot (Neff) and the laser peak fluence (F0) [9, 25, 28]. Several types of LIPSS can be
distinguished, depending on the laser processing parameters and the material, e.g., com-
mon Low Spatial Frequency LIPSS (LSFL) with a period of about the laser wavelength
(ΛLIPSS ∼ λ), High Spatial Frequency LIPSS (HSFL) with a period well below the laser
wavelength (ΛLIPSS < λ/2), or even hexagonally arranged triangular nanopillars with an
overall period close to the laser wavelength (ΛLIPSS ∼ λ) [25, 28]. LIPSS can be processed
on metals [8–10, 18–20, 29], semiconductors [12, 21, 25, 28], dielectrics [30], ceramics [31–
33] and polymers [34–37]. Large area processing of LIPSS is easily achieved in a one-step
approach by scanning the focused laser beam in a meandering way across the sample sur-
face. Since the central high fluence part of the Gaussian laser beam profile can generate
different types of LIPSS than its low fluence wing, hierarchical micro-/nano-structures
are easily feasible [9, 38]. Moreover, as the periodicity of HSFL is not constrained by the
optical diffraction limit, these extremely fine nanostructures may be even superimposed
to sub-micrometric LSFL [39].

While individual scientific communities have already independently explored and opti-
mized the processing of LIPSS and DLIP-based structures in detail [25, 40, 41], the combi-
nation of both techniques is still widely unexplored [42]. Although hierarchical structures
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can be achieved by using LIPSS [9, 38] or DLIP [16] methods separately, the hybrid two-
step laser process can provide an enhanced flexibility control of the surface features as
well as explore new geometries in view of tailored surface functionalities.

Commercially available polycarbonate is used as sample material due to its wide
range of applications, such as for products in the electronic and the automotive sector,
in building and construction and for optical information storage systems, because of its
unique combination of properties such as excellent toughness, high electrical insulation,
transparency and large heat distortion resistance [43]. However, UV radiation leads to
depolymerization of the molecular structure of polycarbonate [44–47] and this material
modification could impair the use for applications. Hence, the quantitative changes of the
molecular structure due to the two laser based surface functionalization techniques need
to be assessed.

In this work, the evolution of nanometer sized LSFL on top of different types of
micrometer sized DLIP structures on polycarbonate with respect to the laser peak fluence
is studied, depending on the morphology and dimensions of the DLIP structures, as well
as the direction of the laser polarization relative to the orientation of the DLIP structure,
to obtain hierarchical structures. Additionally, the structural molecular changes of the
polycarbonate due to the laser irradiation are studied.

5.2 Materials and Methods

Commercially available Bisphenol-A polycarbonate (PC) plates (Makrolon� of Covestro
AG, Leverkusen, Germany) with a thickness of 5 mm and a surface roughness of Ra ≈ 2
nm were used as samples. DLIP and LIPSS methods were used on the samples using three
different laser setups; one at the University of Twente (TruMicro 5050 of Trumpf GmbH,
Ditzingen, Germany) and two at the Faunhofer Institute for Material and Beam Technol-
ogy IWS (DLIP-µFab, Fraunhofer IWS, Dresden, Germany; Fuego of Time-Bandwidth
Products AG, Zurich, Switzerland), as listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Laser sources and process parameters to produce hierarchical structures.

Structure Type DLIP LIPSS

Laser source
Laser-export

TECH-263 Advanced
Trumpf

TruMicro 5050
Time-Bandwidth

Fuego
DLIP Period [µm] 1.5 10 - -
Wavelength [nm] 266 266 343 355
Pulse Duration [s] 3× 10−9 3× 10−9 7× 10−12 1× 10−11

Pulse Frequency [kHz] 2 2 100 100
Beam Quality Factor M2 [-] <1.3 <1.3 <1.3 <1.3
Laser Spot Diameter [µm] 25 25 174 120
Scan Velocity [mm/s] 2.5 2.5 1000 600
Number of Overscans [-] 1 1 1000 1000
Line Pitch [µm] 7.33 10.16 10 3
Geometrical Pulse-to-Pulse Overlap [%] 85 90 94 95

Peak Fluence Levels [J/cm2 ]
0.25 (ridges)+
0.2 (Pillars)

1.45 (ridges)+
1.13 (Pillars)

2. . . 4×10−3 2. . . 4×10−3
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5.2.1 Direct Laser Interference Patterning configurations

The structuring of the PC samples was conducted by a compact two-beam DLIP sys-
tem (DLIP-µFab, Fraunhofer IWS, Dresden, Germany), which produces confined DLIP
treated areas containing the periodic structures created per laser pulse (also called pixels),
with a diameter of dP ≈ 25 µm. The pixel diameter was calculated using the D-squared
method described elsewhere [48]. The system uses a frequency quadrupled Q-switched
laser head (TECH-263 Advanced of Laser-export Co. Ltd., Moscow, Russia) with a max-
imum pulse energy of 50 µJ and operating at a wavelength of λ= 263 nm and a pulse
duration shorter than 3 ns. The laser beam has a nearly Gaussian intensity distribution
(TEM00) with a beam quality of M2 < 1.3. The setup of the used DLIP optics allows the
primary beam from the laser source to split into two single beams by means of a diffractive
optical element. The sub-beams are parallelized by a prism and finally overlapped at the
sample surface using a focusing aspheric lens.

As can be observed in Figure 5.1a, an interference pattern is obtained within the
volume where the two single laser beams overlap. Changing the position of the prism
modifies the interfering angle θ, and leads to a change of the spatial period Λ of the
periodic structures. In the employed setup, spatial periods Λ in the range between 1.0
µm and 11.0 µm can be produced. In order to structure larger areas than the DLIP pixel,
the sample is moved using a high precision computer-controlled stage system (PRO155-05,
Aerotech GmbH, Fürth, Germany), resulting in square-shaped processed areas with an
edge length of 30 mm full covered with a ridge-like pattern. In particular, the samples were
moved in the direction parallel to the interference lines with a spatial pulse separation p
and successively displaced laterally of a quantity h (hatch distance), chosen as an integer
of the spatial period (see Figure 5.1b). Moreover, for producing micro-“pillars”, the areas
treated with DLIP and containing a ridge-like pattern have been rotated by 90 degrees
and re-irradiated, selectively ablating the previous pattern in the interference maxima.
Note, that we use the term “pillar” here in the following for simplicity, since micro-“cones”
are usually referred to as self-assembling surface structures [49–51].

Figure 5.1: (a): Depiction of the interference phenomenon between two laser beams overlapping with
an angle θ and (b) Scheme of the texturing approach for the displacement of several DLIP pixels on the
sample’s surface with p: pulse separation; h: hatch distance; dp: pixel size; Λ: DLIP period. The scanning
direction is vertical.
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5.2.2 Fabrication of Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures

For the manufacturing of LIPSS two laser sources were used, see Table 5.1. Third har-
monics were generated of a pulsed Yb:YAG disk laser source (TruMicro 5050 of Trumpf
GmbH, Ditzingen, Germany) emitting a linearly polarized laser beam with a wavelength of
1030 nm, diameter of ≈5 mm, a maximum pulse repetition rate of 400 kHz, pulse energies
up to 125 µJ and a fixed pulse duration of 6.7 ps. In other experiments, a frequency-
tripled Nd:VAN laser source (Fuego of Time-Bandwidth Products AG, Zurich, Switzer-
land) emitting a linearly polarized laser beam with a wavelength of 1064 nm, a maximum
pulse repetition rate of 8 MHz, pulse energies up to 200 µJ and a fixed pulse duration
of 10 ps were used. To obtain homogeneous areas of LIPSS, the laser beam was scanned
over the substrate using galvanometer scanners (intelliSCAN14 of ScanLab GmbH, Puch-
heim, Germany). The laser beam was focused on the surface of the samples, using a
telecentric Fθ lens (Ronar of Linos GmbH, Göttingen, Germany) with a focal length of
103 mm. For obtaining large geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap values in both x− and
y−directions at a scan speed of 1 m/s, the laser spot diameter on the sample was increased
either by decreasing the laser beam diameter to ≈1 mm moved here for better under-
standing and corrected value before focusing using a beam reducing telescope (TRE13 of
Optogama, Vilnius, Lithuania), or by defocused laser processing. It was shown in an ear-
lier publication, that the LIPSS morphologies and dimensions do not significantly differ
when processing a defocused laser beam compared to processing with the focal spot [52].
The geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap is given by OL = (1− v/(d× fF)) × 100, with v
being the laser scan speed, d the beam spot diameter and fF the laser pulse repetition
rate. The processing parameters for the manufacturing of LIPSS are also summarized
in Table 5.1. The meandering area scanning procedure could be repeated several times,
denoted as the number of overscans (NOS). Schematic representations of the laser setups
and the scanning trajectory of the laser spot are shown in Figure 5.2.

The laser power at the sample surface was measured using a photodiode power sen-
sor (S130VC of ThorLabs GmbH, Dachau, Germany) with a measurement uncertainty
of ±5%, connected to a readout unit (PM100A of ThorLabs GmbH, Dachau, Germany).
Along with the pulse repetition rate, this allowed to determine the energy E per indi-
vidual laser pulse. The Gaussian (TEM00) focal spot diameter d = 174 ± 1.6 µm (e−2)
was measured in the sample processing plane using a laser beam characterization device
(MicroSpotMonitor of Primes GmbH, Pfungstadt, Germany). From both information,
the peak laser fluence F0 in front of the sample surface was calculated according to
F0 = 2E

πd/22 [48].

The laser power at the sample surface was measured using a photodiode power sensor
(S130VC of ThorLabs GmbH, Dachau, Germany) with a measurement uncertainty of
±5%, connected to a readout unit (PM100A of ThorLabs GmbH, Dachau, Germany).
Along with the pulse repetition frequency, this allowed to determine the energy E per
individual laser pulse. The Gaussian (TEM00) focal spot diameter d = 174±1.6µm (e−2)
was measured in the sample processing plane using a laser beam characterization device
(MicroSpotMonitor of Primes GmbH, Pfungstadt, Germany). From both information, the
peak laser fluence F0 in front of the sample surface was calculated according to F0 = 2E

πd/22

[48].
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Laser Source
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Attenuator
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Figure 5.2: (a): Schematic representation of the laser setup; λ/2: half-wave plate; BSC: polarizing beam
splitter cube; BD: beam dump; THG: third harmonic generator, BR: beam reducer. (b): Scanning
trajectory of the laser spot; the double-headed arrow indicates the direction of the laser polarization
−→
E ; fF: laser pulse frequency; v: scan velocity; d: laser spot diameter; OL: geometrical pulse-to-pulse
overlap; NOS: number of overscans; ∆x: geometrical pitch between subsequent laser pulses in x-direction,
∆y: Line pitch in y-direction.

5.2.3 Morphological characterization

The morphology and dimensions of the processed surface structures were analyzed by a
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM JSM-7200F of JEOL, Tokio, Japan) and an Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM NX10, Park Systems Corp., Suwon, Korea) in true non-contact mode
using a non-contact cantilever (PPP-NCHR, 125 ×30 × 4 µm3, nominal tip radius ¡ 10 nm,
Park Systems Corp., Suwon, Korea). Prior to SEM characterization, the samples were
sputter coated with gold (JFC-1300 coater from JEOL, Tokio, Japan), resulting in a ≈10
nm thick, electrically conductive layer.

From SEM micrographs, the spatial frequencies of LIPSS were analyzed with the help
of the 2D fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm using a MATLAB script [53]. Details of
this script are reported in our earlier work [28]. From cross-sections of AFM micrographs,
the amplitude of LIPSS were determined using another MATLAB script, also reported
in [52].
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5.2.4 FDTD Simulations

A commercially available photonic Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation
software (Lumerical FDTD of Lumerical Inc., Vancouver, Canada) was used to analyze
numerically the time-averaged optical intensity distribution of one laser pulse duration
induced by a 6.7 ps laser pulse with a wavelength of 343 nm and with the laser beam
polarization perpendicular and parallel to 1.5 µm ridge-like DLIP structures on polycar-
bonate (DLIP-type 1, see Figure 5.3a). The surface of the DLIP structure was modeled
using the period, depth and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the DLIP-type 1
structure obtained by AFM measurements. The period was found to be 1.5 µm, the depth
of was found to be 400 nm and the FWHM of the ridges was found to be about 1 µm.
The mesh settings of the two-dimensional computations were set to an automated mesh
accuracy of 7 with a minimal step size of 0.25 nm, the time step size was set to 1.62×10−17

s, and the periodic boundaries were periodical on x-axis were set to Periodic and on the
y-axis to PML. The optical properties were taken from Ref. [54].

5.2.5 Chemical Characterization

In order to analyze the surface chemistry of the polycarbonate substrate before and af-
ter laser irradiation of the sample, two different spectroscopy techniques were employed
to record the IR spectra, i.e., micro-Raman spectroscopy (µ-RS) and microscopy based
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR).

µ-RS was performed on the laser-irradiated sample and on a reference position (Al-
pha 300R, WiTEC, Ulm, Germany). A ruled 600 grooves/mm grating was chosen in
the optical spectrometer (UHTS 300, WiTEC, Ulm, Germany), which was equipped with
a Peltier-cooled CCD camera (iDus DV401A, Andor Technology Ltd, Belfast, Ireland)
operated at a temperature of 210 K. The resulting wavenumber resolution is < 2 cm−1.
The ps-laser irradiated surface regions were excited at a power level of 0.6 mW using the
532 nm emission line of a continuous wave laser (Excelsior, Spectra Physics, Santa Clara,
USA). The Raman-laser radiation was focused on the sample surface by a microscope ob-
jective (EC Epiplan 20× NA 0.4, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) probing a circular
spot of about 4 µm in diameter. All spectra are presented without background correction.

FTIR spectra were recorded in attenuated total reflection (ATR) mode (Vertex 70
with a Hyperion 3000 microscope, Bruker Optik, Ettlingen, Germany). The ATR mi-
croscope objective is equipped with a Ge-crystal tip ensured surface sensitivity through
evanescent field coupling. ATR FT-IR spectra were taken at numerous arbitrary positions
on laser processed and unprocessed sample areas with a measurement area of 80×80 µm2.
The FTIR spectra were background corrected (see details below) and absorption peaks
resulting from ambient air containing CO2 water vapor were removed.
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5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Direct Laser Interference Patterning on Polycarbonate

Four different types of DLIP structures were processed in a first set of experiments. DLIP-
type 1 and 2 are ridge- and pillar-like structures, respectively, with a period of 1.5 µm
and a height of approximately 400 nm (Figure 5.3a,b). Otherwise, DLIP-type 3 and 4
types are ridge- and pillar-like structures, respectively, with a period of 10 µm and an
approximated height of about 15 µm (Figure 5.3c,d). The laser processing parameters
are listed in Table 5.1.

10 µm 10 µm

10 µm 10 µm

a) DLIP-type 1 b) DLIP-type 2

c) DLIP-type 3 d) DLIP-type 4

Figure 5.3: (a) ridge-like DLIP structure with a period of 1.5 µm and an depth of 400 nm (DLIP-type 1);
(b) pillar-like DLIP structure with a period of 1.5 µm and an depth of 400 nm (DLIP-type 2); (c) ridge-
like DLIP structure with a period of 10 µm and an depth of 15 µm (DLIP-type 3); (d) pillar-like DLIP
structure with a period of 10 µm and an depth of 15 µm (DLIP-type 4) obtained with laser parameters
listed in Table 5.1.
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5.3.2 Laser-Induced Periodic Surface Structures on Polycarbonate

In a second processing approach, an area of 5 × 5 mm2 was processed with the Trumpf
TruMicro 5050 laser system on a pristine polycarbonate sample by scanning the laser
spot perpendicular to the laser polarization and using an overlap of OL = 93% at a pulse
frequency of f = 100 kHz, number of overscans NOS = 1000 and a peak fluence level of
F0 = 4.42 mJ/cm2. These parameters permitted low-spatial frequency LIPSS parallel to
the laser polarization (type II [25]) with a very homogeneous morphology , see Figure 5.4.
The period of the LSFL-II was found to be ΛLIPSS = 265 ± 75 nm and their amplitude
(modulation depth) A was 11± 8 nm. On the basis of these laser processing parameters,
hierarchical micro-/nanostructures were produced by processing LSFL-II on top of the
four different types of DLIP structures (see next section).

Figure 5.4: AFM topography of LSFL processed on untreated polycarbonate with the above men-
tioned parameters.
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5.3.3 Hierarchical Structures on Polycarbonate

In a further processing phase, the DLIP-treated PC samples were irradiated with ultra-
short UV radiation with the aim to create a two-level hierarchical microtexture. Fig-
ures 5.5–5.10 show SEM micrographs of different DLIP structures processed in a second
laser processing step in order to produce LIPSS with orthogonal scanning (laser polar-
ization) directions regarding the direction of the DLIP ridges and at various laser fluence

levels, indicated as ~E and ~v in sub-figures (b), respectively.

2.74 mJ/cm
2

3.07 mJ/cm
2

3.24 mJ/cm
2

3.41 mJ/cm
2

3.58 mJ/cm
2

3.75 mJ/cm
2

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

E
v

DLIP-type 1

Figure 5.5: SEM micrographs of (a) ridge-like DLIP structure with a period of 1.5 µm (DLIP-type 1).
(b–g) Evolution of surface morphology on top of the DLIP structure upon additional scan-processing with
increasing peak fluence levels and a laser beam polarization perpendicular to the DLIP ridges processed
with the Trumpf TruMicro 5050 laser system.

It can be observed in Figure 5.5, that LSFL-II parallel to the laser polarization and
perpendicular to the 1.5 µm DLIP ridges start to develop on the latter at a fluence
level of 2.74 mJ/cm2 and higher. Also, nano-droplets start to appear in the valleys
between the DLIP ridges (see Figure 5.5b). At a slightly higher laser fluence level of 3.07
mJ/cm2, LSFL-II also start to develop in the valleys between the DLIP ridges in form of
periodic chains of nano-droplets (see Figure 5.5c). At a fluence of 3.24 mJ/cm2, all DLIP
ridges are homogeneously covered with LSFL-II. Additionally, it can be observed that the
nano-droplets between the DLIP ridges in Figure 5.5d–f are larger in diameter then at
lower fluence levels in Figure 5.5b,c. The seeding of the periodic nano-droplet chains in
Figure 5.5c can be linked to optical scattering effects, leading to periodic laser-induced
defects of the PC with increased absorptivity [26]. The growth of the nano-droplets can
be related to thermocapillary forces, pushing molten material from the ridges down in the
DLIP valleys towards the nano-droplets [55, 56]. At even higher laser fluence levels, nano-
droplet appearance increases and the DLIP ridges become thinner due to more molten
material that is transferred into nano-droplets until the ridges merge into each other and
severe ablation takes place, see Figure 5.5e–g.

Figure 5.6 shows SEM micrographs of the evolution of surface morphology on top
of the DLIP-type 1 structure with increasing peak fluence levels and a laser polarization
parallel to the DLIP ridges.
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Figure 5.6: SEM micrographs of (a) ridge-like DLIP structure with a period of 1.5 µm (DLIP-type 1).
(b–g) Evolution of surface morphology on top of the DLIP-type 1 structure with increasing peak fluence
levels and a laser polarization parallel to the DLIP ridges processed with the Trumpf TruMicro 5050
laser system.

Here, the polarization of the laser beam is rotated by 90◦ compared to Figure 5.5,
i.e., parallel to the DLIP ridges. It can be observed, that also in this case nano-droplets
appear at the valleys of the DLIP ridges at a fluence level of 2.74 mJ/cm2, see Figure 5.6b.
At a somewhat higher fluence level of 2.90 mJ/cm2, the DLIP ridges start to separate
into chains of larger micro-droplets. Similar results were found when processing LSFL
on top of LSFL on polyethersulfone, when the sample was rotated by 90◦ [57] and when
processing LIPSS on a chromium thin film [58]. This phenomenon can be related to
the Plateau-Rayleigh instability [58]. In brief, the surface energy in a stationary fluid in
cylindrical form is larger than the effect of gravity and, hence, changes the shape of the
cylinder into droplets in order to reduce the total surface energy. As for the case with
the laser polarization perpendicular to the DLIP pattern (see Figure 5.5), the amount
of nano-droplet increases with increasing laser fluence levels, see Figure 5.6d–g. LSFL-II
appear inhomogeneously and randomly on top of DLIP ridges at fluence levels of 3.41
mJ/cm2 and 3.58 mJ/cm2. Similar results were found for the pillar-like DLIP structure
with a period of 1.5 µm (DLIP-type 2), as shown in Figure 5.7. Here, nano-droplets
start first to appear between the ridges and droplet appearance and growth dominates.
LSFL-II were found sporadically on top of the droplet roughened surface at laser fluence
levels of 2.57 to 3.07 mJ/cm2, see Figure 5.7a–g.

The formation of LIPSS on top of polymeric photoresist film microstructures were
recently reported by Ehrhardt et al. [42]. The authors studied the formation of LSFL-II
on top of pillar-like dot array microstructures with pillar widths of 2 × 2 µm2 and 5 × 5
µm2 and a pillar height of about 2.2 µm, as well as on top of ridge-like microstructures
with ridge widths of 1 µm and 3 µm and a ridge height of about 1 µm using 100 to 1500
pulses of a nanosecond laser source with a wavelength of 248 nm at a pulse repetition
rate of 100 Hz. The authors reported that no laser parameter regime was found to obtain
LSFL on top of 1 × 1 µm2 dot pillar arrays. This is in agreement with our experiments
for the pillar-like DLIP-type 2 structure with a period of 1.5 µm reported in this study.
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Figure 5.7: SEM micrographs of (a) pillar-like DLIP structure with a period of 1.5 µm (DLIP-type 2).
(b–g) Evolution of surface morphology on top of DLIP-type 2 structure with increasing peak fluence
levels processed with the Trumpf TruMicro 5050 laser system.
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Figure 5.8: SEM micrographs of (a)ridge-like DLIP structure with a period of 10 µm (DLIP-type 3).
(b–g) Evolution of surface morphology on top of the DLIP structure with increasing peak fluence levels
and a laser polarization perpendicular to the DLIP ridges processed with the Trumpf TruMicro 5050
laser system.

Figure 5.8 shows the evolution of nanostructures on top of ridge-like DLIP structures
with a period of 10 µm (DLIP-type 3) when irradiated with UV picosecond pulses linearly
polarized perpendicular to the ridges of the DLIP structure. At a laser fluence level of 2.74
mJ/cm2, LSFL-II and nano-droplets appear on top of the DLIP ridges, see Figure 5.8b.
With increasing laser fluence, the nano-droplet growth on top of the ridges is reinforced,
see Figure 5.8b–g. When irradiating the ridge-like DLIP structures having a period of 10
µm with the laser polarization parallel to the DLIP ridges, LSFL-II only appear on top
of the DLIP ridges at laser fluence levels exceeding the melting threshold of the material.
As a consequence, the “sharp” DLIP ridges collapse, forming small valleys as shown in
Figure 5.9.
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DLIP-type 3

Figure 5.9: SEM micrograph of LSFL-II on top of the ridge of ridge-like DLIP structure with a period
of 10 µm (DLIP-type 3) processed with the Time-Bandwidth Fuego laser system. This sample was con-
taminated.
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Figure 5.10: SEM micrographs of (a) pillar-like DLIP structure with a period of 10 µm (DLIP-type 4).
(b–g) Evolution of surface morphology on top of the DLIP structure with increasing peak fluence levels
processed with the Time-Bandwidth Fuego laser system.

The formation of LSFL-II and deformation due to melting of pillar-like DLIP cones
due to UV picosecond laser irradiation can be observed in Figure 5.10. It can be seen
that the DLIP cones tip flattens due to laser-induced melting effects. Moreover, LSFL-
II develop on top of the flattened parts, see Figure 5.10a–f. The melting also leads to a
collapse of the DLIP cones and leaves some holes in the central region, see Figure 5.10e–g.
The holes may be induced due to the sub-surface release of gaseous photo-thermal reaction
products. Similar results were found in the recent publication by Ehrhardt et al. [42] on
pre-patterned polymer films.

The appearance of LSFL-II on ridge-like photoresist film microstructures “moved”
from the top to the side walls of the ridge-like structures with increasing laser fluence lev-
els, as reported by Ehrhardt et al. [42]. Additionally, these authors reported that melting
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is responsible for the disappearance of the LSFL-II on top of the ridge-like microstruc-
tures [42]. The appearance of the LSFL-II only on top of the DLIP ridges and pillars
in this study and ridge-like microstructures reported in [42] at certain fluence levels can
both be explained with the decrease of the local laser fluence at the tilted slopes of the
DLIP ridge topography. That is, due to the geometrical enlargement of the laser spot on
the irradiated surface area at slopes for non-normal incident radiation, the laser fluence
level decreases below the LSFL-II threshold.

In order to evaluate the periodicity and amplitude of the LSFL-II on top of the
different DLIP structures, the topography of DLIP structures at which the ridges are
covered homogeneously with LSFL-II are analyzed using AFM. Figure 5.11a,c,d show the
AFM micrographs of Figures 5.5d, 5.8b and 5.10d, respectively.
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Figure 5.11: (a) AFM micrograph of LSFL-II processed on DLIP-type 1 with polarization perpendicular
to the DLIP ridges at a laser peak fluence of F0 = 3.24mJ/cm2, (see Figure 5.5d). (b) AFM cross-sections
of ridge-like DLIP structures with a period of 1.5 µm (DLIP-type 3)—with (see Figure 5.11a) and without
LSFL-II. (c) AFM micrograph of LSFL-II processed on DLIP-type 3 with polarization perpendicular to
the DLIP ridges at a laser peak fluence of F0 = 2.74 mJ/cm2, (see Figure 5.8b). (d) AFM micrograph of
LSFL-II processed on DLIP-type 4 at a laser peak fluence of F0 = 2.92 mJ/cm2, (see Figure 5.10d).

Note, that the DLIP-type 3 and 4 are too deep for the AFM tip to reach the bottom
of the DLIP ridges. For these two cases, the AFM micrograph is cut at the depth at
which the AFM measurement lost its signal. The average periods of the LSFL-II are
ΛLIPSS = 254 ± 9 nm and the average amplitudes are 33±12 nm for all analyzed
hierarchical structures. It is known that LSFL-II are seeded and formed in a sub-surface
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layer [26, 27]. Figure 5.11b shows cross-sections obtained from AFM measurements of
ridge-like DLIP structures with a period of 1.5 µm (DLIP-type 3)—with and without
LSFL-II, as it can be seen in Figure 5.11a. The Figure also shows, that the overall depth
of the of the DLIP structure is reduced when LSFL-II are generated. This is an indication,
that the LSFL-II indeed are formed below the surface.

5.3.4 FDTD Simulations

Figure 5.12 shows the time-averaged optical intensity distribution (as calculated by the
photonic simulation software, see Section 5.2.4) induced by one UV picosecond pulse on
and in the surface of DLIP-type 1 structure with the parameters described in Section 5.2.4.
It can be concluded from this Figure, that the maximum intensities differ for each case
of polarization. That is, if the orientation of the laser polarization is perpendicular to
the DLIP ridges, the maximum intensity is found on top of the ridge and another less
localized intensity enhancement is observed several hundreds of nanometers below it.
The intensity maximum close to the surface can facilitate the seeding of LIPSS on top of
the DLIP ridges, see Figure 5.5b. If the orientation of the laser polarization is parallel to
the DLIP ridges, the maximum intensity is found in the bottom of the DLIP ridges, which
can explain the dominance of nano-droplet growth at these positions, see Figure 5.6b.
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Figure 5.12: Calculated time-averaged optical intensity distribution of a 6.7 ps laser pulse with a wave-
length of 343 nm with a polarization (a) perpendicular and (b) parallel to the orientation of DLIP-type
1 ridges with a period of 1.5 µm. The arrows in the upper right corners indicate the direction of the laser
polarization. Note the different color scales used in (a,b) for encoding the intensity.

5.3.5 Chemical Characterization

Figure 5.13 shows the µ-Raman spectra of non-irradiated and LIPSS-processed PC (LSFL-
II as described in Section 5.3.2). The reference measurement of the non-irradiated mate-
rial (black curve) shows pronounced characteristic peaks that are typical for this type of
bisphenol-A based PC material [59]. The measurement in the LIPSS-covered area (green
and red curves) exhibit a very strong and broad background signal that is caused by
optical fluorescence. This fluorescence is excited by the Raman laser in the laser-modified
PC over the entire depth (Rayleigh-length, ' 3 µm for the given microscope objective)
of the probing Raman spot. Moreover, it was noticed that the µ-RS spectra recorded in
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the LIPSS-covered areas show a characteristic photo-bleaching effect, i.e., the fluorescence
level of the spectra drops about 75 percent upon exposure to the Raman laser radiation
and then saturates after several tens to hundreds of seconds, see Figure 5.13. The effect
arises from broken bonds in the polymer material that create energetic states within the
electronic band gap. These states are capable of being excited by the Raman laser radia-
tion at 532 nm wavelength, causing the strong fluorescence background. Upon continuous
Raman laser irradiation, these broken bonds may react with the environment (e.g., via
oxidation), hence, reducing the fluorescence again. The red curve of the laser-processed
PC was recorded after photo-bleaching the sample. However, at the given signal-to-noise
level it is difficult to quantify changes induced upon the UV ps-laser irradiation here.
Hence, other DLIP structures were not tested by µ-RS here and a more surface sensitive
method (ATR-FTIR) was selected for further material characterizations.

Figure 5.13: Raman spectra of non-irradiated (unprocessed) PC (black curve) and of UV ps-laser irradi-
ated PC with LIPSS (LSFL-II) as described in Section 5.3.2 before (green curve) and after (red curve)
photo-bleaching (for details see the text). Note that the ordinate is separated and the scaling differs for
both separations.

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy in attenuated total reflection mode (ATR-
FTIR) is capable of selectively examining the near-surface layer of organic films [46].
With this technique, the chemical changes before and after laser irradiation and the re-
sulting degradation of the polycarbonate are analyzed. Figure 5.14 exemplifies ATR-FTIR
spectra of non-irradiated polycarbonate samples (black curves) compared to samples pro-
cessed homogeneously with LSFL-II (see Figure 5.14a–c, top row, red curves), DLIP
structures with a period of 1.5 µm (see Figure 5.14d–f, middle row, red and blue curves)
and DLIP structures with a period of 10 µm (see Figure 5.14g–i, bottom row, red and
blue curves). For each type of surface structure, three different spectral regions of interest
are selected, i.e., left column: 4000 to 2700 cm−1, middle column: 2000 to 1300 cm−1,
and right column: 1300 to 600 cm−1, all being representative for the absorption range of
specific vibrational excitation modes in the polymeric material. All measured ATR-FTIR
spectra were normalized at the peak located at 1014 cm−1, as proposed in Ref. [46]. It
can be concluded from the graphs that the different laser processing techniques and ir-
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radiation parameters lead to a degradation of characteristic absorption bands and the
formation of various absorption bands at specific wavenumbers. The differences of the
reference spectra of the unprocessed polycarbonate among the different measurements
may arise from inhomogeneities and additives within the polycarbonate samples.

Figure 5.14: ATR-FTIR spectra of unprocessed samples (black curves) compared to samples pro-
cessed homogeneously with LIPSS (type LSFL-II, red curves in (a–c), ridge-like (blue curves) or pillar-
like (red curves) DLIP structures with 1.5 µm period (d–f) and ridge-like (blue curves) or pillar-like
(red curves) DLIP structures with 10 µm period (g–i). Note the different vertical scales in the graphs.

For all processed samples, the laser processing led to a degradation of the C-H vibra-
tional region at a wavenumber of about 3000 cm−1 (see Figure 5.14a,d,f), the carbonyl
and C=C vibration peaks at wavenumbers about 1790 and 1500 cm−1, respectively (see
Figure 5.14b,e,h) and the C-O-C vibration features at about 1120 to 1280 cm−1 (see Fig-
ure 5.14c,f,i). The degradation of the laser irradiated polycarbonate is also accompanied
by the appearance/growth of other bands. While the processing of LIPSS leads to a
broad absorption band at about 3400 cm−1 (see Figure 5.14a), which is related to the
OH-stretch region [45], the processing of DLIP structures leads to absorption bands at
3550 and 3500 cm−1 (see Figure 5.14d,g), which are attributed to free- and hydrogen-
bonded phenolic groups [44]. Additionally, two bands arise at about 1630 and 1690
cm−1 (see Figure 5.14b,e,h), which are attributed to the creation of phenylsalicate and
dihydroxybenzophenone (both C13H10O3), respectively [46, 47]. The degradation on the
polycarbonate upon irradiation with ultrashort pulsed UV radiation is in full accordance
with the literature here [44–47].

It can be observed in Figure 5.14, when comparing the relative changes of the absorp-
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tion spectra from the untreated PC with the spectra of the processed samples with various
micro- and nanostructures, that the relative changes due to laser irradiation are most af-
fected by the production of homogeneous areas of LIPSS (see Figure 5.14a–c) and least
affected by the creation of DLIP structures with a period of 1.5 µm (see Figure 5.14d–f).
Additionally, it can be observed in Figures 5.14d–i, that the formation of pillar-like DLIP
structures affects the degradation of the PC more than the fabrication of ridge-like DLIP
structures. The different levels of degradation of the PC due to the processing of different
structures can be related to the number of laser pulses irradiating one spot diameter Neff

and the corresponding accumulated fluence (Facc) levels, see Table 5.2. The total amount
of pulses impinging the same spot equals Neff = NOS × d2 × f/(v × h) with h being the
hatch distance (line pitch). The accumulated fluence is given by Facc = Neff ×F0. It can
be observed in and Table 5.2, that although the peak fluence to manufacture LIPSS-II is
much less than the peak fluence to create the ridge-like and pillar-like DLIP structures,
the accumulated fluence is much greater when comparing those parameters. The lat-
ter explains the increasing degradation of the polycarbonate when comparing different
ATR-FTIR spectra of the different samples in Figure 5.14.

Table 5.2: Effective number of pulses and accumulated laser fluence levels due to various laser micro- and
nanostructuring techniques.

Structure Type Neff [-] F0[J/cm2] Facc[J/cm2]

LSFL-II 302760 4.4×10−3 1338
DLIP 1.5 µm Ridge 68 0.25 17
DLIP 1.5 µm Pillar 68 + 68 0.25 + 0.2 27
DLIP 10 µm Ridge 50 1.45 71
DLIP 10 µm Pillar 50 + 50 1.45 + 1.13 111

It must to be noted, that the light penetration depth according to the Lambert-
Beer law between the nanosecond and picosecond laser sources differ due to the different
wavelength used. The penetration depth will also have an impact on the depth of the
changes of the chemical structure of the polymer. Whereas the penetration depth for a
wavelength of 266 nm on PC is about 0.6 µm [60], the penetration depths for wavelengths
of 343 nm and 355 nm are about 104 and 107 µm, respectively [54]. However, the depth
of the chemical changes fall out of the scope of this paper.

5.4 Conclusions

The evolution of nanometric LIPSS on different types of micrometric DLIP structures
with increasing fluence levels was analyzed to achieve hierarchical micro-/nano-structures
on a commercial polycarbonate (Makrolon �). It was found that LIPSS can be formed on
top of various forms and sizes of DLIP structures by selecting the laser beam polarization
perpendicular to the DLIP ridges. However, the fabrication of LIPSS on a micro-scale
structure is limited by the height and width of the pre-processed microscale ridges. FDTD
calculations of the time-averaged optical intensity distribution of a picosecond laser pulse
with a wavelength of 343 nm at micro-structures with a period of 1.5 µm and a height of
400 nm were conducted with varying laser beam polarization directions. If the latter was
set perpendicular to the micro-structures, the time-averaged optical intensity was found
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to be enhanced on top of the micro-structures, promoting the seeding of LSFL on top of
the ridges. However, when the laser beam polarization direction was set parallel to the
DLIP ridges, the optical intensity was found to be locally increased at the bottom of the
DLIP ridges, enhancing nano-droplet growth at these positions. Moreover, since LSFL
appearance is limited to a narrow window of laser fluence levels, the growth of LSFL
only on top of the DLIP ridges was was limited by the non-normal angle of incidence
of the laser radiation at the side walls of the DLIP structures. The latter decreases the
local fluence level below the LSFL threshold. As an important aspect for potential future
applications, it was found that a sufficiently broad top of the DLIP-pillars is required
to allow LIPSS to be formed there. Additionally, with increasingly accumulated fluence
levels, the degradation of the polymer also progresses. This needs to be considered if the
original property of the unprocessed polymer is essential for applications.
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Summary of Part I

Part I addressed the processing parameters and phenomena of processing (hierarchical)
LIPSS on polymers (low absorbing material) using a picosecond laser pulses. It was found
that the range of wavelengths (343 nm to 515 nm) at which LIPSS (LSFL-II) form using
picosecond laser pulses is wider than the range of wavelengths (< 266 nm) at which LIPSS
form using a nanosecond laser source, but not as wide as the range of wavelengths (248 nm
to 1045 nm) at which LIPSS form using femtosecond laser pulses. However, the range of
peak fluence levels and number of pulses impinging one spot are similar for all laser pulse
durations. That is, several tens to thousand pulses impinging one spot are necesary for
LIPSS to develop on polymer surfaces at peak fluence levels of a few mJ/cm2 below the
ablation threshold. Moreover, it was found that (pre-)heating a polymer before/during
laser processing, necessitates less energy to produce LIPSS. In case of polycarbonate,
only half of the peak fluence was necessary to process LIPSS at the glass transition
temperature when compared to processing at room temperature. Additionally, beside
LSFL-II, LSFL-I type of LIPSS also form on polymers under the right laser processing
conditions, which are dependent on the (bulk) temperature of the sample, if the laser-
induced material excitation is sufficient to transiently generate a metallic behavior of the
irradiated material via the known mechanism of SPP excitation and interference with the
incident laser radiation. Furthermore, it was shown that LSFL-II can be processed with a
picosecond laser source on polycarbonate in a second step on top of various micrometric
structures, if the laser beam polarization is set perpendicular to the micrometric ridges.



Part II

Picosecond Laser-induced Periodic Surface

Structures on high absorbing materials



Part I addressed LIPSS formation using picosecond laser pulses on low absorbing ma-
terials. Part II focuses on picosecond LIPSS on high absorbing materials, in this case
Cobalt-Chrome-Molybdenum and silicon. The influence of the laser polarization type in
order to achieve different hierarchical structures on CoCrMo will be studied in order to
answer research question 4 (see Sec. 1.3). Moreover, two methods are investigated in
order to reduce the processing time of LIPSS on high absorbing materials, in this case
silicon. As such, it addresses the research questions 5 and 6 (see Sec. 1.3).



CHAPTER 6

FABRICATING LASER-INDUCED PERIODIC SURFACE
STRUCTURES ON MEDICAL GRADE

COBALT–CHROME–MOLYBDENUM: TRIBOLOGICAL, WETTING
AND LEACHING PROPERTIES

S. van der Poel, M. Mezera, G.R.B.E. Römer, E.G. de Vries and D.T.A. Matthews. Fabricat-

ing Laser-Induced Periodic Surface Structures on Medical Grade Cobalt–Chrome–Molybdenum:

Tribological, Wetting and Leaching Properties. Lubricants, 7(8), 70, 2019.

Abstract Hip-implants structured with anti-bacterial textures should show
a low-friction coefficient and should not leach hazardous substances into the hu-
man body. The surface of a typical material used for hip-implants, namely
Cobalt–Chrome–Molybdenum (CoCrMo) was textured with different types of
laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS)—i.e., low spatial frequency
LIPSS (LSFL), hierarchical structures consisting of grooves superimposed with
high spatial frequency LIPSS (HSFL) and Triangular shaped Nanopillars
(TNP)—using a picosecond pulsed laser source. The effect of LIPSS on the wet-
tability, friction, as well as wear of the structures, when slid against a polyethy-
lene (PE) counter surface and biocompatibility was analyzed. Surfaces covered
with LSFL show superhydrophobicity and grooves with superimposed HSFL, as
well as TNP, show hydrophobic behavior. The coefficient of friction (CoF) of
LIPSS against a polyethylene (PE) counter surface was found to be higher (rang-
ing from 0.40 to 0.66) than the CoF of (polished) CoCrMo, which was found to
equal 0.22. It was found that the samples release cobalt within biocompatible
limits. Compared to polished reference surfaces, LIPSS cause higher friction of
CoCrMo against PE contact. However, the wear of the PE counter surface only
increased significantly for the LSFL textures. For these reasons, it is concluded
that LIPSS are not suitable for a heavily loaded metal-on-plastic bearing contact.

The content of this chapter is identical to the content of the published paper quoted
above. Note that the layout is adapted for consistency throughout this dissertation and
only small typographical adjustments were made, when compared to the published paper.
Some redundancy with other chapters is unavoidable as an academic paper needs its own
introductory. However, this entails the advantage that the chapter can be read separately.

6.1 Introduction

At least 3% of the patients that require primary total hip arthroplasty surgery need a revi-
sion due to severe prosthetic joint infections [1]. This leads to additional hospitalizations,
costs and compromises the patient’s health. Surface textures in the nano- and microme-
ter scale are observed in nature, that have an antibacterial effect, such as butterfly wings
and shark skin [2]. Anti-bacterial surface features must be of the same order or slightly
smaller than the bacteria size, in order to influence the adherence behavior of the bac-
teria [3]. This effect is based on the reduction of the amount of available surface for
the bacteria cell to adhere to. Bacteria that most often cause prostheses related infec-
tions are Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli [4]. The characteristic dimensions
of the bacteria are one to three µm in diameter [5, 6].
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Cobalt–Chrome–Molybdenum (CoCrMo) is an alloy that is most often used for the bear-
ing surface of a hip implant, due to its high fatigue, wear and corrosion resistance [7].
In a metal-on-plastic artificial hip joint, the CoCrMo femur head articulates against
an polyethylene (PE) acetabulum cup. The surface of the CoCrMo component is tra-
ditionally mirror polished [8].

An established method to alter surface properties on the nano- to micrometer scale is
laser surface texturing using (ultra-) short laser pulses. Under specific conditions, this can
lead to so called laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS). LIPSS are nanometer
sized, regular patterned surface textures and can improve tribological performance [9, 10],
wettability properties [10–15], anti-bacterial properties [15–18] and cell-tissue growth [11].

In order to reduce infections, LIPSS having dimensions (periodicity and amplitude)
about the size of the bacterias on the CoCrMo material could improve the antibacterial
performance of the CoCrMo femur. However, hip-implants also should show a low-friction
coefficient and should not leach hazardous materials into the human body. Therefore,
the aim of this study is to not only study the formation of LIPSS on CoCrMo, but also
study the tribological properties of CoCrMo on PE as well as the wettability and the leach-
ing properties of the textures. In this study, a picosecond pulsed laser is used to create
different types of LIPSS on CoCrMo surfaces. To the best of the authors knowledge, it is
the first report of hexagonally packed triangular nanopillar LIPSS produced with a pi-
cosecond laser on CoCrMo. The tribological, wetting and leaching properties of different
types of LIPSS on CoCrMo are investigated and compared.

6.2 Materials and Methods

6.2.1 Laser Setup and Material

Figure 6.1a shows the experimental laser setup schematically. It consists of a pulsed
Yb:YAG disk laser source (TruMicro 5050 of Trumpf GmbH, Ditzingen, Germany) emit-
ting a laser beam with a wavelength of 1030 nm, maximum pulse frequency of 400 kHz,
pulse energies up to 125 µJ and a fixed pulse duration of 6.7 ps. The fluence profile of
the focal laser spot is nearly Gaussian (M2 < 1.3). The polarization of the laser beam
exiting the laser head is linear. Besides exposing the material to linear laser polariza-
tion, also a quarter wave plate was included in the setup to achieve circular polarization,
which may lead to triangular shaped LIPSS textures. The beam was focused on the sur-
face of the samples, using a telecentric Fθ lens (Ronar of Linos GmbH, Göttingen, Ger-
many) with a focal length of 80 mm, resulting in a focal spot with an e−2-diameter of
d = 33.6 ± 1.6 µm (see Section 6.2.2.1).

The samples consists of polished CoCrMo discs with a diameter of 25 mm and a thick-
ness of 3 mm. The surface roughness (Ra = 0.003± 0.0003 µm, Rq = 0.004± 0.0004 µm)
of the discs was measured with an atomic force microscope (NX10, Park Systems Corp.,
Suwon, South Korea). manufacturer‘s headquarters. The beam was scanned over the sub-
strate using a galvoscanner (intelliSCAN14 of ScanLab GmbH, Puchheim, Germany)
at normal incidence in air, see Figure 6.1b. Different shapes and sizes of LIPSS were pro-
duced by adjusting the type of polarization (linear or circular) and by adjusting the laser
peak fluence (F0) and the number of overscans of the laser spot over the surface (NOS).
The scan velocity of the laser spot (v), the laser pulse frequency (fF) and the spatial pitch
between laser pulses on the surface (∆x,∆y) were kept constant in this study at v = 2 m/s,
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fF = 1000 Hz and ∆x = ∆y = 5 µm, respectively, see Figure 6.1b. This yields a geometri-
cal pulse-to-pulse overlap (OL) in both, x- and y-direction, of OL = 1−v/(d ·fF) ≈ 0.85.
All samples were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with ethanol for 20 min and dried in am-
bient air after laser treatment. Table 6.1 shows the chemical composition of the samples.

Table 6.1: Cobalt–Chrome–Molybdenum (CoCrMo) alloy composition in weight percent, the composition
is balanced (Bal.) with Cobalt.

Element Co Cr Mo Ni Si; Mn; Fe

wt % Bal. 27− 30 5− 7 ≤2 ≤1

(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: Schematic representations of the laser setup and the scanning trajectory of the laser spot.
(a) Schematic representation of the laser setup; λ/2: half-wave plate; BSC: beam splitter cube; BD: beam
dump; λ/4: quarter-wave plate (optional). (b) Scanning trajectory of the laser spot; fF: pulse frequency;
v: scan velocity; d: beam diameter; OL: geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap; NOS: number of overscans;
∆x,∆y: geometrical pitch between subsequent laser pulses in x- and y-direction.

6.2.2 Analysis Tools

6.2.2.1 Laser Beam Characterization

The laser power was measured using an thermopile power sensor (PM30 of Coherent,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) with a measurement uncertainty of ±1%, connected to a readout
unit (FieldMaxII-TOP of Coherent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The focal spot diameter
33.6±1.6 µm (e−2) was measured using a laser beam characterization device (MicroSpot-
Monitor of Primes GmbH, Pfungstadt, Germany).

6.2.2.2 Surface Morphology Dimensions

Laser-induced surface structures were analyzed using a scanning electron microscope
(JSM-7200F, Jeol, Tokyo, Japan). From SEM micrographs, the periodicity of LIPSS
areas were analyzed with the help of a 2D fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm using
a MATLAB [19] script. Details of the script are reported in our earlier work [20].
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The roughness of the surface textures was analyzed by means of an atomic force mi-
croscopy (NX10, Park Systems Corp., Suwon, South Korea) in true non-contact�mode
using a non-contact cantilever (PPP-NCHR, 125 × 30 × 4 µm, Tip ¡ 10 nm, Park Sys-
tems Corp., Suwon, South Korea). The roughness parameters that were extracted from
these measurements are used to characterize the surface by means of root mean square
surface area roughness (Rq), average surface area roughness (Ra), maximum peak height
(Rp), maximum valley depth (Rv), skewness (Rsk), kurtosis (Rku) and the ratio between
the real surface area and the projected area (σ).

6.2.2.3 Contact Mechanism and Friction Parameters

The wear of the samples was characterized in a wear test in which the textured sample was
exposed to a polyehtylene (PE) ball (diameter of 9.5mm) sliding over the surface in BCS
as lubricant, in order to simulate the human body environment. The sample discs are
clamped in a Universal Mechanical Tester (UMT, Bruker, Billerica, MA, United States).
The PE ball was pressed against the sample surface and moved in a reciprocate fash-
ion for 104 min with 11mm/s and a normal load of 0.5N (18MPa contact pressure) [21].
The normal force and the shear force are measured and the coefficient of friction dur-
ing steady state of the wear test was calculated. The wear of the PE ball surface is
analyzed by observing the wear diameter with a confocal microscope (S Neox, Sensofar,
Terassa, Spain). The wear of the textures is investigated with a SEM (see Section 6.2.2.2)
and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis in the same SEM system.

6.2.2.4 Contact Angle Measurement

The wettability of the textures was characterized by means of a contact angle measure-
ment device (SCA20, DataPhysics Instruments GmbH, Filderstadt, Germany). The sam-
ple surfaces were wiped with isopropanol and dried under ambient conditions prior to
analysis. Next, a droplet of water of 5 µL was deposited on the surface and the angle
between the surface and the droplet was measured. Three measurements were conducted
for each sample.

6.2.2.5 Biocompatability

The substrates were sterilized by immersing them in ethanol for 15 min. A simulated
body fluid (SBF) solution was made according to the instructions of Kokubo et al. [22].
That is, salts were dissolved in de-ionized water such that a solution was created with ion
concentrations similar to that of blood plasma. The pH value of SBF (7.40) is comparable
to the pH of human blood plasma, which ranges from 7.2 to 7.4. The substrates were
immersed in 40 mL of SBF solution at 37 ◦C in a shaking incubator (160 rpm). The ion
release was analyzed after 1, 7, 14, 21 and 26 days respectively. Inductively Coupled
Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) (Optima 5300 dual view, PerkinElmer
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) was used to analyze the leaching properties.
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6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Surface Structures Processed with Linear Polarization

Two types of surface textures were processed using linear polarized laser irradiation, by
applying increasing peak fluence levels and various number of overscans during the laser
processing. These two types are low spatial frequency LIPSS (LSFL, see Figure 6.2)
and hierarchical structures composed of micro-grooves and superimposed LSFL (see Fig-
ure 6.3).

Figure 6.2: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of low spatial frequency laser-induced
periodic surface structures (LSFL) processed on CoCrMo with a laser peak fluence of F0 = 1.67 J/cm2

and number of overscans NOS = 1 ((a) 1000× magnification; and (b) 10,000× magnification). (c) 2D-
fast Fourier transform (FFT) map of the SEM micrograph (a). The spatial periodicity of the LSFL is
Λ ≈ 800 nm. The arrow in micrograph (a) indicates the direction of the E-field of the laser polarization.

The periodicity of the LSFL in Figure 6.2 was found to equal Λ ≈ 800 nm and are
perpendicular to the E-field of the laser polarization direction, which is typical for LSFL
on metals [23]. LSFL on the sample are spread homogeneously over the processed surface
of 5× 5 mm2.

Figure 6.3 shows SEM micrographs of hierarchical structures processed on CoCrMo
with NOS = 5 and various peak fluence levels. It can be observed in this figure, that
with increasing peak fluence levels, the periodicity of the micro grooves increases from
ΛGrooves ≈ 3.55 µm at a peak fluence level of F0 = 1.82 J/cm2 to ΛGrooves ≈ 7.9 µm
at F0 = 7.07 J/cm2. The formation of micro-grooves and micro-bumps is attributed to
an increased heat accumulation during processing [24–26].

The periodicity ΛLSFL ≈ 920 nm of the LSFL in Figure 6.3 was constant for all fluence
levels within the fluence range studied. It is known that the LSFL periodicity increases
with increasing fluence levels up to a certain fluence level, after which the periodicity does
not vary with the fluence [27, 28].
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Figure 6.3: SEM micrographs of hierarchical structures processed on CoCrMo with NOS = 5 and various
peak fluence levels at two different magnifications ((a-c) 1000×; and (d-f) 10,000×). (g-i) 2D-FFT maps
of the micrographs of the processed areas (a-c). The periodicity of the micro-grooves ΛGrooves increases
with increasing peak fluence levels. The periodicity of the LSFL features are constant at ΛLSFL ≈ 920 nm
for all micrographs. The arrow in micrograph (a) indicates the direction of the E-field of the laser
polarization.

6.3.2 Surface Structures Processed with Circular Polarization

Triangular nanopillars (TNP), hexagonally packed, can be produced by exposing the sur-
face to either circular polarized ultra-short laser pulses [13], or to double-pulsed (bursts
of pulses), linear cross-polarized, ultra-short laser pulses [29, 30]. These types of struc-
tures might be preferred over LSFL for the aimed application, since TNP are symmetric
in three directions, whereas LSFL are symmetric in only one direction. Because hip joints
rotate with respect to the x-, y- and z-axis, the tribological characteristics of the bearing
should ideally be equal in any direction.
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Figure 6.4: SEM micrographs of surface structures processed on CoCrMo using circular polarized laser
radiation at NOS = 1 and various peak fluence levels at two different magnifications ((a-c) 3000×;
and (d-f) 15,000×). (g-i) 2D-FFT maps if the micrographs of the processed areas (a-c). The periodicity
of the LSFL in (a) is about ΛLSFL ≈ 860 nm. The periodicity of the nanopillars is constant in the same
range ΛTNP ≈ 860 nm. The arrow in micrograph (a) indicates the direction of the E-field of the laser
polarization.

The physical phenomena behind the formation of triangular LIPSS are still under
debate [13, 29, 30]. e.g., Fraggelakis et al. [30] proposes that the convection flow of
the molten material layer as a cause for this type of LIPSS, whereas Liu et al. [29] claims
the 2D nanotriangle structures develop due to the interference of surface plasmon polari-
tons (SPP’s) with the incoming laser light. Since Liu et.al applied cross-polarized, time
delayed double-pulses, these authors argue that the first pulse induces SPP’s and the in-
terference with the laser light leads to transient, spatially periodic meta-gratings of a mod-
ified refractive index on the surface with a wave vector parallel to the laser polarization.
Further, they claim that the second cross-polarized pulse also induces SPP’s at the surface
due to surface roughness with a wave vector parallel to the laser polarization. The lat-
ter SPP then interferes with the transient refractive index meta grating of the first pulse
and could diffract into two SPP’s with different wave vectors. The interference of the laser
light with these three SPP’s in different directions leads to ablation of a hexagonal pattern,
resulting in triangular shaped nanostructures.

Figure 6.4 shows SEM micrographs of surface structures processed on CoCrMo with
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circular polarization with NOS = 1 and increasing peak fluence levels. It can be observed
from Figure 6.4a, that LSFL with a periodicity of about ΛLSFL ≈ 860 nm form at a peak
fluence level of F0 = 2.87 J/cm2. This structure may be an indication that the polarization
is not perfectly circular, but actually elliptically polarized with the main axis perpendic-
ular to the processed LSFL. It can also be observed in Figure 6.4a, that “interruptions”
of the LSFL features start to appear in the direction and the periodicity of the hexagonal
shapes, see Figure 6.4a and the indicated frequencies on the 2D-FFT map of Figure 6.4a.
Further it can be recognized when comparing Figure 6.4(a) and 6.4(b), that these “inter-
ruptions” are indeed a surface morphology “proceeding” the formation of grooves in two
different directions, which then form the triangular nanopillars if the fluence is increased.
At a fluence level of F0 = 5.23 J/cm2, regular TNP are formed, which become less regular
and less pronounced for higher fluence levels, see Figure 6.4c. When comparing the laser
processing conditions and groove periodicities between the hexagonal nanopillars 1 with
earlier studies (see Table 6.2), it becomes evident, that the hexagonal pattern processed
either with single pulses of circular polarization or with cross polarized pulses with linear
polarization origin from the same physical phenomena. Hence, the physical explanation
of the origin for those patterns has to apply for each case of laser processing condition
listed in Table 6.2. The physical explanation of hexagonal nanopillars exceeds the scope
of this paper.

Table 6.2: Comparison of laser processing parameters and groove periodicity of hexagonal nanostructures
with earlier studies.

Wavelength
[nm]

Pulse
Duration

Pulse Frequency
[kHz]

Polarization
Period between

Grooves
Reference

1030 7 ps 400 Circular, non-burst pulses 0.83 λ This study
1032 310 fs 250 Circular, non-burst pulses 0.84–0.98 λ [13]

710 50fs 1
Linear, cross-polarized bursts of

pulses
0.89 λ [29]

1030 350 fs 100
Circular, opposite direction of

rotation & Linear,
cross-polarized bursts of pulses

0.85 λ [30]

High spatial frequency LIPSS (HSFL) were found between the formed LSFL in Fig-
ure 6.4a and the triangular nanopillars in Figure 6.4b,c, with a periodicity of ΛHSFL ≈
80 nm. Liu et al. [29] processed triangular nanopillars with two consecutive, cross-
polarized pulses with a pulse duration of 50 fs and with a time delay of 1.2 ps on tungsten
in air and in vacuum. In the latter study, HSFL were not observed when processing
tungsten in air, but have been observed when processing tungsten at low pressures of
10−3 Pa. It was claimed, that the formation of HSFL is attributed to a slower cooling
rate of the molten, liquid material layer at lower pressures. In the latter case, less air
exists in the experimental environment, to transfer the heat from the molten layer to.
Therefore, heat remains in the molten layer for a longer period of time and the cooling
rate decreases. Thus, when the liquid material cools down, there is more time for shrink-
ing and film fragmentation of the melt into HSFL then when processing in air. Compared
to the latter study, the pulse duration of the laser used in this work, is in the order of two
magnitudes larger. Hence, more heat is introduced into the lattice, which might explain

1Author’s note for clarification: here and for all coming instances hexagonally packed nanopil-
lars are meant.
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the occurrence of HSFL between LSFL and triangular nanopillars when processed in air.

6.3.3 Surface Morphology Dimensions

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.5: AFM micrographs of a CrCoMo surface: unprocessed (a), LSFL (b), grooves with super-
imposed LSFL (c) and triangular nanopillars (d). (a) AFM micrograph of polished CrCoMo sample.
(b) AFM micrograph of LSFL. (c) AFM micrograph of Grooves + LSFL. (d) AFM micrograph of Tri-
angular Nanopillars.

Three laser-textured surface patterns were chosen, based on their morphologies and uni-
formity, for the study of wettability properties, tribological performance and anti-bacterial
behavior, see Figure 6.5. The laser parameters used to create these structures are listed
in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Surface structures to be functionally evaluated processed with a pulse frequency of f = 400 kHz
and a laser scanning velocity of 2 m/s.

Texture Structure Types Peak Fluence F0 (J/cm2) NOS Laser Polarization Figure

LSFL LSFL 1.67± 0.01 1 linear 6.2(a,b), 6.5(b)
Grooves Grooves + LSFL 2.84± 0.01 5 linear 6.3(a,d), 6.5(c)

TNP hexagonal Nanopillars + HSFL 5.23± 0.01 1 circular 6.4(b,e), 6.5(d)
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Table 6.4: Geometrical properties of the of the surface structures to be functionally evaluated.

Parameter Polished LSFL Grooves TNP

Periodicity (nm) - 800 3550; 920 (LSFL) 860
Rq (µm) 0.004± 0.0004 0.163± 0.029 0.519± 0.130 0.092± 0.008
Ra (µm) 0.003± 0.0003 0.132± 0.026 0.423± 0.111 0.077± 0.007
Rp (µm) 0.010± 0.007 0.293± 0.082 1.038± 0.198 0.192± 0.030
Rv (µm) −0.011± 0.007 −0.387± 0.113 −0.825± 0.321 −0.177± 0.023
Rsk (-) −0.118± 0.038 −0.319± 0.488 −0.013± 0.455 0.038± 0.216
Rku (-) 0.356± 0.812 −0.351± 0.859 −0.789± 0.306 −0.847± 0.308
σ (-) 1.005 1.328 1.752 1.307

The roughness parameters of these surface textures are listed in Table 6.4. As can be
concluded from this table, the roughness parameters of these surfaces vary. Hence, sig-
nificant differences in the functional properties (wetting, wear, biocompatibility) of these
textures are expected. The higher value of Ra indicate that Grooves are more rough than
a surface covered with only LSFL. Compared to the polished CoCrMo surface, the square
root surface roughness Rq increases significantly due to laser-texturing. Quantitavely,
23 times Rpolished

q in the case of nanopillars and up to 130 times Rpolished
q in the case of

grooves.
As can be observed in Table 6.4, the dimensions of the chosen surface structures are

indeed in the range of the sizes of the bacterias S. aureus and E. coli, which potentially
gives these structures anti-bacterial properties [3].

6.3.4 Wetting Properties

When anti-bacterial properties of surfaces found in nature are studied, a correlation be-
tween hydrophobicity and anti-bacterial behavior is found [2, 31, 32]. Since LIPSS have
been found to be hydrophobic [10–15] and also anti-bacterial [15–18], hydrophobicity is
used in this paper as an indication of anti-bacterial behavior.

The three surface textures (see Figure 6.5) show hydrophobic behavior compared to
the untextured, mirror polished surface, which shows a water contact angle of (82.7◦±0.7◦,
see Table 6.5).

Table 6.5: Contact angles of chosen surface structures.

Surface Structure Polished LSFL Grooves TNP

Contact angle (◦) 82.7± 0.7 151± 2 141.1± 0.2 133± 2

The LSFL surface is superhydrophobic for water, whereas the contact angle of the mir-
ror polished CoCrMo substrate is hydrophilic. The surfaces denoted Grooves and TNP
are both hydrophobic, but less so than LSFL, as is shown in Table 6.5. The hydropho-
bicity of the textured surfaces is subject to variability due to the formation of oxide
layers after laser micromachining over time. The polished sample will oxidize rapidly
to a protective layer of CoO, Cr2O3 and MoO3 [33–36]. For example., it was shown
by Huerta–Murillo et al. [37], that the contact angles of laser textured titanium alloys
increase over a time period of five weeks from about 90◦ to 130◦. The contact angles
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in this study were measured after seven weeks for LSFL and Grooves and after 12 days
for TNP. However, a positive effect of surface texturing (irrespective of morphological
class) was seen on the hydrophobic behavior of the surfaces, in line with results found in
literature [12, 13, 15].

The influence of the surface roughness on the contact angle can be described by either
Wenzel [38], where it is assumed that the total surface will be in contact with the liquid,
or by Cassie [39], where different materials or a combination of trapped air and a solid
will be in contact with the liquid. In case of Wenzel the relation between the apparent
contact angle (CA) θa and the intrinsic CA θi is given by

cos(θa) = σ(cos θi), (6.1)

where σ is the ratio between the true surface area and the projected area. In case of
hydrophilic surfaces an increase of the roughness will result in a decrease of the CA and in
the case of hydrophobic surfaces an increase of the roughness will result in an increase of
the CA.

In case air might be trapped due to surface morphology the contact angle according
to Cassie–Baxter [39] is defined as

cos(θCB) = σCBf(cos θi) + f − 1. (6.2)

In this equation, θCB is the apparent contact angle, f is the fraction of the projected
area of the surface that is wet by the liquid and σCB is the roughness ratio of the wet
area. This shows, that an increasing amount of trapped air, which means a smaller ratio
f , will lead to an increase of the apparent contact angle.

This indicates that the measured contact angles on the CrCoMo samples due to
laser processing can be explained by the increase of the ratio between the real surface
area and the projected area σ and a reduction of the wetted area due to LIPSS [40, 41].
Nonetheless, the contact angles are highly dependent on the formation of additional oxide
layers. Interpretation of the origin of the hydrophobic properties would require a more
thorough study of this surfaces.

6.3.5 Tribological Properties

The measured coefficient of friction (CoF) of the textured CoCrMo surfaces are listed
in Table 6.6. The CoF of TNP with the hexagonal TNP is significantly lower than
those of LSFL and Grooves. The friction coefficient of polished CoCrMo with 0.5 N
(18 MPa), 11 mm/s and BCS lubricant was 0.22 ± 0.07. The friction coefficients of
the textured surfaces are thus significantly higher than the CoF of the polished surface,
due to the surface topograhphy changes.

Table 6.6: Coefficient of friction and polyethylene (PE) wear diameter of chosen surface structures.

Surface Structure Polished LSFL Grooves TNP

Coefficient of friction [-] 0.22± 0.07 0.66± 0.05 0.62± 0.09 0.40± 0.07
PE wear diameter [mm] 0.8± 0.1 3.7± 0.26 1.3± 0.03 0.8± 0.04

Figure 6.6 shows SEM micrographs of the LSFL structure after the wear test. From
this figure it can be observed that the surface morphologies on the CoCrMo surface remain
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intact during the given wear test. After 104 min of sliding the PE sphere over the LSFL
textured surface with a 18 MPa load, 11 mm/s speed and BCS lubricant, the PE ball
had a volume loss of 43 mm3. This is nearly 9.5% of the total sphere volume. Hence, it
can be concluded that LSFL cannot be used as a bearing surface of a hip joint, since in
the end of high loading, it reduces the durability of the hip joint significantly. The other
two textures lead to noticeably less wear on the PE ball, see Table 6.6. The CoF of
LSFL was also higher than that of Grooves and TNP. However, the difference between
the CoF LSFL and Grooves is much smaller than the wear PE experiences against LSFL
and Grooves. The fact that LSFL show a higher hydrophobicity (see Table 6.5) may
influence the wear rate as well. High friction in a joint will lead to more heat generation,
which may cause performance degradation of the joint. However, no maximally defined
CoF is stated for a hip joint. The wear recorded for TNP is actually very close to that
found on the polished surface.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.6: SEM micrographs of LSFL structure after wear test. (a) SEM image LSFL. (b) SEM image
LSFL.

The wear conditions of the UMT, which are 18 MPa, 11 mm/s, reciprocal movement,
are not comparable to the wear conditions in a natural hip joint, approximately 7.8 MPa
and 21 mm/s during normal gait and rotational movement in all directions [21]. Since
the surface structure TNP shows a periodicity in three directions (see Figure 6.4), instead
of one in the cases of LSFL and Grooves, and also shows the lowest CoF and PE wear
very close to the polished surface, TNP is the most promising candidate for a potential
anti-bacterial surface structure on an artificial hip-joint.

6.3.6 Biocompatibility

Lutey et al. [15] showed that LSFL and TNP performed best on anti-bacterial properties
regarding E. coli and S. aureus on stainless steel. A bacterial count reduction of 99.8%
and 99.2% was found for E. coli and 84.7% and 79.9% was found for S. aureus, for
the LSFL and TNP, respectively. Grooves (in [15] defined as Spikes) on the other hand,
do not show improvement in anti-bacterial properties. However, to estimate the leaching
of hazardous elements of the CoCrMo alloy into the human body, LSFL textured CoCrMo
samples were used to perform a leaching test.
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Release of Cobalt (Co) ions from the CoCrMo substrate may have an adverse affect
on the patient’s health. The Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency
recommended a 7 µg/L threshold. Concentrations above that threshold can be toxic
for the patient [42]. Due to the increased surface area of the textured samples, when
compared to the polished samples, textured samples may cause a higher ion release rate
of Co and Ni ions. Chromium (Cr), Molybdenum (Mo) and Nickel (Ni) are also toxic in
certain concentrations, but to the best of the authors knowledge no medical standardized
regulations exist on acceptable concentration levels. The release of ions can be studied
by means of a leaching experiment.
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Figure 6.7: ICP-AES analysis of cobalt ion release of polished and LSFL textured CoCrMo samples in
ppb as a function of time.

To that end, polished CoCrMo as well as LSFL textured CoCrMo samples were im-
mersed in simulated body fluid (SBF, see Section 6.2.2.5) for nearly four weeks. Ion
release was measured after 1, 7, 21 and 26 days. All samples were analyzed for the pres-
ence of Co, Cr, Mo and Ni elements by means of atomic emission spectroscopy analysis.
No significant concentrations of Cr, Mo and Ni were found for any of the samples. Traces
of Co were found in the SBF samples of the polished and the textured CoCrMo samples,
see Figure 6.7. A gradual release of Co can be observed during the first two weeks for both
polished and textured CoCrMo. After one day of immersion, the Co ion concentration
is slightly higher for textured CoCrMo. Interestingly, there is no significant difference
between the textured and untextured sample observed after one week and three weeks of
immersion. After two weeks of immersion a larger Co concentration is found for polished
CoCrMo and after four weeks of immersion the textured samples give a higher concen-
tration, 27 ± 3 ppb vs. 17 ± 1 ppb. It was expected that the concentration of cobalt
in the SBF would increase in time as more and more cobalt leaches from the surface
into the fluid, until the equilibrium state is reached. The decrease in cobalt concentra-
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tion of the untextured sample after 14 days could be explained by a change in pH due
to a change in ion concentration in the SBF. The pH change could influence the equi-
librium of Co ions. No precipitation of any element was observed at any point during
and after the experiment. Unfortunately, the pH was not measured after the experiment.
The difference in cobalt concentration after four weeks of immersion between polished
and textured CoCrMo could be explained by the difference in surface area. According to
Leyssens et al. [42], levels of Co lower than 300 µg/L will not cause health complications
for individuals. The levels of Co in this study measured during 26 days of immersion,
are well below this threshold. In the body the CoCrMo surface will be slightly larger.
However, in the patients body, larger amounts of bodily fluids are present, and the human
body does process low concentrations of Co [43]. However, it is questionable if this test
can be compared with levels measured in patients. There are many factors which effect
the leaching behavior of surfaces. To the best of our knowledge, no research on leaching
of CoCrMo in SBF or similar circumstances has been conducted so far.

6.4 Conclusions

In this study, surface textures of nano and micrometer scale were produced on pol-
ished Cobalt–Chrome–Molybdenum alloy (CoCrMo) surfaces, using an infrared picosec-
ond pulsed laser source. It was shown that the shape and size of the surface features
can be controlled by adapting the laser fluence, the number of overscans of the laser
spot over the surface and the type of polarization. To evaluate the wetting, tribolog-
ical and leaching properties of laser-textured surfaces, three different types of textures
were homogeneously produced on a large area (larger than the laser beam diameter),
namely: low spatial frequency LIPSS, hierarchical grooves with superimposed low spa-
tial frequency LIPSS, and triangular hexagonally packed nanopillars. The tribological
behavior and the wettability of these three textures on CoCrMo were compared to a pol-
ished (i.e., untextured) CoCrMo surface. It was found that the textured surfaces caused
higher friction in a CoCrMo-against-PE reciprocating contact compared to a polished ref-
erence. Moreover, only the LSFL textured surface showed a significantly higher wear of
the PE counter surface. Furthermore, it was found that the hydrophobicity of the surface
increases significantly due the micro-machined textures. Additionally, the biocompatibil-
ity of a LSFL textured surface on CoCrMo was compared to a polished CoCrMo surface.
Both polished and textured surfaces release cobalt ions over a period of four weeks, but are
still well below critical threshold levels reported in literature. Although, long term leach-
ing experiments are recommended.

Based on the experimental conditions and results of this study, it is concluded that
the laser textured surfaces on CoCrMo are not suitable for bearing surfaces in a metal-
on-plastic contact. It is recommended to repeat the wear experiments at lower contact
pressures, comparable to the conditions found in the hip joint, to study the friction
and wear of PE under realistic conditions. The wear resistance, the antimicrobial activity
and the effect on human cells of the processed surface textures would have to be investi-
gated more thoroughly. It is recommended to look into other, possibly static, applications
for antibacterial LIPSS surface textures on CoCrMo, e.g., dental implants.
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CHAPTER 7

MODEL BASED OPTIMIZATION OF PROCESS PARAMETERS TO
PRODUCE LARGE HOMOGENEOUS AREAS OF LASER-INDUCED

PERIODIC SURFACE STRUCTURES

M.Mezera, G.R.B.E. Römer, Model based optimization of process parameters to produce large

homogeneous areas of laser-induced periodic surface structures, Optics Express, 27(5), 52-62,

2019.

Abstract A model is presented, which allows to predict the (in)homogeneity
of large areas covered with Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS),
based on the laser processing parameters (peak laser fluence and geometrical
pulse-to-pulse overlap) and experimentally determined material properties. As
such, the model allows to establish optimal processing conditions, given the
material properties of the substrate to be processed. The model is experimentally
validated over a large range of geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap values and
fluence levels on silicon using a picosecond laser source.

The content of this chapter is identical to the content of the published paper quoted
above. Note that the layout is adapted for consistency throughout this dissertation and
only small typographical adjustments were made, when compared to the published paper.
Some redundancy with other chapters is unavoidable as an academic paper needs its own
introductory. However, this entails the advantage that the chapter can be read separately.

7.1 Introduction

Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS), first found on semiconductors by Birn-
baum [1] in 1965, are regular nanoscale structures, which develop on top of surfaces when
processed with a laser beam in a narrow range of laser fluence levels, typically near the ab-
lation threshold [2, 3]. LIPSS are a universal phenomenon [2, 4] and they can be produced
on a wide range of materials including metals [5–7], semiconductors [1, 7, 8], dielectrics
[9], ceramics [10] and polymers [11–15]. Several types of LIPSS have been identified, e.g.
ripples [2, 16], pillars [17], grooves [18] and cones [16]. One type, known as Low Spatial
Frequency LIPSS (LSFL), are surface ripples with a distinct direction (parallel or perpen-
dicular to the laser polarization, depending on the material), having a periodicity close
to the laser wavelength, are the most studied type of LIPSS. When ultra-short pulsed
laser sources became more readily available in the early 2000s, LIPSS with a periodicity
much smaller than the laser wavelength were observed (Λ� λ). These are referred to as
High Spatial Frequency LIPSS (HSFL). Also, so-called grooves, which are bumps with a
spatial periodicity bigger than the wavelength, fall under the definition of LIPSS [18].

The morphology and dimensions (spatial periodicity and amplitude) of LIPSS are
controlled by several laser parameters, including the wavelength λ, the polarization of the
laser light, the angle of incidence of the laser beam relative to the surface of the substrate,
the laser peak fluence F0 and the fluence distribution profile, the number of laser pulses
N and the spatial pulse-to-pulse overlap [2, 19].

For applications in surface functionalisation, such as improved wetting [20–23], im-
proved tribological properties [22, 24], optical applications [7, 22, 23, 25], anti-bacterial
surfaces [26, 27], tissue-engineering [28], microfluidics [29] and optolectronics [30], surface
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areas larger than the laser spot size need to be homogeneously covered by LIPSS. That
is, one type of LIPSS covers the entire surface area of a processed area without inter-
ruption or different types of LIPSS superimposing the aimed type of LIPSS. Typically,
iterative experiments are carried out in order to establish the laser processing parame-
ters, which induce uniform homogeneous areas of LIPSS. Generally, the process window
of laser parameters inducing homogeneous areas of LIPSS are small. Moreover, these ex-
perimentally obtained parameters might not imply the highest production rates in terms

of m
2

s . Eichstädt [24] made a first step to mathematically derive optimal laser process pa-
rameters for homogeneous areas of LIPSS by iteratively simulating the accumulated laser
fluence due to geometrically overlapping laser pulses over an area with material dependent
thresholds. Lehr and Kietzig [31] calculated accumulated intensities of overlapping Gaus-
sian laser beam profiles along a line to describe the role of accumulated intensities with
different types of LIPSS occurring at various pulse-to-pulse overlap values. To the best
of our knowledge, no closed–i.e. non-iterative, mathematical model has been reported to
calculate (optimal) processing parameters, which produce homogeneous areas of LIPSS.
In this paper a mathematical model is derived and validated, which allows to calculate
processing parameters producing homogeneous areas of LIPSS on the basis of material
dependent values. As such, the model allows to establish optimal processing conditions,
given the material properties of the substrate to be processed.

7.2 Model

7.2.1 Material dependent parameters

Figure 7.1: Left: SEM micrograph of LSFL and grooves on the surface of silicon processed with 100 laser
pulses on the same location at a wavelength of λ = 1030nm pulse duaration of tp = 6.7ps, peak fluence of
F0 = 1.03J/cm2, pulse frequency of f = 1kHz, beam diameter of 32.6µm; Right: lower (F low

th ) and upper
(Fup

th ) fluence thresholds for the formation of LSFL are indicated overlaid on a Gaussian fluence profile.

The arrow indicates the direction of the E-field of the laser polarization
−→
E .
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As an example, Fig. 1, left side, shows a SEM micrograph of the surface of silicon
processed with 100 laser pulses on the same location (here referred to as overscans NOS)
using a Gaussian shaped fluence profile. Two types of LIPSS can be observed in this
micrograph. That is, within the perimeter of the area marked by the dashed inner white
circle, grooves can be observed. Between the inner and outer dashed circles, an annular
region with LSFL can be observed. To the right of the micrograph, the corresponding
cross-section of the Gaussian fluence profile is shown. It can be concluded from Fig. 1,
that the LSFL start to develop above a material dependent fluence level threshold, in
the following referred to as F low

th . Also from Fig. 1, it can be concluded that at fluence
levels above the material dependent fluence level F up

th , LSFL are ”destroyed” and grooves
are formed. These type of grooves may form through laser-induced melting of peaks
of previous formed structures, and accumulation of redeposited ablated material on the
melt, which also leads to a coarsening of the grooves with increasing number of pulses
[32].

Earlier studies showed, that with a increasing number of pulses impinging the same
spot NOS, the local fluence range decreases, at which LIPSS develop [33, 34]. This
phenomenom is referred to as the incubation effect [34]. The relation between the fluence
threshold, due to one laser pulse Fth(1) and the fluence threshold Fth(NOS), due to several
laser pulses on the same location (NOS > 1), is usually expressed in the form of a power-
law [5, 34]:

Fth(NOS) = Fth(1)Nξ−1
OS , (7.1)

where ξ is the incubation factor (0 < ξ < 1). To process an area (much) larger than
the laser spot, the beam is to be scanned over the surface of the substrate. In order
to obtain an area homogeneously covered by LIPSS, the accumulated fluence (or dose)
Fa(x, y) due to all laser pulses shall be within the upper and lower fluence thresholds
mentioned above. Hence, for an uniform area of LIPSS the following two conditions must
be satisfied:

Fmin
a ≥ F low

th (1)Nξlow−1
OS , (7.2)

Fmax
a ≤ F up

th (1)N
ξup−1
OS , (7.3)

in which Fmin
a is the minimum of the accumulated fluence Fa(x, y) to induce LIPSS

and Fmax
a is the maximum of the accumulated fluence level above which LIPSS are ”de-

stroyed”.
Hence, one can predict whether LIPSS develop by calculating the accumulated fluence

depending on the laser processing parameters. For this research, LSFL have been chosen
as the type of LIPSS to be produced over large areas. However, this work can also applied
to other types of LIPSS.

7.2.2 Accumulated fluence and optimal laser parameters for ho-
mogeneous areas of LIPSS

Assume a two-dimensional Gaussian laser fluence distribution F (x, y)[J/m2] in Cartesian
coordinates (x, y, z) on the surface (z = 0) of a substrate,

F (x, y) = F0 exp

(
−8(x2 + y2)

d2

)
, (7.4)
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where x [m] and y [m] are distances to axis of propagation of the laser beam, d [m] is
the 1/e2 beam diameter and F0 [J/m2] is the laser peak fluence.

Further, assume laser pulses are ”spread” at equidistant locations on the substrate
surface, as the result of scanning the laser spot over the surface of the substrate in a
orthogonal hatched spot trajectory, at a spot velocity of v [m/s] and the laser pulse
repetition rate of f [Hz] both in the x- and y- direction. Then the geometrical distance
∆x and ∆y between subsequent laser pulses equals ∆x = ∆y = v/f in x- and y- direction
respectively. Here, the geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap (0 < OL < 1) is defined as

OL = 1− v

d f
. (7.5)

Then, the dose, or the total accumulated fluence Fa(x, y)[J/m2] impinging on the
surface, equals

Fa(x, y) = F0

∞∑
n=−∞

∞∑
m=−∞

exp

(
−8[(x− n∆x)2 + (y −m∆y)2]

d2

)
, (7.6)

Note that here, for simplicity, an infinite number of laser pulses are assumed. This
accumulated fluence is periodic in the xy-plane with a periodicity of ∆x = ∆y = v/f , see
Fig. 7.2.

Figure 7.2: Accumulated fluence Fa(x, y), its maximum Fmax
a and its minimum Fmin

a value, as well as

upper N
ξup−1

eff ·Fup
th (1) and lower N

ξup−1

eff ·F low
th (1) fluence thresholds in between which LIPSS can occur.

Unfortunately, the two summations in Eq. (7.6) do not converge to a simple closed
expression. Using the software tool Mathematica [35], it was found that Eq. (7.6) can
be rewritten- using the third Elliptic Theta function θ3(h, q), also referred to as a Jacobi
Theta function [36], see Eq. (7.7). In general, the third Elliptic Theta function θ3(h, q)
which is defined as [37]

θ3(h, q) =

∞∑
n=−∞

qn
2

exp (2nih) , (7.7)

where i denotes the imaginary number, h is, in general, a complex number and |q| < 1.
Using these functions, the accumulated fluence (7.6) can be rewritten as
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Fa(x, y) = F0
π

8
d2 f

2

v2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Neff

θ3

[
−fπx

v
, exp

(
−d

2f2π2

8v2

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

θ3,x

θ3

[
−fπy

v
, exp

(
−d

2f2π2

8v2

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

θ3,y

. (7.8)

Using the software tool Matlab [38], it was verified numerically, that Eq. (7.6) and
Eq. (7.8) are indeed identical.

In Eq. (7.8), Neff is the effective number of laser pulses processing the surface per
laser spot area.

An expression for the effective number of pulses per laser spot diameters along a
processed line with overlapping pulses was given by Bonse et. al. [39]. It should be
noted, that Neff in our work is different to the Neff given by Bonse et. al. Instead of
areas, the latter authors processed “lines” with geometrically overlapping pulses along
one direction. Compared to that study, in this work, the number of effective pulses Neff

is squared, because the sample surface is processed with overlapping pulses in both, x−
and y−direction.

In addition, when the effective number of pulses Neff is multiplied by the peak fluence
F0 does yield the accumulated fluence level only in the very center (x = 0) of a processed
line, if the x-axis is the scanning direction. Adopting this product for locations outside of
the center of the processed line (x 6= 0), this calculation would lead to an overestimation
of the accumulated fluence. Therefore, to calculate the accumulated fluence over a whole
area, the energy per pulse per pulse area (EP/d

2) of a Gaussian fluence distribution has
to be taken into account. The energy per pulse of a Gaussian fluence distribution reads

EP = F0

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

exp

(
−8(x2 + y2)

d2

)
dxdy = F0

π

8
d2. (7.9)

Therefore, and for the sake of simplicity, for this study, the factor π/8 is taken into
account into the effective number of pulses Neff . Therefore, here the effective number of
pulses in Eq. (7.8) reads

Neff =
π

8

d

∆x

d

∆y
=
π

8

(
d f

v

)2

=
π

8(OL− 1)2
, (7.10)

in which Eq. (7.5) was used. That means, the accumulated fluence is a product of
the effective number of pulses impinging one spot and the pulse energy of the individual
pulses.

Substituting Eq. (7.5) in Eq. (7.8) reduces the amount of parameters in the expression
of the accumulated fluence Fa(x, y), which then reads

Fa(x, y) = F0
π

8(OL− 1)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Neff

· θ3

[
− πx

d(OL− 1)
, exp

(
− π2

8(OL− 1)2

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

θ3,x

· θ3

[
− πy

d(OL− 1)
, exp

(
− π2

8(OL− 1)2

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

θ3,y

.

(7.11)
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As visualized in Fig. 7.2, the accumulated fluence is periodic in the xy−plane, because
the terms θ3,x and θ3,y in Eq. (7.11) are dimensionless periodic functions of x, and y
respectively.

Next, expressions for the maximum value of the accumulated fluence
Fmax

a = max{Fa(x, y)} and the minimum value of the accumulated fluence
Fmin

a = min{Fa(x, y)} need to be derived. The maximum value of the accumulated fluence
Fmax

a occurs at locations in the xy-plane where both θ3,x and θ3,y reach their maximum
value, which is for example the case at (x, y) = (0, 0), see Fig. 7.2. Hence, for both
θ3,x and θ3,y the first argument h of the Jacobi Theta function (7.7) equals zero. Then,
expanding the Jacobi Theta series of Eq. (7.7) yields

θ3(0, q) =

n=∞∑
n=−∞

qn
2

= 1 + 2

n=∞∑
n=1

qn
2

= 1 + 2q + 2q4 + 2q9 + ... (7.12)

Because, here, the second argument of the Jacobi Theta function equals

q = exp
(

−π2

8(OL−1)2

)
, see Eq. (7.11), and |q| < 1, for all values of OL, this series can

be approximated by considering only the first two terms of the series (7.12), which yields
as an approximation for the maximum values of θ3,x, as well as of θ3,y

max{θ3,x} = max{θ3,y} ≈
[
1 + 2 exp

(
−π2

8(1−OL)2

)]
. (7.13)

A similar procedure can be followed to find an estimate for the minimum value Fmin
a

of the accumulated fluence, which occurs at locations ”in between” laser spots–i.e. at
x = ∆x/2 = d(1 − OL)/2 and y = ∆y/2 = d(1 − OL)/2. At these locations, the
approximations of the minima of the two Jacobi Theta terms in (7.11) reads

min{θ3,x} = min{θ3,y} ≈
[
1− 2 exp

(
−π2

8(1−OL)2

)]
. (7.14)

The relative error introduced by truncating the Jacobi Theta series to the first two
terms are less than 3%, which is negligible considering the typical uncertainty in experi-
mental laser parameters and material parameters. Therefore, when using the approxima-
tions (7.13) and (7.14), the minimum and maximum accumulated fluence Fmin

a and Fmax
a

can be reasonably accurately approximated by

Fmin
a ≈ F0

π

8(OL− 1)2

[
1− 2 exp

(
−π2

8(1−OL)2

)]2

, (7.15)

and

Fmax
a ≈ F0

π

8(OL− 1)2

[
1 + 2 exp

(
−π2

8(1−OL)2

)]2

. (7.16)

In order to meet inequalities (7.2) and (7.3) the number of overscans impinging one
spot NOS (that is OL = 1) must be replaced by the effective number of pulses Neff of Eq.
(7.10). Then inequalities (7.2) and (7.3) reads

Fmin
a ≥ F low

th (1)Nξlow
eff , (7.17)

and
Fmax

a ≤ F up
th (1)N

ξup
eff . (7.18)
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Finally, when substituting (7.15) into (7.17) and (7.16) into (7.18), combining the two
inequalities and then solving the resulting expression for the peak fluence F0 gives the
condition for homogeneous areas of LIPSS,

F low
th (1)Nξlow−1

eff

[1− 2 exp (−πNeff)]
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fmin
0

≤ F0 ≤
F up

th (1)N
ξup−1
eff

[1 + 2 exp (−πNeff)]
2 .︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fmax
0

(7.19)

Hence, inequality (7.19) prescribes the range of peak fluence levels F0 in between Fmin
0

and Fmax
0 , which will induce homogeneous areas of LIPSS on the surface of the substrate.

The smallest value of the overlap OLmin at which homogeneous areas of LIPSS can
occur, is the value of OL at which Fmax

a = Fmin
a . Because a low overlap implies a high

production rate, this smallest value of the overlap, resulting in homogeneous areas of
LIPSS, is of interest from an industrial point of view. Mathematically, this minimum
feasible overlap OLmin can be found by equating the left hand side of inequality (7.19)
to the right hand side, and subsequently solving for Neff . Unfortunately, a closed mathe-
matical solution to this problem does not exist and one would need to resort to numerical
solution methods to solve it. However, for many cases the incubation factors ξlow and ξup

are close. Therefore, when assuming ξlow = ξup, the smallest value of the overlap OLmin

at which homogeneous areas of LIPSS can occur, can be derived from inequality (7.19)
and equation (7.10) to read,

OLmin = 1− π

2
√

2

[
ln

(
−2 +

4F up
th (1)

∆F
+ 4

(
F up

th (1) (F up
th (1)−∆F )

∆F 2

) 1
2

)]−1
2

, (7.20)

where ∆F = F up
th (1)− F low

th (1). In practice, one should adopt a slightly higher value
than OLmin, to ensure homogeneous areas of LIPSS are formed in the face of uncertainties
in the laser processing conditions, as well as in the material dependent parameters.

7.3 Experimental setup and methods

7.3.1 Laser setup and material

In order to validate the model, as derived in the previous section, a pulsed Yb:YAG disk
laser source (TruMicro 5050 of Trumpf GmbH, Germany) emitting a laser beam with a
wavelength of 1030 nm, maximum pulse frequency of 400 kHz, pulse energies up to 125µJ
and a pulse duration of 6.7ps was used. The fluence profile of the laser beam is nearly
Gaussian (M2 < 1.3). The beam was focused on the surface of an n-type doped, 〈100〉
oriented, single crystalline, optical grade silicon wafer substrate, using a telecentric Fθ lens
(Ronar of Linos GmbH, Germany) with a focal length of 80mm. The beam was scanned
over the substrate using a galvoscanner (intelliSCAN14 of ScanLab GmbH, Germany).
Prior to processing the samples were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes at room
temperature with industrial ethanol.
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7.3.2 Analysis tools

The laser power was measured using a photodiode power sensor (S132C of ThorLabs,
Germany) at a measurement uncertainty of ±7%, connected to a readout unit (PM100A
of ThorLabs, Germany). The focal e−2 beam diameter 32.6± 1.6µm was measured using
a laser beam characterization device (MicroSpotMonitor of Primes GmbH, Germany).

Laser-induced surface structures were analysed using a Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM, JEOL JSM-7200F, Japan). The dimensions of the inner and outer circle of LSFL of
single processed spots on the surface (see Fig. 7.1), were derived from SEM micrographs
using the open source software ImageJ [40] in order to derive the lower and upper LSFL
fluence thresholds.

From SEM micrographs, the homogeneity and periodicity of LSFL areas of 120 ×
90µm2 were analyzed with the help of a 2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm
using a MATLAB [38] script. This script converts the spatial information of the surface
structures (LSFL, grooves etc.) in the SEM micrographs into the frequency domain.
Next, the script filters the frequency data to reduce noise, such that the frequencies of
the most dominant LIPSS in the SEM micrograph are highlighted in the frequency plots.
It was found empirically that the 100 most prominent frequencies in the frequency plot
are sufficient to accurately determine the homogeneity and periodicity of LSFL.

7.3.3 Methodology

To determine the lower and upper LSFL thresholds F low
th and F up

th , ”static” laser processing
experiments were conducted. That is, the sample surface was processed with laser pulses
with an overlap of OL = 1 (so laser pulses on the same spot on the surface) with increasing
number of overscans NOS =2, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 75, 100, 125 and decreasing peak fluence
levels F0 at a pulse repetition rate of f = 1kHz. This assures the development of LSFL
within the laser-material interaction zone. The diameters of the inner (dup

th (NOS)) and
outer (dlow

th (NOS)) rings, in which LSFL appear (see Fig. 7.3), were determined using
the software ImageJ. From these diameters, the corresponding lower and upper threshold
fluence levels were calculated as

F low
th (NOS) = F0(NOS) exp

(
−2dlow

th (NOS)2

d2

)
, (7.21)

and

F up
th (NOS) = F0(NOS) exp

(
−2dup

th (NOS)2

d2

)
, (7.22)

Next, dynamic experiments (OL < 1) were conducted with varying pulse overlap
values ranging from OL = 0.4 to OL = 0.9 with fluence levels ranging from below, to
above, the calculated peak fluence levels for processing homogeneous areas, see inequality
(7.19).

The polarization of the laser beam is a crucial parameter for generating wide areas
of regular LIPSS. That is, the laser-induced surface structures show low number of bifur-
cations. Ruiz de la Cruz et al. [41] found that LIPSS form most regular on Cr when the
laser scanning direction is orthogonal to the laser polarization. On Mo it was reported,
that the scanning direction is not required to be orthogonal to the laser polarization, but
can also be up to 45◦ [42] to form regular LIPSS. Interestingly, to form regular LIPSS on
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silicon, it was found by Puerto et. al. that the scanning direction needs to be parallel
to the laser polarization to form regular areas of LIPSS [43]. Therefore, here, the scan-
ning direction was set parallel to the laser beam polarization. SEM micrographs of each
experiment were analyzed with the 2D-FFT MATLAB script, mentioned in section 7.3.2.

(a) Laser-induced modification on the surface of the sample

processed with NOS = 2 at F0 = 1.75J/cm2.

(b) Laser-induced modification on the surface of the sample

processed with NOS = 125 at F0 = 1.18J/cm2.

Figure 7.3: SEM micrographs of Laser-induced modifications processed with NOS =2 and NOS =125
overscans on silicon.

7.4 Results and discussion

7.4.1 Determination of material dependent fluence thresholds and
incubation factors

As an example, Fig. 7.3(a) shows laser-induced modifications processed with NOS = 2
and a peak fluence of F0 = 1.75J/cm2. At these conditions, in the center of the modified
area, LSFL are ”destroyed” (melted) due to a too high laser dose. The surface shown
in Fig. 7.3(b) was processed with more pulses, namely NOS = 125, but at a lower peak
fluence of F0 = 1.18J/cm2. Several differences can be observed when comparing Fig.
7.3(a) to Fig. 7.3(b). First, in the center of the modified area in Fig. 7.3(b) an ablation
crater occurs. Secondly, in the center of the ablation crater grooves are observed. Thirdly,
the grooves are surrounded by annular region of LSFL. And, last, debris (redeposition of
ablated material) and a heat affected zone surrounds the annular region of LSFL, in Fig.
7.3(b).

Based on the results it is concluded that for a low number of overscans (NOS < 10),
the lower and upper LSFL thresholds are close to the melting threshold of the material
for the studied fluence regimes. For an increasing number of overscans (NOS > 10) and
decreasing fluence levels, grooves start to develop on the surface within the laser-material
interaction zone, instead of melting.

The fluence thresholds F low
th (1), F up

th (1) were determined by fitting a curve through
the accumulated fluence thresholds NOSFth as a function of the number of overscans NOS

(both on a logarithmic scale), see Fig. 7.4. Then, extrapolation of the curves to NOS = 1
yields the thresholds F low

th (1) = 1.49 ± 0.1J/cm2 and F up
th (1) = 1.99 ± 0.14J/cm2. The
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incubation factors ξlow and ξup follow from the slopes of these fitted curves [33] and were
found to be equal ξlow = 0.74 ± 0.01 and ξup = 0.76 ± 0.01. As mentioned at the end
of section 7.2.2, the two incubation factors are indeed close for this material and laser
processing parameters.

He et.al [44] found fluence thresholds and incubation factors of LSFL for silicon pro-
cessed with a λ = 800nm, τ = 35fs laser source, to equal FLSFL

th (1) = 0.2 ± 0.04J/cm2,
ξLSFL = 0.76 ± 0.04 and of grooves F gr

th (1) = 0.54 ± 0.08J/cm2, ξgr = 0.84 ± 0.03. Com-
pared to our work, the fluence thresholds found by He et.al. are lower, which can probably
attributed to the shorter wavelength and much shorter pulse duration in their work. How-
ever, the incubation factor for LSFL is close to the incubation factors presented in this
study. A physical explanation of this similarity fall out of the scope of this paper.
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Figure 7.4: Experimentally derived upper and lower accumulated fluence thresholds as a function of the
number of overscans on silicon samples at f = 1kHz with λ = 1030nm and tp = 6.7ps.

7.4.2 Model validation

Fig. 7.5 shows the accumulated lower fluence threshold (NeffF
low
th ) and accumulated

upper fluence threshold (NeffF
up
th ) based on the material dependent parameters F low

th (1),
ξlow, F up

th (1) and ξup of silicon found in the previous subsection, as well as the calculated
minimum (NeffF

min
0 ) and maximum (NeffF

max
0 ) allowable accumulated peak fluence levels

for homogeneous areas (see Eq. 7.19), all as a function of the overlap.
Note that, in this case OLmin ≈ 0.4. So for OL . 0.4, Fmin

a (7.15) would be larger
than Fmax

a (7.16), implying no homogeneous LSFL areas can form. Therefore these dashed
curves were omitted for OL . 0.4 in Fig 7.5. Further, in Fig. 7.5, five regions can be
identified:

I In this region, defined by NeffF0 < Nξlow

eff F low
th (1) and ∀ OL, the accumulated peak

fluence levels are below the lower fluence threshold at which LSFL form. Therefore,
no surface structures will occur in this region.

II In this region, defined by Nξlow
eff F low

th (1) < NeffF0 < N
ξup
eff F up

th (1) and OL < OLmin,
the accumulated peak fluence levels NeffF0 are in between the lower and upper
thresholds for the formation of LSFL. However, because the spatial pulse-to-pulse
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overlap is below the minimal overlap value at which homogeneous areas of LIPSS
can occur, the surface will be covered by ”islands“ of LIPSS in a ”sea“ of the
unmodified surface, comparable to Fig. 7.6(a).

III In this region, defined by Nξlow
eff F low

th (1) < NeffF0 < N
ξup
eff F up

th (1) and OL > OLmin,
the accumulated peak fluence levels are in the range of the thresholds for LSFL.
That is, the peak fluence meets inequality (7.19). Hence, when NeffF0 is chosen in
this range, homogeneous areas of LIPSS will occur.

IV In this region, defined by NeffF0 > N
ξup

eff F up
th (1) and OL < OLmin, no homogeneous

areas of LIPSS can occur. Instead, inhomogeneous areas of melting, grooves or
ablation will occur in this region.

V In this region, defined by NeffF0 > N
ξup

eff F up
th (1) and OL > OLmin, the accumulated

peak fluence levels are above the upper fluence threshold for LSFL. Hence, instead
of the aimed LIPSS, either homogeneous areas of melting, grooves or ablation will
occur.

Figure 7.5: Upper (N
ξup

eff Fup
th ) and lower (N

ξlow
eff F low

th ) accumulated LIPSS fluence threshold and calcu-

lated allowed minimum (NeffF
min
0 ) and maximum (NeffF

max
0 ) fluence levels. The material dependent

parameters F low
th (1) = 1.49J/cm2, Fup

th (1) = 1.99J/cm2, ξlow = 0.74 and ξup = 0.76, corresponding to
this graph were found in the previous subsection.

Table 7.1 list the various parameters which were used to validate the model, as well
the identified structures. As an example of typical surface morphologies obtained, Fig.
7.6 shows SEM micrographs of areas processed with an overlap of OL = 0.5, micrographs
(a-d), and OL = 0.9, micrographs (e-h), and at various peak fluence levels F0. It can
be observed that molten droplets occur on the rims of the LSFL, see Fig. 7.6(a). This
indicates that the laser fluence applied in this case is near the melting threshold and
melting would occur for higher fluence levels. Figures 7.6(b), 7.6(c) and 7.6(d) show laser
processed areas with the same parameters as applied in Fig. 7.6(a), but with increasing
laser fluence levels. One can observe that the LSFL width increases with increasing laser
fluence, but also more molten, bubble like features occur (see Fig. 7.6(b) and Fig. 7.6(c)).
At an even higher fluence, the LSFL are ”destroyed” by a molten layer, see Fig. 7.6(d).
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Table 7.1: Laser processing parameters which were used to validate the model, as well as identified
resulting surface structures. Beam diameter was d = 32.6µm and pulse frequency was f = 1kHz

v [mm/s] OL F0 [J/cm2] Indentified structures Fig.

19.58 0.4 1.51 to 1.63 inhomogeneous LSFL -
19.58 0.4 1.67 to 2.09 inhomogeneous LSFL and melting -
16.32 0.5 1.19 to 1.36 inhomogeneous LSFL 7.6(a),7.6(b)
16.32 0.5 1.52 homogeneous LSFL 7.6(c)
16.32 0.5 1.63 to 1.98 LSFL and melting 7.6(d)
13.05 0.6 1.08 to 1.24 inhomogeneous LSFL -
13.05 0.6 1.33 to 1.39 homogeneous LSFL -
13.05 0.6 1.41 to 1.87 LSFL and melting -
9.79 0.7 0.83 inhomogeneous LSFL -
9.79 0.7 1.08 to 1.53 homogeneous LSFL -
9.79 0.7 1.65 LSFL and grooves -
6.53 0.8 0.72 inhomogeneous LSFL -
6.53 0.8 0.84 to 1.27 homogeneous LSFL -
6.53 0.8 1.39 to 1.65 LSFL and grooves -
3.26 0.9 0.58 to 0.59 inhomogeneous LSFL 7.6(e),7.7(a)
3.26 0.9 0.60 to 0.63 homogeneous LSFL 7.6(f), 7.7(b)
3.26 0.9 0.72 to 0.84 LSFL and grooves 7.6(g), 7.7(c)
3.26 0.9 0.85 to 0.96 grooves 7.6(h), 7.7(d)

Different to the processed areas with an overlap of OL = 0.5, where LSFL start to
form in the center of the laser-material interaction zone, the LSFL processed with an
overlap of OL = 0.9 and at a laser peak fluence of F0 = 0.58J/cm2 start to appear
”randomly” on the surface, see Fig. 7.6(e). It can also be observed that, instead of
bubble like melting features, redeposited ablated material (debris) covers the surface.
From this phenomena it can be concluded that the laser fluence is below the melting
threshold, but incubation due to numerous laser pulses led to a ”softening” of the surface
and ablation occurs. At a slightly higher peak fluence of F0 = 0.6J/cm2, the whole area is
homogeneously covered with LSFL, see Fig. 7.6(f). At even higher fluence levels, grooves
start to superimpose the LSFL structures (see Fig. 7.6(g)), until only grooves are present
at a fluence of F0 = 0.96J/cm2 (see Fig. 7.6(h)).

Comparing these results to the results of the static experiments (see section 7.4.1), one
can observe that the surface features found after the static experiments are also present
on processed areas, depending on the overlap value. For a low overlap (OL ≤ 0.6),
melting can be observed above the threshold at which LSFL occur, like is the case for the
static experiments for a low number of overscans. On the other hand, for a high overlap
(OL ≥ 0.7), grooves appear above the LSFL fluence threshold.

The carrier density in the conduction band of silicon plays a key role for the formation
of LIPSS. Bonse et. al. [45] showed theoretically and experimentally, that LSFL features
occur on single-crystalline silicon when processed with near infrared femtosecond laser
pulses in a close range of fluence levels, for which the laser-induced carrier density in
the conduction band is about 1021 − 1022cm−3 . Although, Bonse et. al. calculated the
densities due to fs pulses at 800nm wavelength, we approximated for each case in Fig.
7.6(a) to Fig. 7.6(h), the carrier densities for our experimental conditions by
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Ne ≈
(1−R)F line

a

E

[
α+

(1−R)F line
a β

2
√

2πτ

]
, (7.23)

with the Planck-Einstein relation E = h · c/λ = 1.93 × 10−19J, the Planck constant
h, the speed of light c, the surface reflectivity of silicon at normal incident R = 0.315[46],
the linear absorption coefficient α = 30.2cm−1[46], the two-photon absorption coefficient
(for a λ = 800nm femtosecond laser source) β = 6.8cm/GW [47], the FWHM pulse width
τ = 6.7ps and the accumulated peak fluence levels for processing one line, which is given
by calculating the square root of the effective number of pulses times the peak fluence
F line

a =
√
NeffF0. The latter was chosen under the assumption, since, in our experiment,

that the time between processing of two subsequent lines is much longer than the time
of carrier diffusion in the lattice. The range of the carrier densities for the eight cases lie
between Ne = 1.25 · 1021cm−3 for Fig. 7.6(a), Ne = 7.36 · 1021cm−3 for Fig. 7.6(f) and
Ne = 1.84 · 1022cm−3 for Fig. 7.6(h), which is in accordance to the results presented by
Bonse et.al. [45].

As a more objective criterium to identify (in)homogeneity, than the eye, 2D FFT
frequency maps of SEM micrographs were calculated. As an example, Fig. 7.7 shows 2D
FFT frequency maps of SEM micrographs of surface structures processed at an overlap
of OL = 0.9. Based on these plots and the micrographs in Fig. 7.6, six types of surface
morphologies were identified:

(i) no observable modification of the surface of the substrate,

(ii) inhomogeneous areas of LSFL, see Fig. 7.6(a), 7.6(b), 7.6(e) and Fig.7.7(a),

(iii) homogeneous areas of LSFL, see Fig. 7.6(c) and 7.6(f) and Fig. 7.7(b),

(iv) homogeneous areas of LSFL with superimposed grooves, see Fig. 7.6(g) and Fig.
7.7(c),

(v) homogeneous areas of grooves, see Fig. 7.6(h) and Fig. 7.7(d),

(vi) inhomogeneous areas of LSFL due to melting in the center of the laser-material
interaction zones, see Fig. 7.6(d).

In total, the morphologies of 101 samples were analyzed and classified as described
above. These results are summarized in Table 7.1, as well as in Fig. 7.8.
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Figure 7.6: SEM micrographs of laser processed areas at an overlap of OL = 0.5 (a-d) and OL = 0.9
(e-h) at various fluence levels. These used peak (F0) and accumulated fluence levels (Fa) are indicated
in the images. The accumulated fluence levels are a product of the peak fluence levels and Neff . All
micrographs were obtained from 50◦ tilted samples at the same magnification, except for Fig. 7.6(a),
which shows a magnified top view of LSFL and molten regions originating from overlapping consecutive

pulses. The arrows indicate the scanning direction −→v and the laser polarization direction
−→
E .
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(a) FFT frequency map of inhomogeneous area of LSFL, as
shown in Fig. 7.6(e).

(b) FFT frequency map of homogeneous area of LSFL, as
shown in Fig. 7.6(f).

(c) FFT frequency map of area of LSFL with superimposed
grooves, as shown in Fig. 7.6(g).

(d) FFT frequency map of area at which grooves erased
most of the LSFL, as shown in Fig. 7.6(h).

Figure 7.7: FFT frequency maps from the same surface structures processed with an overlap OL = 0.9
as in Fig. 7.6(e) to 7.6(h) in the same order. The periodicities (frequencies) of the surface structures
on the vertical and horizontal axis are normalized to the laser wavelength of λ = 1030nm. The SEM
micrographs on which these FFT maps are based, were taken from 0◦ angle (top view). The rotation
from 7.7a, 7.7b to 7.7c and 7.7d originates from different rotations of the sample when analyzed with the
SEM.

For clarity, Fig. 7.8 only shows segments of the horizontal axis (OL) of Fig. 7.5,
together with the identified surface morphologies as discussed above and summarized in
Table 7.1, visualized here as data points of the accumulated fluence levels Fa = F0Neff .
It can be observed in Fig. 7.8, that in accordance with the model, up to an overlap of
OL ≈ 0.4, no homogeneous areas were found. Instead, inhomogeneous areas of LSFL
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(when NeffF0 < Fmin
a ) and areas with LSFL and melted features (when NeffF0 > Fmax

a )
were found. Also in accordance with the model, for an overlap of e.g. OL = 0.5 and
OL = 0.6 only a small range of F0 were found to process homogeneous areas, since
melting occurs near the LSFL threshold. Homogeneous areas of LSFL were found in the
range of F0 for the overlap regimes OL = 0.7 and OL = 0.8, as predicted by the model.
The surface morphologies found for NeffF0 < Fmin

a (no LSFL; inhomogeneous areas) and
for NeffF0 > Fmax

a (LSFL and superimposed grooves) are in very good alignment with the
model. For an overlap of OL = 0.9 a small range of F0 was found at which homogeneous
areas of LSFL were found. At higher fluence levels, grooves start to superimpose the
LSFL structures even within the range of Fa. Overall, the surface morphologies found
are in good agreement with the predictions by the model.

Using Eq. (7.20) the approximate value of OLmin = 0.39 is found. It was found, by
equating the left hand side of inequality (7.19) to the right hand side, and subsequently
solving for Neff numerically, that the exact value equals OLmin = 0.40. Hence, the differ-
ence between the approximated and exact value OLmin is less then 3%. Therefore, Eq.
(7.20) is indeed a useful expression to calculate the overlap value, for which homogeneous
areas of LIPSS can be produced most efficiently, in terms of production rate.
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7.4.3 Step-by-step plan to produce homogeneous areas of LIPSS at
the highest production rate

As a summary, this section provides a step-by-step plan, to establish optimal laser pro-
cessing parameters to produce LIPSS at the highest possible production rate. This step-
by-step plan is based on the assumption that the fluence profile of the laser beam used is
Gaussian.

1. Determine the diameter d [m] of the laser spot,

2. Set the pulse frequency f [Hz] of the laser source to its maximum,

3. Establish the material dependent parameters F low
th (1) [J/cm2], F up

th (1) [J/cm2], ξlow

[-] and ξup [-] of the material, for the desired structure type (e.g. LSFL, or HSFL,
or grooves), by static experiments as described in section 7.3.3,

4. If the incubation factors ξlow and ξup are close (less than 10% difference), calculate
the minimal overlap value OLmin for which homogeneous areas of LIPSS occur
using Eq. (7.20). If ξlow and ξup differ more, relapse to numerically determination
of OLmin. To account for measurement and system uncertainties, add 10% to the
value of OLmin,

5. Calculate the relative velocity of the laser spot as v = d · f · (1−OLmin),

6. Set the device(s) scanning the laser spot over the surface to a line pitch of ∆x =
∆y = v/f ,

7. Using the material parameters found in step 3 and the overlap OLmin found in step
4, calculate the minimal and maximal peak fluence levels Fmin

0 and Fmax
0 using Eq.

(7.19). Calculate the required peak fluence level as F0 = (Fmin
0 + Fmax

0 )/2. Use
this result and Eq. (7.9) to calculate the required laser pulse energy to be set in
the laser source,

8. Process areas of the desired dimensions on the surface of the substrate, using the
parameters found in the previous steps.

7.5 Conclusion

In this paper, a non-iterative closed mathematical model was derived, which allows to
calculate optimized laser processing parameters (peak laser fluence F0 and geometrical
pulse-to-pulse overlap OL) based on material dependent parameters, to manufacture ho-
mogeneous areas of Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS). A method was
presented to experimentally establish these material parameters for a given type of LIPSS.
As an example, these parameters determined for silicon when processed with an IR ps
laser source, targeting Low Spatial Frequency LIPSS (LSFL) on the surface of the silicon
sample. Using these material parameters, a range of peak fluence levels and pulse-to-pulse
overlap values can be derived using the model, which will allow the production of homo-
geneous areas of LIPSS at the highest achievable rate. Model validation, involving a wide
range of overlap values and fluence values, showed that the experimental results are in
good agreement with the mathematical model. A step-by-step plan was presented, which,
when using the model, provides laser processing parameters, will lead to homogeneous
areas of LIPSS produced most efficiently, in terms of production rate.
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CHAPTER 8

LASER-INDUCED PERIODIC SURFACE STRUCTURES (LIPSS)
CREATED BY DEFOCUSED LASER PROCESSING

M.Mezera, G.R.B.E. Römer, Laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) manufacturing

by defocused laser processing, Proceedings of the SPIE.10906, Laser-based Micro- and Nanopro-

cessing XIII, 2019.

Abstract Low spatial frequency Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures
(LSFL) have been created on single crystal silicon with picosecond laser pulses
with a wavelength of λ=1030 nm with varying laser spot diameters obtained by
a defocused laser beam. The laser processing parameters have been adjusted
theoretically and experimentally to obtain similar LSFL for all studied laser
spot diameters. The periodicity and amplitude of the LSFL were measured by
SEM and AFM analysis. It has been found that the periodicities of the LSFL
do not change when LSFL were created with larger laser spot diameters. The
amplitudes of the LSFL decrease with increasing laser spot diameters, although
this correlation is not strong.

The content of this chapter is identical to the content of the published paper quoted
above. Note that the layout is adapted for consistency throughout this dissertation and
only small typographical adjustments were made, when compared to the published paper.
Some redundancy with other chapters is unavoidable as an academic paper needs its own
introductory. However, this entails the advantage that the chapter can be read separately.

8.1 Introduction

Processing of solids near their ablation threshold by high intensity polarized laser irra-
diation may lead to the development of regular nanoscale structures known as Laser-
induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) [1]. Applying LIPSS to a surface can lead
to numerous surface functionalisations such as improved wetting [2–5], improved tribo-
logical properties [4, 6], optical applications [4, 5, 7, 8], anti-bacterial surfaces [9, 10],
tissue-engineering [11], microfluidics [12] and optolectronics [13]. The morphology and
dimensions (spatial periodicity and amplitude) of LIPSS are controlled by several laser
parameters, including the wavelength λ, the polarization of the laser light, the angle of
incidence of the laser beam relative to the surface of the substrate, the laser peak flu-
ence F0 and the fluence distribution profile, the number of laser pulses N and the spatial
pulse-to-pulse overlap [14, 15]. LIPSS are typically produced by scanning the surface of
the substrate by a focused laser beam [5, 7, 8, 16–20]. When the focal diameter is small,
the creation of LIPSS is a relatively slow process, which limits the production of LIPSS
on large surfaces at industrial repetition rates. Therefore it is a necessity to increase the
production speed of LIPSS.

In general, LIPSS are processed in the focus of the laser beam, at which the spot
size is the smallest and the fluence is the highest. A method to speed up the production
of LIPSS could be to increase the spot size of the laser beam on the surface. Optical
elements in the beam path can increase the focal spot size of the focused laser beam, as
e.g. decreasing the beam size with a beam reducer before the beam enters the focusing
lens system, or increasing the focal length by changing the focusing lens. To increase the
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speed of production without changing the laser system setup, a method to increase the
beam spot size on the surface can be achieved by processing the surface with a defocused
laser beam. It was shown, the the radii of different types of LIPSS structures, depending
on the locally absorbed fluence of the gaussian beam profile, increase with an increased
distance of the sample surface from the focal spot [21].

In this study, upscaled manufacturing of so-called Low Spatial Frequency LIPSS
(LSFL) over areas on silicon wafers with a defocused laser beam is demonstrated and
compared to processing using a focused laser beam. For the purpose of this study the
diffraction grating effect of LIPSS [22], serves as a measure to assess the quality of the
LIPSS. A diffraction grating consists of parallel grooves having a constant periodicity.
The grating diffracts impinging white light into several light beams of different wave-
lengths at various angles [23]. When viewed from a given angle at the sample, typically
only one wavelength is visible to the human eye. This colorization is usually referred to
as a structural color. LSFL can also act as a diffraction grating, but imperfections (in
terms of regularity) of the grating lead to greying out of structural colors. LIPSS usually
appear after several pulses at a fluence regime near the ablation threshold of the processed
material [14].

It should be noted that creating uniform areas of LSFL is not required for the grating
effect to occur. Uniform areas of LIPSS are defined here as areas larger than the area of
one laser spot size on the surface of the sample, which are covered completely with the
same type of LIPSS. The aim of this paper is to study the periodicities and amplitudes
of LSFL when processed as a function of the diameter of the (de-)focused laser spot. To
that end, the periodicities and amplitudes of LSFL processed in focus are compared to
LSFL processed when defocusing the laser beam while ensuring similar laser processing
parameters (fluence and pulse-to-pulse overlap at constant pulse frequency) in order to
achieve comparable LSFL, meaning structural colors are visible when using a white light
microscope. In this paper, the characteristics of LSFL were studied, by positioning the
sample surface in the focus, as well as much as 4 Rayleigh lengths above and below the
focus. Finally when changing the beam diameter, once the laser fluence regime is known
for which LSFL and structural colors appear on the sample, the laser power has to be
adjusted to reach the corresponding fluence levels to create LIPSS.

8.2 Theory

To gain similar LSFL when processsing with a defocused laser beam and a focused beam,
the processing scanning velocity and laser fluence have to be adjusted according to the
changing beam diameter. The pulse frequency is set constant. The spatial pulse-to-pulse
overlap is a critical parameter, when aiming at creating homogeneous areas of LIPSS.
This overlap OL is defined here as: OL = 1− v

d , see Figure 8.1b,c. To ensure a constant
overlap OL, when changing the beam diameter, the pulse frequency fF and/or the beam
scanning velocity need to be adjusted proportionally. The beam diameter d [m] (see
Figure 8.1a) along the optical axis z follows from [24]:

d(z)2 = d2
0 + θ2(z − z0)2 (8.1)

where d0 is the diameter in focus, θ [rad] is the full far-field divergence angle of the focused
beam, and z0f [m] the location of the focus relative to the origin of the reference frame.
Without loss of generality it can be assumed that the origin of this frame is in the focus
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- i.e. z0 = 0. For a laser beam with a Gaussian intensity profile, the Rayleigh length zR

[m] is the distance from the focus along the propagation axis of the laser beam, to the
location where the diameter of the beam has increased by a factor of

√
2. This implies

that, at this location, the area of the cross section of the beam is doubled [25].

lens

(a) (b)

Figure 8.1: Schematic representations of (a) Focusing of laser beam by a lens and (b) the laser beam
scanning trajectory.

Table 8.1: Definition of corresponding laser processing parameters.

Symbol Description Unit

D unfocused beam diameter [m]
zR Rayleigh Length [m]
d beam diameter along optical axis [m]
d0 beam diameter in focus [m]
θ full far-field divergence angle [rad]
fL focal length [m]
OL overlap [/]
v scanning velocity [ms ]
fF pulse frequency [Hz]
∆x horizontal displacement of pulses [m]
∆y vertical displacement of pulses [m]
NOS number of overscans [/]

8.3 Materials and Methods

8.3.1 Laser Setup and material

A pulsed Yb:YAG disk laser source (TruMicro 5050 of Trumpf GmbH, Germany) with a
wavelength of 1030 nm, maximum pulse frequency of 400 kHz, pulse energies up to 125µJ
and a pulse duration of 6.7 ps was used. The beam was focused with a telecentric F-theta
objective (Ronar of Linos GmbH, Germany) having a focal length of 80 mm on the surface
of n-type doped, 〈100〉 oriented, single crystal, optical grade silicon wafer samples. The
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samples were cleaned before the laser processing in an ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes at
room temperature with industrial ethanol. The beam was scanned over the sample with
a galvoscanner with an accuracy of 2µrad (intelliSCAN14 of ScanLab GmbH, Germany).

8.3.2 Analysis tools

The focal 1
e2 beam diameter d0 = 35.5± 1.61µm, Rayleigh length zR = 857± 39µm, full

divergence angle θ = 0.041 rad, and the beam quality factor M2 = 1.124 of the focused
laser beam were measured using a laser beam characterization device MicroSpotMonitor
of Primes GmbH (Germany).

The laser power was measured using a photodiode power sensor at a measurement un-
certainty of ±7 % (S132C of ThorLabs, Germany) connected to a readout unit (PM100A
of ThorLabs, Germany).

Structural colors were observed using an optical microscope (VHX 5000 of Keyence,
Japan) with a magnification of 50× at an angle of 50°, see Figure 8.2.

The periodicities and amplitudes of LSFL were analyzed using a Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM JSM-7200F of JEOL, Japan) and an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM
FlexAFM of Nanosurf, Switzerland).

In order to determine the periodicity of LSFL, 120×90µm2 SEM micrographs were
analyzed with the help of a 2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm including nor-
malization into the laser wavelength using a MATLAB script [26]. An example is shown
in Figure 8.3. The algorithm converts the spatial image information (of LSFL) into the
frequency domain to allow robust determination of the periodicity of LSFL. Additionally,
the script allows filtering to reduce noise and increase the accuracy at which the LSFL
periodicity is determined. That is, the periodicity and the corresponding standard devi-
ation were obtained from the thousand strongest data points corresponding to LSFL in
the frequency plot. Here, a strong frequency is characterized by a large magnitude in the
frequency plot.

AFM mircrographs of 50×50µm2 were used to determine the amplitude of the LSFL.
To this end one hundred profiles perpendicular to the LSFL were obtained automati-
cally from the AFM micrographs and the height differences between each minimum and
maximum peak of adjacent ridges of LSFL and the distances between the ridges were
recorded. Noise reduction of peak-to-peak distances and amplitudes, which are much
smaller or larger than LSFL, was achieved by filtering.

8.4 Results and Discussion

Initial experiments showed that when processing the sample using the focused laser beam,
LSFL form on the silicon sample at an overlap of OL=0.6 at a beam spot diameter of
df = 35.5µm, a repetition rate of fF = 1000 Hz and at fluence levels ranging from 0.79
to 0.91 J/cm2. Figure 8.2 shows the structural colors of LSFL areas obtained at these
conditions. For OL <0.6 the LSFL are not well defined over the whole area to form
diffraction gratings, For OL>0.6 imperfections, as for example bubble like features on
top of the ridges of LSFL, lead to greying out of the structutural colors on silicon.
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a) b) c) d) e)

Figure 8.2: Microscope image of 50°tilted 750×750µm2 areas covered with LSFL obtained by scanning the
focused laser beam over the sample at different fluence levels at a constant pulse-to-pulse overlap. From
left to right the laser fluence increases in steps of about 0.06 J/cm2. a) at 0.73 J/cm2 no structural colors
are observed; b) for 0.79 J/cm2 structural colors are very recognizable; c) at 0.84 J/cm2 imperfections
develop over the LSFL (see also Fig. 8.5a and 8.5b), which leads to greying out of the structural colors;
d) at 0.91 J/cm2 and e) 0.97 J/cm2 the whole area is covered by imperfections and structural colors are
poor.

Next, the beam diameter at up to ±4 Rayleigh length distances (RL) from the focus
was determined using the beam characterization device. Then, based on these spot diam-
eters and the fluence regimes known to result in LSFL with structural colors (see Figure
8.2), the scan velocities have been calculated for up to ±4RL, see Table 8.2.

Table 8.2: Laser processing parameters distance to focus position as a function of Rayleigh lengths RL,
spot diameter d, scanning velocity v, fluence F and resulting LSFL properties periodicity Λ and amplitude
A. Λ and A are taken from the AFM measurements (the indices av and m imply average or median value).

RL d [µm] v [mm/s] F [J/cm2] Λav [nm] Aav [nm] Am [nm]

0 35.5 14.2 0.79 to 0.91 952±80 206±88 199±88
+1 50.3 20.1 0.78 to 0.83 973±79 173±89 157±89
−1 50.3 20.1 0.89 to 1.03 962±80 204±85 202±85
+2 79.5 31.8 0.84 to 0.88 935±84 115±69 105±69
−2 79.5 31.8 0.88 to 0.93 949±83 127±66 117±66
+3 112.4 45.0 0.91 to 0.98 965±80 122±59 117±59
−3 112.4 45.0 0.98 to 1.02 961±81 138±76 130±76
+4 146.6 58.6 1.13 to 1.14 957±79 86±66 69±66
−4 146.6 58.6 1.13 to 1.14 951±82 106±53 101±53

Experiments were conducted at a pulse frequency of 1000 Hz and an overlap of
OL =0.6 for up to ±4RL in steps of 1RL. It was found that the necessary laser fluence
needed for achieving LSFL showing structural colors for larger spot diameters is some-
what higher than in focus (see Table 8.2). This might be explained as follows. When
processing an area with ultrashort pulses, every subsequent pulse may lead to accumu-
lation of heat [27]. The geometrical pulse-to-pulse distance when processed in focus is
14.2µm, when processing at 4RL defocused, the pulse-to-pulse distance equals 58.6µm.
The thermal diffusion depth [28], is defined as dt = 2

√
κ · tpp, where κ = K/(ρ · Cp)

is the heat diffusivity, K is the heat conduction coefficient, ρ is the density, Cp is the
specific heat of the material and tpp = 1/fF. When substituting the values for silicon,
K = 150 W

mK [29], ρ = 2.328 g
cm3 , Cp = 0.7 J

gK [29] and pulse frequency of 1000 Hz applied
in the experiments, a thermal diffusion depth of about 600µm is found. Because the geo-
metrical pulse-to-pulse distance in both in-focus and defocused processing is smaller than
this thermal diffusion depth, heat accumulation can not be excluded. Since defocused
processing has a larger pulse-to-pulse distance than in-focus processing, and less pulses
are necessary to structure the 750x750µm2 area, less heat accumulates when processing
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defocused. As the absorptivity of silicon in the infrared rises with increasing temperature
[30, 31], less energy is absorbed when processing defocused when compared to in-focus
processing. Therefore more energy is needed to achieve structural colors for defocused
processing.

Figure 8.3a shows a SEM micrograph of LSFL obtained while processing the surface
of the sample in the focus of the laser beam (RL = 0). Figure 8.3b shows an unfiltered
normalized FFT frequency map of the SEM micrograph shown in Figure 8.3a. The fre-
quency axis were normalized to the laser wavelength (1030 nm), hence kx and ky represent
the wavevector in the x- and y-direction. The blue dashed circle in Figure 8.3b indicates
the wavevector k =1. Periodicities in the SEM micrograph are represented by red dots
(Figure 8.3b,8.3c).

E

(a)

Imperfections

LSFL

Bifurcations

(b) (c)

Figure 8.3: (a) SEM micrograph; the arrow indicates the polarization of the E-field. (b) unfiltered 2D
frequency map and c) filtered 2D frequency map of LSFL produced by a focused laser beam (RL= 0) at
0.816 J/cm2, fF = 1000 Hz, v = 0.014 m/s, OL = 0.6.

Data points outside the circle indicate surface features of a periodicity smaller than
the laser wavelength and data points in the circle represent periodicities of features larger
than the laser wavelength. In Figure 8.3b three frequencies can be observed. That is,
frequencies corresponding to imperfections (bubbles on top of LSFL ridges) found at
overlapping areas of LSFL of adjacent pulses; LSFL; and Bifurcations of the LSFL with
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a periodicity of about half of the LSFL periodicity. After removing imperfections and
bifurcations from the frequency map (see Figure 8.3c), the periodicity of the LSFL can
be easily determined. In that case 930±40 nm.

Figure 8.4a shows an example 50 × 50µm2 AFM micrograph of the surface of the
sample, processed in focus. An automatically generated profile perpendicular to the
LSFL along the dashed line in Figure 8.4a is shown in Figure 8.4b.
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Figure 8.4: (a) 50× 50µm2 AFM micrograph of the surface of the sample processed in focus (RL = 0)
at 0.786 J/cm2, f = 1000 Hz, v = 0.014 m/s, OL = 0.6; the dashed line indicates the position of one
automatically generated profile perpendicular to the LSFL at which the periodicity and amplitude was
analyzed; the arrow indicates the polarization direction of the E-field. (b) Profile along dashed line in
AFM micrograph 8.4a. The average amplitude was determined by the difference from the maximum
peaks (triangles facing downwards) to the adjacent minimum peaks (triangles facing upwards).

Figure 8.5 shows representative SEM and AFM micrographs as well as FFT-frequency
maps of LSFL obtained by processing in focus, as well as at 2RL and at 4RL above the
focus, respectively. As can be observed from Figures 8.5a and 8.5b, bubble like features
develop in areas of LSFL. These features are found at the areas of the intersection of
overlapping pulses, as well as at the highest fluence levels of the Gaussian beam profile
of the laser spot, see Figure 8.6. The latter is of course in the direction of the beam
path. Huis in ’t Veld et al. [32] also reported bubble formation and claimed that these
bubbles develop out of a liquid phase. However, the size of those bubbles (70-90nm) are
smaller than the size of the bubbles observed in this work (up to 500nm). Therefore, the
bubbles in this work might originate from different physical phenomena. The physics of
the development of the bubbles falls out of the scope of this paper. When comparing
Figure 8.5c with Figure 8.5i, one can observe that the amount of imperfections (bubbles)
as well as noise increases.
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Figure 8.5: Representative micro graphs of LSFL obtained by processing in focus (a,b,c: F0 =
0.79 J/cm2), at 2RL (d,e,f: F0 = 0.84 J/cm2) and at 4RL (g,h,i: F0 = 1.13 J/cm2) above the focus.
The graphs (a),(d) and (g) show SEM micrographs taken from tilted samples at an angle of 60°and a
magnification of 2500×; the graphs (b), (e) and (h) show three-dimensional AFM graphs (note that the
areas analyzed with the AFM are not the same areas on the sample as the areas analyzed with SEM);
the graphs (c), (f) and (i) show the FFT-frequency maps of SEM micrographs. The arrows indicate the
polarization direction of the corresponding E-field.

The laser processing parameters and the measured LSFL periodicities and amplitudes
for each Rayleigh length distance are listed in Table 8.2. The periodicity Λ and amplitude
A of the LSFL are shown graphically in Figures 8.8 and 8.7. As can be observed from
Figure 8.8, the periodicities of the LSFL, processed with varying spot diameters, are
constant within the measurement accuracy at about 956 ±80 nm, which is around the
laser wavelength and consistent with literature [14]. The differences between the SEM
and AFM measurements deriving from analyzing disparate areas of the same processed
surfaces are negligible and amounts to ≤ 3.3 %.

The average values of the amplitudes decrease from around 200 nm, when processing
in the focus to about 100 nm for the largest (around 4 times the focal spot size) used spot
diameter. However, when analyzing the average values of the amplitudes in Figure 8.7,
with respect to the statistical errors (error bars), no correlation between the amplitude
and the spot diameter can be concluded. On the other hand, when analyzing the boxes
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.6: SEM micrographs of the surface processed in focus (RL = 0, F0 = 0.79 J/cm2). (a) tilted
sample at an angle of 70°. The circles indicate the areas of the laser spot where the laser intensity is above
the LSFL threshold. Bubble like features are found at the intersection of overlapping LSFL areas, as well
as at the highest fluence levels of the Gaussian beam profile of the laser spot, which are of course in the
direction of the beam path (see bubble like features in the center of beampath). (b) Untilted micro graph
of same sample. The inner circles indicate the areas of the laser spot where the laser intensity is above
the LSFL threshold. The outer circles are indicating the optical beam diameter. One can observe that
the bubble like features lie within the optical beam diameter of the adjoining beam path. Interference of
the optical energy from the adjoining beam path cannot be excluded.

of the boxplot (25th and 75th percentiles of the data points), does suggest a correlation
between the amplitude and the spot diameter, although this correlation is not strong. This
correlation could be explained based on the lower heat accumulation when processing with
increasing spot diameter, as was mentioned above. Since there is more heat accumulation
when processing in focus, the absorbed energy is higher as when processing defocused.
As a result of increased absorbed energy, the LIPSS amplitude increases as was shown in
other studies [33–37].
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Figure 8.7: Boxplot of the amplitude as a function of the processing position expressed in number of RL
distances above or below the focus obtained from AFM. The notched mark (red) on each box indicates
the median value, the diamond indicates the average value and the bottom and top edges of the blue box
indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles of the data points, respectively. The dashed verticals indicate the
error bars, which are extended up to 1.5x the interquartile range. [38]
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Figure 8.8: Periodicity as a function of the processing position expressed in number of RL distances above
or below the focus obtained from AFM and SEM. The periodicity is constant for all processing positions
at about 956±80 nm.

The geometrical displacements of the individual laser pulses in the x− and y− direc-
tion are growing proportionally to the increasing beam diameter. Therefore, the process
time increases exponentially with increasing beam diameter. For example processing a
1×1cm2 area with the laser processing parameters for processing in focus (0RL) will take
7.65 minutes. Four Rayleigh lengths above or below the focus, the processing time will
take 29 seconds, dropping to a 16th of the processing time in focus.

8.5 Conclusion

Low spatial frequency LIPSS have been processed on silicon at similar laser processing
parameters for varying laser spot diameters by processing the surface of the sample in
focus, as well as up to ± 4 Rayleigh length distances above and below the focus position.

Fixed laser parameters were a pulse duration of 7ps, a laser wavelength of 1030nm, a
pulse frequency of 1000 Hz, a Gaussian beam profile (M2 < 1.3). The laser spot diameters
ranged from 35µm in focus to 148µm defocused.

The periodicity and amplitude of LSFL were determined from SEM and AFM micro-
graphs. The LSFL showed the same periodicity of 956 ± 80 nm for all beam diameters
studied. The average amplitude of the LSFL decreases from about 200 nm to about 100 nm
when increasing the spot diameter from 35.5µm in focus to a diameter of about 146.6µm
at ±4RL distances, although this correlation between amplitude and beam diameter is
not strong.

Defocused laser processing is a simple method for scaling the production rates of
LSFL up to industrial rates. Then some basic mathematics show that increasing the spot
diameter d while maintaining the geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap OL will decrease
the processing time quadratically since both the displacements in the x- and y-direction
expand proportionally to the increasing spot diameter. For example, using a spot diam-
eter which is 4 times larger than the spot diameter in focus (4RL above the focus), the
processing time is only 1/16th (6.25 %) compared to the processing time in focus.
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Summary of Part II

Part II of this thesis addressed the feasibility of producing all types of LIPSS known to
form on metals due to femtosecond laser pulses by using a picosecond laser source and
deriving process strategies to decrease the LIPSS production time. It was found, that all
types of LIPSS, such as LSFL, HSFL, spikes, grooves and TNP can indeed be formed on
metals — in this case Cobalt-Chrome-Molybdenum — using a picosecond laser source by
applying different types of laser beam polarizations. That is, LSFL with a period of 800
nm formed when irradiating the CoCrMo samples with linearly polarized picosecond laser
pulses for one overscan at a wavelength of 1030 nm, a peak fluence of 1.67 J/cm2 and an
overlap of 85 %. Hierarchical surface structures consisting of micro-grooves and LSFL at
a peak fluence level of 1.82 J/cm2 or spikes and LSFL at a peak fluence level of 7.07 J/cm2

were obtained for five overscans with lienearly polarized laser pulses. When irradiating
CoCrMo with circularly polarized laser pulses for one overscan at a fluence level of 5.23
J/cm2, very regular triangular nanopillars (TNP) with a period of 860 nm were observed.
Moreover, HSFL form in between the triangular nanopillars, which was not the case for
circular polarized femtosecond laser pulses or bursts of cross-polarized femtosecond laser
pulses with a pulse duration of 50 fs and with a time delay of 1.2 ps. It was concluded,
that the HSFL found between the TNP are formed due to fragmentation of a thin melt
layer on the surface induced due to the longer pulse duration in the picosecond time
regime.

Furthermore, a non-iterative mathematical model was derived and experimentally
validated on silicon, which can be used to optimize LIPSS processing parameters. It was
shown that homogeneous areas of LIPSS can be processed with a minimal overlap of
50%. Only 4% of the time is necessary to produce homogeneous areas of LIPSS when
comparing the time for processing areas with an overlap of 50 % to 0.9 %.

Additionally, it was shown that the LIPSS production time can be further decreased
by defocused laser processing — i.e. using a larger laser spot — since, when comparing
LIPSS produced by in- and defocused laser beam positions, the LIPSS period and height
do not differ. That is, LSFL were obtained when irradiating silicon with laser pulses
of a wavelength of 1030 nm at an overlap of 60 % at a peak fluence of 0.79 to 0.91
J/cm2 in focus or 1.13 J/cm2 four Rayleigh-lengths out of focus. When processing four
Rayleigh-lengths out of focus, the processing time decreases to 6.25% compared to in-focus
manufacturing.



CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this Chapter, the results and conclusions of previous Chapters are summarized with
respect to the research questions defined in Section 1.3. Also, recommendations and
suggestions for future research are presented.

9.1 Conclusions

As presented and discussed in Chapter 1 and 2, Laser-induced Periodic Surface Structures
(LIPSS) are nanometer sized regular ripples, which can be produced on different solids,
such as metals, semiconductors, and dielectrics by exposing the surface to (ultra-) short
laser pulses within a narrow range of laser fluence levels, below or close to, the ablation
threshold. Although LIPSS have been studied extensively, there are still both scientific
and technical challenges, which need to be overcome before the (industrial) application
of LIPSS can be fully exploited. It was shown in Chapter 2 that a wide range of LIPSS
types, such as Low Spatial Frequency LIPSS (LSFL), High Spatial Frequency LIPSS
(HSFL), triangular nanopillars (TNP) and grooves can be formed by carefully choosing
laser processing parameters, including the laser wavelength, pulse energy, laser fluence
and number of laser pulses. To allow production of a large portfolio of various types
of LIPSS on different types of materials, (only) ultra-short pulsed lasers in the femto-
and picosecond regime are suitable. Compared to femtosecond pulsed laser sources, pi-
cosecond pulsed laser sources are more economical. In addition, in most cases the use of
picosecond pulsed laser sources offer similar qualitative processing results as femtosecond
pulsed laser sources, but do offer higher average peak powers, which enhances productiv-
ity at comparable or lower costs. Therefore, this thesis encompasses six selected studies
into the processing parameters and mechanisms on picosecond LIPSS formation and pro-
cessing strategies for low (polymers) and high (metals and semiconductors) absorbing
materials. That is, analysis of LIPSS development on selected polymers (polystyrene and
polycarbonate), a metal (Cobalt-Chrome-Molybdenum) and a semi-conductor (silicon)
was studied. To that end, six research questions were defined (see also Section 1.3).

The first research question was formulated as: Can LIPSS be processed on common
types of polymers using picosecond laser pulses? More specifically, which types of LIPSS
do form at which laser processing conditions? That is, how many pulses are necessary at
which wavelength to produce LIPSS on polymers using a picosecond laser source?

It was shown in Chapter 3 that LIPSS can be produced on the surface of two widely
used polymers, namely polystyrene and polycarbonate, using a picosecond laser source. It
was found that Low Spatial Frequency LIPSS type-II (LSFL-II) form using a picosecond
laser in a wavelength range of 343 nm to 515 nm, see Table 9.1. This is a wider range
of wavelengths, than the range of wavelengths (<266 nm) at which LIPSS form using a
nanosecond laser source, but not as wide as the range of wavelengths (248 nm to 1045
nm) at which LIPSS form using femtosecond laser pulses. However, it can be concluded
that the range of required peak fluence levels and number of pulses impinging one spot
are similar for all laser pulse durations. That is, several tens to thousand pulses impinging
one spot are necessary for LIPSS to develop on polymer surfaces at peak fluence levels
of a few mJ/cm2 below the ablation threshold. Additionally, it was found that LSFL-II
and HSFL can be processed on polystyrene and polycarbonate using a picosecond pulsed
laser source at a wavelength of 343 nm.
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Table 9.1: Summary of the experimental results established in this thesis with regards to the laser processing conditions and LIPSS characteristics.

Material Absorptivity Substrate
Bulk

temperature
Wavelength

λ [nm]

Range of
Peak fluence

level(s)
F0 [J/cm2]

Range of
Number of

pulses
NOS

LIPSS type

LIPSS period
with regards

to the
wavelength

LIPSS Amplitude
[nm]

LIPSS orientation
with regards to
the polarization

Thesis
Chapter

Polystyrene low
flat;

Ra = 68.8µm
room

temperature
343 30...100 ·10−3 1000...97500

HSFL 0.15-0.2 λ n.A. ⊥
3LSFL-II 0.6 λ n.A. ‖

LSFL-I 0.6 λ n.A. ⊥

Polycarbonate low

flat;
Ra = 5.4µm

room
temperature

343 40...70 ·10−3 1000...97500
HSFL 0.25 λ n.A. ⊥

3
LSFL-II 0.6 λ n.A. ‖

150◦C 343 10...40 ·10−3 9750...48750
HSFL 0.35 λ n.A. ⊥

4LSFL-II 0.6 λ 20 ‖
LSFL-I 0.8 λ 50 ⊥

pre-structured;
Period:

1.5 & 10 µm;
Amplitude:

400 nm & 15 µm

room
temperature

343 2 - 4 ·10−3 302760 LSFL 0.8 λ 10 ‖ 5

flat;
Ra = 5.4µm

515 100...200 ·10−3 200...5000
HSFL 0.15-0.2 λ n.A. ⊥

3
LSFL-II 0.7 λ n.A. ‖

Silicon high(er)
flat;

Ra � 1µm
room

temperature
1030

0.6 - 1.5 4...100 LSFL-I 0.9 λ 200 ⊥
7; 8

0.85 - 0.96 100 Grooves 2 λ n.A. -

Cobalt-Chrome-
Molybdenum

high
flat;

Ra � 1µm
room

temperature
1030

1.67 43 LSFL-I 0.8 λ ⊥

6
1.82 . . . 2.84 215 Grooves 3.5 . . . 4 λ ‖

> 2.84 215 Spikes > 4 λ -
2.87 . . . 6.26 43 HSFL 0.1 λ n.A. -
5.23 . . . 6.26 43 TNP 0.8 λ 90 -
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At a wavelength of 515 nm, LSFL-II and HSFL do form on polycarbonate, but the

processed surface shows pores when applying 515nm due to the low absorbance at this

wavelength. LIPSS were not found on polystyrene at the latter wavelength. Hence,

picosecond laser sources have a broader wavelength spectra, at which LIPSS form, than

nanosecond laser sources, but do not show the wide ranges of wavelengths at which LIPSS

form for femtosecond laser pulses.

As discussed in Chapter 4, Rebollar et al. hypothesized that LIPSS form on a amor-

phous polymer only after reaching the glass transition temperature or alternatively after

reaching the melt temperature for a semi-crystalline polymer. Therefore the second

research question was formulated as: At what laser processing conditions do LIPSS

develop on a preheated polycarbonate (glass transition temperature 154◦C) using picosec-

ond laser pulses? More specifically, is less (accumulated) laser energy and/or less pulses

required at increased temperatures than at room temperature? That is, can the forma-

tion of LIPSS on polymers be “accelerated” by preheating the polymer before and during

laser processing?

It was shown in Chapter 4 that, indeed, the peak fluence levels at which LSFL-II

form on top of the polycarbonate surface decrease with increasing bulk temperature, see

Table 9.1. That is, for all studied number of overscans, the laser peak fluence necessary

to form LSFL-II decreased by half when preheating polycarbonate samples close to the

glass transition temperature compared to processing at room temperature. However, the

bulk temperature did not influence the numbers of pulses impinging one spot necessary

for LIPSS development. It can therefore be concluded, that LSFL-II development is an

accumulative process, depending on the number of laser pulses. It can also be concluded

that LIPSS formation is strongly affected by the local sample temperature reached and

by the involved strong variations of the polymer viscosity. That is, each individual laser

pulse leads to defects in the electronic system of the polymer, as well as generation of heat,

which results in a change of the complex refractive index of the polymer and increased

energy absorption of the subsequent laser pulse. Near-field scattering at the surface

and the interference with the laser beam leads to HSFL development on the surface.

Due to far-field scattering of the laser beam at HSFL and / or surface defects and the

interference of the laser beam with the scattered waves, LSFL-II develop in a narrow

range of depth below the surface with increased laser peak fluence, number of pulses or

number of overscans and therefore increased transient surface temperature and higher rate

of evaporation/ablation. In case of polycarbonate, only half of the peak fluence — i.e. 10

mJ/cm2 for 5000 overscans — is necessary to form LSFL-II close to the glass transition

temperature (154◦C) when compared to processing at room temperature, which requires

a peak fluence of 20 mJ/cm2 for 5000 overscans, see Table 9.1. Hence, LSFL-II can

be produced on polycarboante at increased production rates, by preheating the polymer

close to the glass transition temperature since less laser energy is necessary to develop

LSFL-II compared to processing at room temperature. Therefore, to cover larger areas

of LSFL-II in a reduced period of time, for example, the diameter of the laser spot could

be increased or the beam could be divided into several (parallel) beams to process several
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areas simultaneously for preheated polycarbonate.

Many surface functions depend on hierarchical micro- and nanostructures. In contrast

to polymers, the formation of LIPSS on pre-structured metals — i.e. metal surfaces with

a micrometer scale texture, in order to achieve a hierarchical micro-nano surface struc-

ture, has been studied and demonstrated. So far, the formation of LIPSS on polymers

has been studied on “smooth” — i.e. flat — substrates only. Therefore the third re-

search question was formulated as: Can hierarchical micro-nano structures be formed

on polymers by a two-step laser structuring process in which a micro-structure is formed

first and LIPSS are formed in a subsequent step? If so, what are the characteristics of

these LIPSS?

In Chapter 5, in order to investigate LIPSS formation on pre-structured polymer

surfaces, various types of microscopic Direct Laser Interference Patterning (DLIP) struc-

tures were produced on polycarbonate in a first processing step. That is, periodic line-like

ridges as well as cross-like pillars were manufactured using DLIP. For both structure types

two variations of periods were produced, namely 1.5 µm and 10 µm with amplitudes of

400 nm and 15 µm, respectively. In a second laser processing step, a linearly polarized

UV laser beam with a focal spot diameter of 174 µm was scanned over the different

DLIP structures with laser parameters which were known to form LSFL-II on smooth

polycarbonate surfaces. Large homogeneous areas of LSFL-II with a period of 265 nm

were obtained when irradiating the polycarbonate surface with 343 nm picosecond laser

pulses at a pulse repetition rate of 100 kHz, an overlap of 93 %, 1000 overscans and a

peak fluence of 4.42 mJ/cm2, see Table 9.1. It was found that LSFL-II can be formed on

top of various forms and sizes of DLIP structures by selecting the laser beam polarization

perpendicular to the DLIP ridges. Since LSFL appearance is limited to a narrow window

of laser fluence levels (ranging from 2.38 to 3.24 mJ/cm2), the growth of LSFL only on top

of the DLIP ridges was limited by the non-normal angle of incidence of the laser radiation

at the side walls of the DLIP structures. The latter decreases the local fluence level below

the LSFL threshold. Additionally, it was found that a sufficiently broad top (larger than

1 µm in diameter) of the DLIP-pillars is required to allow LIPSS to be formed at these

positions for the studied wavelength.

As discussed in Chapter 6, it has been demonstrated by Romano et al., Liu et al.

and Fraggelakis et al., that “triangular nanopillars” (TNP) form on stainless steel only

when either single circularly polarized or bursts of linearly cross-polarized femtosecond

laser pulses are applied. However, the formation of TNP’s have not been reported with

picosecond laser pulses. Therefore, the fourth research question was formulated as:

How does the LIPSS formation differ for linear and circular polarized picosecond laser

irradiation and what types of (hierarchical) LIPSS can be processed?

With the objective to process similar LIPSS on metals, which are known to form due

to femtosecond laser pulses with linear and circular laser polarization, the formation of

(hierarchical) LIPSS on a metal were studied with a picosecond laser source at a wavelenth

of 1030 nm at a pulse repetition rate of 400 kHz and an overlap of 85 % with varying

types of laser polarizations (linearly and circularly polarized), peak fluence levels (ranging
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from 1.67 to 7.07 J/cm2) and number of overscans (ranging from 1 to 5), see Table 9.1. It

was found, that similar LIPSS, such as LSFL, HSFL, grooves, spikes and TNP can indeed

be produced with picosecond laser pulses. Additionally, it was found that HSFL form in

between triangular nanopillars, in the case circular polarized picosecond laser pulses are

applied. This is not the case for circular polarized femtosecond laser pulses or bursts of

cross-polarized femtosecond laser pulses with a pulse duration of 50 fs and with a time

delay of 1.2 ps. It was concluded, that the HSFL found between the TNP are formed

due to fragmentation of a thin melt layer on the surface induced due to the longer pulse

duration in the picosecond time regime.

Typically time-consuming iterative trial-and-error experiments are conducted to ob-

tain optimal laser processing parameters to produce large homogeneous areas of LIPSS.

Therefore, the fifth research question was formulated as: Can the processing parame-

ters to fabricate large homogeneous areas of LIPSS be optimized in order to decrease the

processing time for LIPSS by means of an (empirical) mathematical model?

In Chapter 7, a non-iterative closed mathematical model was developed, in order to

calculate optimized laser processing parameters (peak fluence levels at geometrical pulse-

to-pulse overlap values) to manufacture large homogeneous areas of LIPSS, based on

laser processing parameters and material constants (upper and lower fluence thresholds

at which LIPSS form, as well as the upper and lower incubation factor). The model

was experimentally validated, by forming LSFL on silicon using a 7 picosecond laser

source, operating at a wavelength of 1030 nm at a pulse repetition rate of 1 kHz, at

various overlap values ranging from 40 % to 90 % and peak fluence levels ranging from

0.58 to 2.09 J/cm2, see Table 9.1. The experimental results were found to be in good

agreement with the model. Additionally, based on the model, a step-by-step procedure

was presented, which allows to manufacture large homogeneous areas of LIPSS at the

shortest possible production time.

Related to the above, the production rate of LIPSS depends on the laser spot diameter

on the material surface, the laser pulse repetition rate and the velocity of the laser spot

relative to the surface of the material. Defocusing the laser beam, resulting in a large(r)

laser spot on the surface of the substrate, could be a relatively simple means to achieve

smaller production times. However, it is to be confirmed that a defocussed laser beam

results in the same properties of LIPSS, when compared to processing in the focal plane.

Therefore, the sixth research question was formulated as: Does the periodicity and

amplitude of LIPSS differ when processed with a defocused laser beam, compared to a

focused laser beam?

It was shown in Chapter 8 that, the amplitude and periodicity of LIPSS, more specif-

ically of LSFL processed on silicon, are similar for both in- and defocused (up to four

Rayleigh-lengths above and below the focal position) processing, when using a 7 ps laser

source operated at a wavelength of 1030 nm, at a pulse repetition rate of 1 kHz, an

overlap value of 60 % and peak fluence levels ranging from 0.79 to 1.14 J/cm2, see Table

9.1. When processing four Rayleigh-lengths defocused, the processing time drops to a

sixteenth of the processing time in focus.
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9.2 Recommendations

The research reported in this thesis was focused on the manufacturing of different types of

hierarchical micro- and nanostructures on various materials using picosecond laser pulses,

as well as process strategies to obtain shorter production times for processing large areas of

such surface structures for industrial applications. That is, the main focus of the research

was on the morphologies and dimensions of the LIPSS. For several applications of LIPSS,

such tribological applications and optical applications, e.g. exploiting the structural colors

induced by LIPSS for anti-counterfeiting of valuables, only the morphology of LIPSS is

of interest. However, in other fields in which LIPSS could be exploited, e.g. bio-medical

applications, not only the morphology of LIPSS are of interest, but also the chemical

composition of the surface. Chemical changes (even when small) induced during the

formation of LIPSS is still a largely unstudied field. Although, in Section 5.3.5, some

analysis of changes in the chemical composition of a polymer was studied, more research

is required to establish the nature and extend of chemical changes, and the effect of these

changes on the surface functionality.
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